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PREFACE

This report is part of the National Cantor for Research in Vocational Education's
(NCRVE) continuing effort to undarstand vocational curriculum and instzuctional methods. It
provides an analysis of the teaching and learning of "generic* workplace skills in several voca-
tional clusrooms. We hope this exploratory study will guide future thinking about teaching
generic skills and provide a starting point for designing curricula and courses that include these
important skills. This study should be of intarest to researchers, practitioners, and policymak-
ors in both academic and vocational education who are involved in efforts nationwide to revi-
talize our secondary schools.

LH
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SUMMARY

The latest wave of school reform seeks to reconceptualise schooling for most students.
Proposals calling for instructional reform come from many constituencies, with different agen-
das, but have a similar thrust instruction should emphasise "generic skills' as much as, or
more than, it doss occupation-specific or domain-specific knowledge and skills. The assump-
tion is that generic skills will enable people to (1) cooperate and communicate for group prob-
lem solving, (2) identify and define problems in complex environments, (3) seek acquire, and
synthesise new information, and (4) adapt to changes and gaps of information in the problem-
solving environment With these skills, workers will be better able to adapt to changing forms
of American industry and the occupational structures supporting it.

To teach these skills, schools must formulate clear educational policies and practices.
This is difficult under current circumstances, however, because the term is not clearly defined
in the academic literature or in research on the workplace, job changes, economic trends, and
so on. This prevents educators from examining several important questions: What generic
skills are needed? Are they being taught? Can these skills be taught? How can we structure
schooling to develop these skills?

This report represents an initial effort to answer these questions. The analysis begins
with a conceptual framework for defining generic skills. Observational data from vocational
education programs that claim to develop generic skills through their curriculum are analysed
from the perspectives of this framework and cognitive science research on learning and teach-
ing. This analysis aims to understand acquisition of target skills at a level that will inform
curriculum development and teacher training The study sought answers to three questionc
What generic skills are being taught? How are they taught? How does the instauctional con-
text affect instruction? Findinp from this exploratory study have several implications for
future research on generic skills, for educating diverse student populations, and for reforms
advocating the integration of academic and vocational education.

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GENERIC SKILLS

From our analysis of the varied literature, we discerned two basic categories of 'generic
skills": bask or enabling skills include abilities ranging from reading and simple mathemat-
ics to 'life skills," e.g., reading a schedule or filling out a form; complex reasoning skills
include sltille for defining and solving problems, critical thinking knowledge acquisition,
evaluating problem solutions, etc.

In addition to these skills, which define a person's competency for a task, are the motiva-

tional style or dispoiitions that influence task performance, such as the motivation for choos-

ing or doing the task and confidence in one's ability to do it.
There I. some debate about the relative importance of these skills and dispositions for

employability, productivity, and sumer. None alone seems sufficient. If people are not
motivated for work, their basic or complex skills will be wasted. Conversely, if people bubble

over with enthusiasm but lack needed skills, they may be more hindrance than help, though
possibly good candidates for education or skill training

While generic skills and dispoeitions are all necessary for successful completion of many
tasks, complex reasoning skills are among the skills that employers desire most and that school
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reformers hope to impart For this reason we focus on complex reasoning skillsin particular,
on generic problem-solving skills identified by a human information processing model of cogni-
tion. The concepts presented in this model form a basic vocabulary for analyzing complex rea-
soning behavior. It identifies moral actions in problem solving that are generalizable across
domains. These actions, coupled with relevant domain knowledge, enable people to act as
intelligent problem solvers. These pneric reasoning skills are:

Recognition of the problem
Analysis of the problem
Generation of solution paths
Evaluation of (partial) solution paths or monitoring as you go
Repair
Reflection (after a solution is achieved)

This list of skills provides a starting place for determining whether complex reasoning is
taught in vocational classrooms that claim to develop such skills.

WHAT SKILLS ARE TAUGHT?

The analysis reported here is based on an ethnographic csse study of a secondary-level
interior design class administered by a local Regional Occupational Program (ROP), site visits
to technical and nontechnical classrooms where teachers reportedly emphasize domain-general
skills, and elite interviews with teachers, a program administrator, and a local employer. We
found that these vocational teachers taught several generic problem-solving skills and also
stressed development of positive dispositions.

First, teachers taught several specific problem-solving skills embedded in cooperative
working arrangements wherein students worked together to solve ''authentic* problems. In the
case of interior design, students worked for approximately six weeks on a project to &sip and
furnish a six-room Victorian house. In this class (and others), we observed the teaching or use
of several generic problem-solving skills. In some cuss, the teacher specifically taught or
coached the skill; in others, he or she structured the learning environment so that students had
an opportunity to use the skills (or at least be exposed to them).

Repair skills and learn from errors. Teachers encouraged students to try different ideas
without fear of failure. They believed that mistakes serve to focus a student's efforts:
'When they correct mistakes, they will remember what they did."
Analyse/specify parts of the problem and generate solution paths. These skills appeared
as we saw students determine goals (e.g., understand the teachees requirements for
completion), set solution criteria (e.g., what should be done to get an EAR), identify
constzaints and assumptions (both the teaches and the imaginary client's), identify
resources (e.g., special talents of group members), and access relevant domain-specific
knowledge (e.g., carpet samples, wallpaper books).
Generate solution paths. Students had to decide whether the entire group should work
on each part of a project collectively or whether to snip students to different tasks.
Evaluate (partial) solution paths or monitor as you go. The Ill-defined and long-term
poject required students to organize their goals and manage subtasks to ensure finish-
ing by the deadline.
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Reflection (after a solution is achieved). This involves doing a post hoc analysis of a
solution and its generation to improve performance next time. The teacher asked the
design students to fill out a review sheet in which they were to critique the successes
and failures of their project and group and to "figure out why no one is to blame' (for
any failures).

These vocational teachers also emphasized student acquisition of generally useful atti-
tudes and work habits. They held that a realistic appreciation of the contingencies present in
the world outside of school was as important as (if not more important than) learning particu-
lar job-related knowledge or skills. The dispositions or attitudes they stressed included

Ability to make decisions. To complete projects students had to define their own prob-
bun, find their own tools for solving the problem, and judge their own solutions.
Take responsibility for one's own decisions; devalue appeals to authority. Teachers con-
sistently deflected requests for information and help when they knew the students
could solve a problem themselves.
Boldness in decision making. Teachers recognized that many students are very reluc-
tant to make significant decisions and countered this tendency by encouraging
students to be "bold." Stressing boldness in decision making reflected the teachers'
concern that many classroom experiences teach students to fear "standing up for
themselves."
Learning the parameters of workplace situations. The teachers attempted to help
students appreciate the contingencies of the world outside school by making the clams-
room environment closer to the authentic work environments in which students will
eventually find themselves. Teachers did not shy away from exposing students to
some of the harder realities of the workplace. For example, if students complained
about deadlines they were often met with the response that in the workplace a missed

deadline has serious consequences.
Cooperative skills. Several factors conspired to make cooperative skills important in
the classrooms. Group projects required students to work together. Cooperation was
explicitly sanctioned and discuseed, using the term "consensus process.' In this pro-
cess, students made decisions (e.g., selecting fabric) by offering their choices and at
least ono reason to justify their selection (the rational.). Other students were requited
to respond to that choice and debate it in terms of the offered rationale. Cooperation
also resulted from the teacher's insistence on making the students use the environ-
ment to solve their problems, rather than relying on the teacher's authority and exper-

tise.

Teachers did not administer tests to assess student acquisition of these skills and disposi-

tions, but evaluated students on a more individual basis. In interior design, for example, stu-
dent grades depended less on the "excellence" of a project solution than on the teacher's esti-
mate of how far the student had come during the semester.

HOW THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTED LEARNING

For purposes of discussion, we divide the classroom environments into throe categories:
curriculum and classroom, teacher policies, and teaching techniques.
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Curriculum and Classroom Features

Two features of the curriculum stood out: project-based activities and freedom is orga-
nizing projects. Teachers designed project-based courses in which students could maks many
choices in an environment free from typical classroom rules. The project set the stage for fos-
tering and supporting a variety of generic problem-solving skills and dispositions. Projects
nhanced the *authenticity" of the learning experience, particularly where they were structured
to mimic, u much as possible, an actual working environment.

The way the projects were organised also contributed to student learning. In these class-
rooms, we observed a high degree of student choice at many levels: choice of projects, no inter-
mediate milestones, student work was self-paced, teachers resisted istervention, and students
performed different tasks and learned different skills.

Teacher Policies

The teachers had several broad rules of thumb or policies that seem to govern how they
informed and interacted with students.

Teacher and student on an 'equal' footing. Many observations suggested that teachers
strove to interact with students "on their level" or perhaps to elevate students to the taacher's
level. This was most easily seen in the casual friendliness and respectfulness of teacher-
student interactions. The existence of this common level was clearly understood explicitly by
the teachers and perhaps more implicitly by the students.

Master-apprentice relationship more than student-teacher. Broadly, the kind of relation-
ship we observed arising between student and teacher was neither the usual student-teacher
relationship nor a strictly collegial one. Rather, in some respects, it resembled the roles of
master and apprentice. The teacher was regarded as the expert or "model" practitioner of the
craft and also possessed a pester associated factual knowledge and skill. On the other hand,
the student had a limited knowledge of facts and skill but was increasing both continually.
Although the teachers were competent lecturers, they placed little emphasis on this way of
imparting information. Rather, one-on-one tutoring or master-apprentice interactions were the
main methods by which teachers distributed information and shaped student progress.

'Adult' learning model. Much of the teachers' behavior can be accounted for by their
explicit view that students are mature, reasonably experienced, and motivated to learn. We
observed several ways in which this model worked well for the students: it promoted an egali-
tarian atmosphere in class, it permitted pester time-on-task in projects, and it enabled teach-
ers to focus more of their teaching efforts on "micro-apprenticeships" than lectures.

Claw projects as busbwss; accountability. Throughout project work, the teachers continu-
ally shaped students' learning and performance by relating aspects of the project to the work-
place. Projects were initially motivated by their relationship to external factors and, in many
cases, the activities students wore engaged in during their project simulated real working tasks.

Techniques

Teachers employed specific teaching techniques to implement their policies. In particu-
lar, they employed several techniques to solve some of the problems that can arise in a
project-centered classroom where students are given considerable freedom.

Techniques for encouraging boldness and independencea "fail-soft" environ-
ment. Teachers recognised that students would not be willing to make bold, independent
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decisions in an environment that harshly penalises the failures that inevitably result. Several
teacher techniques insured that student* did not regard failure as undesirable.

Attempts at creative solutions regarded a s intrinsieally desirable. The interior design
teacher made it very clear to her students the the act of trying unusual assign combi-
nations would be rewarded regardless of their quality. Students with *objectively*
poor projects could get high grades if they had shown attempts at creative thinking
and consistent attention to the task at hancL
Refraining from correcting errors. Teachers often did not correct student errors but
pursued more constructive an:coachesthey might provide alternatives to the
students' proposals but would 'forte students to make the final judgement.
Negative feedback without negative cent. Two teachers we observed were excep-
tionally gifted in being able to communicate criticism or negative information without
threatening student& The students cppeared to understand that criticism did not
mean a lass of respect or caring.
Constructive use of failures. Both teachers were eMe to turn failed attempts at problem
solution into positive learning experiences, by encouraging students' attempts to gen-
erate many solution paths in confronting a problem.

Techniques for dealing with students who are not proceeding in unison. One of
the major challenges facing the teachers wu the problem of dealing with students who Am
often simultaneously enpging in very different tasks. The teachers appeared *o use several
tools or tactics:

Motivation and responsibility. Teachers motivated students by holding high expecta-
tions, including student responsibility for their own work and behavior. Motivated
students pnerally require relatively little minute-to-minute monitoring.
Grading. As in most classes, final grades appeared to be am important tool in keeping
students on task.
Group management skills. Teachers had excellent monitoring and diagnosis abilities.
They could rapidly scan a class and determine when a student's mistake had gone too
far. Then the teachers would intervene, often orchestrating the encounter at a dis-

tance.
Apprenticeship and micro-teaching techniques. Teachers accepted the need to fre-
quently repeat information to students, and they turned that burden into c benefit by
delegating that authority to students who had already been tutored.

Techniques for &aline with students who are solving in-defIned problems.
Because students were not used to dealing with Ill &fined problems, we saw many instances of
floundering and low productivity in early steps of the project. For the most part, teachers let
this happen. The interior design teach,: felt that giving students more detailed project
requirements would threaten their creative reasoning and interfere with boldness in decision
making. She was willing to let studints flound*r early in the project in return for interesting

ideas later.

EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT SHAPED THE LEARNING ENVITIONMENT

Many different Linde of factors can influence what goes on in school& While we can't
often link these characteristics directly to student learning or persistacce in school, we know



that they can either enable or constrain classroom teaching and learning. From our observa-
tions and interviews we formed a picture of the factors that affect instruction in the interior
&sign class. Our malor conclusion is that two key factors shaped instruction: teacher auton-
omy and the teacher's educational philosophy. While school and organizational policies highly
affect the former, they ,'cave little direct impact on the attitudes that the teacher brings to the
classroom.

Research points to three enabling conditions that appear to promote high-quality teaching
and learning to the degree that they exist in schools: access to knowledge, press for achieve-
ment, and professional teaching conditions. Aspects of the school context work both for and
spinet these conditions. In the interior design class we observed, access to knowledge was
promoted because the teacher had the resources to purchase necessary material to support the
home design project and because students had opportunities to learn by working in a local
retail store.

Press foi: achievementinstitutional pressures that the school exerts to get students to
work herd and achievewas not stressed for vocational students by the school achninistration:
the academic curriculum takes precedence over the vocational, and college enrollment figures
are used to measure school strcess. The vocational teachers, however, fostered press for
achievement bv having high expectations for students and valuing growth in the quality of
their work.

The interior design teacher faced a mix of professional teaching conditions that can &their
empower or constrain teachers as they attempt to create and implement irstructional pro-
grams. Or the positive side, she had little paperwork or bureaucratic requirements, a very sup-
portive administrator, and autonomy in making classroom curriculum and instructional deci-
sion& On the negative side, as a vocational teacher for the IIOP she was outside the broader
school culture. This isolated her from teaching colleagues, collaborative staff activities, and
school decision maldng.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

From this small sample of classrooms and the exploratuy nature of this study we cannot
draw strong conclusions or policy implications for teaching and learning generic skills. But our
findings do suggest several directions for fieture research on teaching generic skins, educating
diverse student populations, and intagrating academic and vocational education.

Our results indicate that an emphasis on training generic skills alone is unlikely to he
succeseful without the parallel development of an adaptive motivational style. Much more
research is needed on the dispositions, attitudes, aud motivations that will enable stuckats to
apply their skills in school and workplace settings. An approach that combines theory and
findinp from the cognitive science and social cognition literatures seems a promising way to
study the interplay of generic skills and dispositions.

Teacher autonomy and teaching philosophy stand out as important conditions for teach-
ing generic skills, but such conditkons differ according to the teacher's school administration or
personal characteristic.. Research needs to rimming than and other context factors more
closely for both vocational and academic teachers. Since the vocational and academic can
reprogent different subcultures in many comprehensive high schools, school context conditions
are likely to affect different teachers in different ways.

One interesting quality of the instructienal practice in these vocational classrooms was its
apropriatenses for teaching a diverse group of students. Since trends show increasing
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diversity of student populations, practices suited to diversity may be in even greater demand.
In particular, the apprenticeship model used by these vocational teachers seems promising.
Research from the perspective of traditional apprenticeships, in combination with new models
uf *cognitive apprInticeship," might explore several questions, including How can apprentice-
ships be structured to serve dimse students in large classroom settinp? Can apprenticeship
techniques be applied to teaching domain-specific knowledge and skills and pneric skills, in

, addition to complex physical processes and "kills?
Our study also suggasta that approach.. for teaching generic skills can be applied to

achieve integration of vocational and academic curricula. Educational reformers from both the
academic and vocational communities see a need to improve students' abilities to reason, think,
and solve problems. To explore the viability of teaching generic skills as a vehicle for integra-
tion, future work should study both vocational and academic classrooms. W. need to verify
that some instructional practices found in these vocational classes (e.g., solving authentic prob-
lems cJoperatively with a team of students, micro-apprenticeship) can transfer to academic
rubjects or -ontent areas where the analogy between class work and actual working environ-
mints is not as strong. In addition, it may be that teachers need actual working experince to
prepare them to impart the dispositions and attitudes that complement a particular "t1:...mre of
practiai."

In general, we recommend that future research continue to identify the acquisition and
teaching of target skills ad diepositions at a level of analysis that will inform curriculum
development, teacher training, and teaching practices. Broad descriptions of needed workplace

eze not adequate for teachers, who have the ultimata responsibility for carrying out any
curricular reform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many constituencies are insisting that the time has come to reconceptualise schooling for
most students. Major changes in the economy and widespread dissatisfaction with the perfor-
mance of our schools have led to calls for instructional reform from educstors, policymakers,
researchers, employers, and social critics. Although their agendas may differ, many of their
proposals have the some thrust: Instruction should emphasize *generic sub* as much as, or
more than, it does occupation-specific or domainspecific skills.

Teaching generic skills is viewed as one way to address an increasing labor market prob-

lem of &mond and supply. The changing nature of the workplace demands workers with cer-
tain kinds of aptitudes and abilities, but the educational system has not been producing them.
Generic skills will enable people to

Cooperate and communicate for group/social problem solving.
Identify and define (or structure) problems in complex environments.
Seek, acquire, and synthesize new information.
Adapt to changes and gaps of information in the problem-solving environment

This new emphasis on generic skills ammo that the people who have them can adapt to the
changing forms of American industry and the occupational structures supporting it.

To better prepare all students for the world of work, schools must formulate clear educa-
tional policies and practices for teaching these skills. However, that is easier said than done
under current circumstances. It I. true that generic skills are much discussed in a range of
academic dieciplines1 and in research on industries, the workplace, schools, job changes, train-

ing, and economic trends. It is also true, however, that the term is still not clearly defined.
This prevents educators from systematically examining several important questions: What
generic skills are needed? Can these skills be taught? Are they being taught? How can we
structure schooling to develop these skills?

PURPOSE AND NATURE OF THE STUDY

In lin, we launched a study to begin addressing these questions. Our strategy was (a) to

construct a conceptual framework for defining generic skills; (b) to further develop that frame-
work, based on cognitive science theory, for studying one category of generic skillscomplex
reasoning (c) to observe and analyse programs that claimed to develop generic skills through
their curriculum; and (d) to explore the implications of our findings for future research and
curriculum development. This report presents the study's results.

Much of the discussion of generic skills comes from four sources: research on changes in

the nature and structure of work; research on schooling research on generaliseble skills and
skills that distinguish expert from novice performance; and research on domain-independent
reasoning.' In this varied literature, we discerned two belie categories of *generic

iodide soeiolom cognitive scam* soonoselok orgssiastional cisvslopmens, antbsopolop, sod industrial

PINchologi.
Vs Assam this litarstuse Sm. U.
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Book or enabling shills. These include a range of obilitiss, from reading and simple
mathematics to life skills," e.g., reading a schedule or filling out a form.
Complex reasoning skills. These include skills for defining and solving problems, criti-
cal thinking, knowledge acquisition, evaluating problem solutions, etc.

In addition to these skills, which define a person's competency for a task, are the motivational
style or dispositions that influence task performance, e.g., motivation for choosing or doing the
task, confidence in one's ability to do it.

The literature contains some debate about the relative importance of these skills and
motivations for employability, productivity, and success. Then is no clear hierarchy or taxon-
omy. Some argue that if people are not motivated for work, their basic or complex skills will
be wasted. Convenely, others argue, if people are charged with enthusiasm but completely
unskilled, they may be more hindrance than help, though possibly good candidates for educa-
tion or skill tzaining. A third argument is that workers who have only enabling skills and posi-
tive work-related dispositions will have limited roles in the workplace. In this argument, com-
plex reasoning skills are the essential condition for success.

While generic skills and dispositions are all necessary for successful completion of many
tuks, complex reasoning skills are among the abilities that employers most often identify as
critical and that school reformers emphasise most. Further, cognitive science research on com-
plex reasoning and problem solving (in several academic subjects) provides a formalisation for
precisely defining these skills and suggesting ways to teach them. Other literature provides
models for nndustanding how motivations can affect skill acquisition and use, but *motiva-
tion" is less well defined, and there is no conceptual framework for considering bow it might be
taught. As for basic or enabling skills, while the lack of them is potentially disabling, there are
many theories, constructs, and curricula for teaching them. However, hardly anyone would
argue that basic skills alone constitute the essential spark for effective and prolonged perfor-
mance in the labor market.

We began ow study with the belief that complex reasoning skills were the most vital,
were the most readily *teachable," and would be the most strongly emphasised in the high-
school-level classrooms we observed. However, the results of our field work indicate that
teachers who have experience in the workplace emphasise dispositionsand seek to cultivate
themas much as (if not more than) they stress complex reasoning skills.

To carry out their instructional goals, the teachers we obeerved employed several non-
traditional techniques and methods. Overall, they minimised lecturing and didactic instruction
in favor of Nmicro-apprenticeships," one-to-one altering, and project-oentered courses wherein
students worked topther to solve "authentic" problem& The instructional context was one in
which teachers had the autonomy to balance the teaching of domain-specific knowledge and
skill requirement& with generic skills as well as the freedom to employ nontraditional instruc-
tional and evaluative method&

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Section II reviews the literature and presents our conceptualisation of generic skills. We
also illustrate how this perspective can be applied to problem solving in several vocations. To
better understand generic skills teaching in practice, we studied several programs that claimed
to emphasise the teaching of generic skills in their curriculum. We augment our claseroom
analysis with an examination of the broader instructional context in which the cause was
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taught The field study is discumed in Sic. III. Section IV presents the results of our field-
work, which focused on several questions: What generic skills are being taught? How are they
taught? What contextual attsibutosMaching methods, schcol philosophy, student
populatiencontributo to their success? Finally, in Sec. V we xamine what the answers to
these questions imply for teaching generic skills, for educating diverse student populations, and
for reforms advocating the integration of academic and vocational education. An appendix
=maim several selectad studies from the literature.



II. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In thii section we first review briefly the literature to give some perspective on the
breadth and nature of the discussion about "generic skills." Much of this discussion conies
from four sources: research on the changes in the nature and stucture of work, research on
schooling, research on pneralisable skills and skills that distinguish expert (as opposed to
novice) performance, and research on domain-independent reasoning. (A summary of several
selected studies is also presented in the Appendix.) We then present a broad approach for con-
sidering skilled behavior and a conceptual framework for studying one category of generic
skillscomplex reasoning skills. Finally, we describe how this conceptualization of generic
skills might apply to understanding the general aspects of problem solving that occur across
different vocations.

CURRENT VIEWS ABOUT GENERIC SHILLS

Changes in the Nature and Structure of Work

Studies of changes in work, and reports in the popular press, note the gradual shift of
capital and labor out of smokestack industries and into high-technology and service industries.
This broad shift is marked by technological advances that affect workers and the workplace
across many industries. Research and experience highlight several impacts that imply new
skill demands. For example:

Orgsnisational changes occur, with more emphasis placed on flexibility, autonomy, and
interaction of smaller working units (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988).
Problem solving and retraining are expected to tab place at much lower levels in such
decentralised organisations (Noyelle, 1987; Bailey and Noyelle, 1988; Stan, Bikson,
and Shapiro, 1988).
New technologies change rapidly, and adopting to those changes requires different
situation/tool-specific knowledge and skills (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988;
Noyelle, 1987).
Chimps due to automatbn and the introduction of computers have in many cases
widened the breadth of skills required for jobs (Bikson and Eveland, 1988).

These and other workplace changes suggest several skill needs. Changing organizational
and work poup structures, for simple, may require the type, of skills that make collaborative
arrangements work: a high level of skill and ability among group members, teamwork experi-
ence, participative decision making, and efficient intragroup communications (McGrath, 1984;
McGrath and Altman, 1988). Other changes may necessitata fewer technology or domain .
specific skills and broader workplace skills, including those that support new styles of opera-
tion: communication, cooperation, and the ability to recognise, define, and adapt to the
problems and conflicts inherent in human interaction (Deutsch, 1987). Workers dealing with
computers that take over processing functions are left with diagnostic and problem-solving
functions (Noyelle, 1987). These functions can range from the secretary trying to format a
footnote with new text-editing package to the technician trying to diagnose and repair a
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nonobservable electronic component. That is, certain now technologies call for skills different

in kind: skills of the head rather than the hand, of the logician rather than the craftsman
(Attewell, 1987).

The 'generic" skills identified by research find broad corroboration among employers in

the job marketplace. As a closing example, Brown (1988) reports that when employers are
asked what thinp are important ha decisions to hire, fire, or promote employees, they often
emphasise attributes beyond basic or job-speciftc skills. At a meeting with businessmen,
Brown asked about the attributes of the ideal employee and found the followinv

The first word spoken was creativity. Then someone mentioned flexibility. Then came prob-
lem solving and skill in dealing with people, adaptability, innovation, and a opacity to
change. Several people stressed responsibility, teamwork loyalty, and good work habits and
attitudes. Eventually, someone mentioned basic

Monarch on Schooling for Nonachool Activities

In the educational community, the notion of "generic" skills has received the most atten-

tion from school reformers, who seek a reconceptualization of schooling. There is a growing

concern for the mismatch between the curricula and pedagogy of our schools and the
knowledge requirements of nonschool settings. Reformers are calling for schools that will pro-

duce more creative, inventive, flexible, proactive, and problem-solving students (e.g., Office of

Technology Assessment, 1988; Berryman, 1988; and Oakes, 1988). However, studies of both
vocational and nonvocational schools suggest that most educational institutions do not expli-

citly teach these skills (Berryman, 1986; Powell, Funr, and Cohen, 1986; Stern et aL, 1986).
Resnick (198.7b), for example, notes four fundamental contrasts between in-school and

out-of-school mental activity that rain profound questions about the utility and effectiveness

of schooling for all nonschool aLtivity, including work. First, while the dominant form of
school learning and performance I. individual, much activity outside school is socially shared.

Second, schools place a premium on 'pure thought" activities without the benefit of tools (for
exempts, calculators and books during test taking), whereas most mental activities outside
school are shaped by and dependent upon use of available tools. Third, schools tend to
emphaaise abstract symbol manipulation, whereas work and other activities emphasize reason-

ing and actions connected with physical objects and events. Finally, while schools aim to teach

general, widely usable skills and theoretical principles, success outside school depends on the
development of situation-specific forms of competencies. Theme points suggest the need for

skills similar to those identified in workplace research: more emphasis on the development of
cooperative learning or group skills; less emphasis on learning abstract, domain-epecific
theories and facts and more on using this knowledp to meson about real-Ufe problems; and

more attention to how tools shape cognition in specific situations.

Research on Genenlhable Skills and Expertime

Research in vocational education and cognitive science adds to the previous views of

'generic" skills. Among vocational educators, Oreenan's work on generalinble skills stands

out (e.g., Orman, 1968, 1964, 1967; Oreenan and Brownin& 1967). Oreenan's (1968) analysis

of 'generalizable' skills produced a compendium of 115 different subskills or items, grouped

into four different types: mathematics, communication skills, interpersonal skills, and reason-

ing skills. Within these classes, some items are very broad and cover a wide range of different



skills (e.g., the ability to solve problems involvir g time, weight, distance, aid volume).
Greenan has also developed assessment techniques in the form of student self-ratings, teacher
ratings, and a performance criterion for each skill area, and has compiled directories of avail-
able instructional 1, lungs that are potentially useful 'IR teaching generalizable skills. How-
ever, his program of research has not yet studied the teaching of these skills or developed
instructional programs.

Other notions about generic skills come from recent research in cognitive science on what
makes a person an '`expert" in a field, and how experts transfer school-based knowledge to
nonschool settings. This mooch shows that cognitive and metacognitive strategies' and
processes are more central to expertise than low-level subskills or abstract conceptual and fac-
tual knowledge (..g., Lave, 1988; Scribner, 1984; Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1989). An
expert technician, for example, has strategies for dealing with a problem (e.g., break it down
into smaller parts) and can reflect on his own progress (e.g., evaluate whether or not the
current solution is a good one). These skills are more important than low-level skills (e.g.,
being able to read the manual) or abstract knowledge (e.g., understanding how electricity flows
through circuits).

Other research xamines ways to teach students to use the kinds of processes employed
by experts to handl. complex tasks and also to apply them in a variety of contexts (e.g., Col-
lins, Brown, and Newman, 1989; Lave, 1977). This requires teaching tachniques that external-
ize cognitive processes that are usually carried out internally, so that students can observe,
enact, and practice them with help from the teacher and other students. Modeling, for exam-
ple, involves showing an expert carrying out a task while students observe and thereby build a
conceptual model of the processes required to accomplish the task (Collins, Brown, and New-
man, 1989; Wood and Bandura, 1989). Thus, a teacher might model the reading process by
reading aloud in one voice, then verbalizing her thought processes (.4., what the author means,
what will happen next) in another voice (Collins and Stevens, 1982). Coaching is another
technique. Here, the teacher observes a student while he or she carries out a task and offers
hints, feedback, reminders, or new tasks aimed at bringing the student's performance closer to
expected performance. In reading, a teacher in the role of coach might choose texts with
increasing difficulty, have students write summaries of the texts, and hays other students offer
suggestions to the class on how a summary might be improved (Collins, Brown, and Newman,
1989).

Research on DomainIndependent Running

While studies of expertise reveal skill needs and how skills are employed to solve prob-
lems in a particrlar domain, other research (e.g., Nisbett et aL, 1987) xamines domain-
independent reasoninF Do people use abstract miss to think about everyday life events and, if
so, can these rules be taught? This line of research counters claims that people possess
domain-specific knowledge that is not readily applied to other domains (e.g., Thorndike, 1908;
Chi, Glaser, and Farr, 1988), or that their possession and application of knowledge depends on
cognitive development and cannot be taught (e.g., Brainerd, 1978). Evidence for domain-
independent reasoning is important fcr any conception of generic skills, since the notion that

the reeeareh literature, gmetsooraitioa" refers to mend eategoelee of intellectual behavior, inchullag hoode4 .
about row Om thought prooseees. Natio' oe selfiegulatioa (04., how won you kat) Wad ot wb Polo dam( whom
Wring peobleats), sad WM sad 'Mukha* (cd, llohoesiold, 1287).
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skills can be applied across doznains is a key assumption underlying the view that generic skills
should be taught and learned.

Nisbett et al. (1987) report on several studies that show use of abstract rules and increase
in rule use after training. People can, for example, use statistical rules that are derivrble from
the law of large numbers to reason about problems in a wide range of tasks and domains.
Furthermore, their reasoning improves with training that shows how to use the law of large
numbers to solve a number of problems.

Two studies of graduate students by Lehman, Lempert, and Nisbett (1988) demonstrate
the trainability of reasoning skills that correspond to the program of study. Beginning stu-
dents in law, chemistry, psychology, and medicine had equivalent inferential skills for statisti-
cal reasoning about problems with both scientific and everyday life content, methodological
problems dealing with different types of confounded variables, and several other problem types.
After two years of study, psychology and medicine students showed significant increases over
law and chemistry students in their ability to use statistical and confounded variable rules in
both scientific and everyday life problems. This difference in performance rofiects differences
in the nature of these disciplines. Psychology and medicine are probabilistic sciences and must
deal with all kinds of causal patterns involving necessity and sufficiency. Thus, students learn
and practice inferential reasoning and rules for dealing with uncertainty or the conditional.
Law students show improvement only in problems dealing with the conditional, presumably
because they are taught about contractial relations. Chemistry students do not improve on
these types of problems because their field deals primarily with =mom and deterministic
causes rather than probabilistic ones. This research suggests that reasoning can be improved
by training and that rules applied to reasoning in a discipline can generalize to reasoning in
analogous everyday life situations.

In sum, although the popular and scientific literatures are replete with lists of domain-
independent skills, the term "generic skills" is poorly defined. Terms abound in the literature
and seem to include disparate types or levels of skill as well: for example, is "recognizing that
a problem exists" (Sternberg, 1985) a skill in the same way that "accurate, fast arithmetic cal-
culation" (Greenan, 1984), "self-management" (Chipman, W88), or "creative thinking"
(Greenan, 1984) are skills?

Drawing from the generic skills literature and COI fitive science research, we conceive two
broad categories of generic skills: basic or enabling skills and complex reasoning skills. In
addition, we assume that individuals possess dispositions and motivational styles, distinct from
their skills, that influence effective use of skills. We elaborate on this conceptualization below.

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GENERIC SKILLS

Whyther faced with school-related, work-related, or everyday life tasks, individuals bring
a constellation of knowledge, skills, and motivations to bear in accomplishing them.
Knowledge, skills, and motivations interact with each other and with the task in complex ways

to produce degrees of success or failure. While skills define a person's competence or ability to

do a task, motivations influence task performance.
To provide a starting point for analysing generic skills in this explontory study, we focus

on competence factors and simplify them into two broad categories:

Basic or enabling skills include such abilities as reading, doing simple mathematics, and
"life skills," such as reading a schedule, writing a check, or filling out an application.



These skills aro often used by people in the service of more complex tasks involving
higher skill levels.
Many tasks require the use of complex reasoning skills. Some tasks iv quire formal rea-
soning the problem to be solved specifies all premium or givel information in
advance (e.g., problems in logic, geometric analogies, series completion). Other tasks
require informal or everyday reasoning premises are not completely supplied for the
problem, and everyday thinking activities must be invoked (e.g., planning, making
commitments, evaluating arguments, choosing options; see Galotti (1989) for a detailed
discussion).

These generic skills can be applied in a variety of domains or vocations and in combina-
tion with the domain-specific knowledge and skills that define competence in a particular area.
In following sections we discuss this interplay further and elaborate on the use of complex rea-
soning skills in a specific problem-solving activity.

In addition to their specific or generic skills, individuals bring to a task diapoeitions or
attitudes that can play an important role in how any Aills are acquired and used (Dweck,
1988). In the context of school and learning, these psychological factors influence a person's
motivation to respond in either adaptive or maladaptive ways to a particular task. Dweck and
Leggett (1988), for example, review a body of research that identifies two major patterns of
response in achievement-oriented settings: the maladsptive or *helpless* response and the
more adoptive *mastery-oriented* response. While the helpless pattern is characterized by an
avoidance of challenge and a deterioration of performance in the face of obstacles, the
mastery-oriented pattern involves the ...Wag of challenging tasks and persistence under
failure. Research with children shows that those behavior patterns are unrelated to actual abil-
ity: bright, skilled individuals can exhibit a maladsptive pattern. Children of equal ability can
show marked performance differences in response to challenge, because they are pursuing dif-
ferent goals (Dweck and Elliott, 1988) or because they have different beliefs about whether
intelligence is a fixed or a malleable quality (Dweck and Legptt, 1988). We can think of these
responses as "motivational styles" or dispositions toward approaching achievement situations
in a certain way.I

Several simplifications are implied in this conceptualization. First, it implies a discrete
separation of complex and basic skills. In fact, a Inge 'kill such as reading is cognitively
complex. It involves such slow-lever procesess3 as decoding letters or recognising words, but it
also requires certain ''high-lever strategic skills necessary for comprehension, such as formu-
lating questions based on the text, summarising the text, making predictions, and clarifying
difficulties with the text (see Palinecar and Brown, 1964). Similarly, doing mathematics
requires mastery of the basic facts of addition and subtraction as well as more complex
problem-solving strategies and heuristics. Although we acknowledge that basic literecy skills

'Throughout the reminds of this cern we use the terms 'Sotivation,"dispositions," and °motivational role" to
she to pewhological factors thee can Whams task poinciana. W. acknowledge the these tens hoe distinct
definitions in the literature, but the distinctions go beyond the level of analysis required for the purposes of this
*Ephrata study.

sWe on the Seas low lever and °high level' with pest coition. The amain, and implication of those terms, as
well es the teems °lower order or '11,h ordsr" skills, rest on en assumption that then is a mums tros lower-level
activities that don't require musk thinking to higher-level ones that do. A. Renick (11117a) and others
point out, @positive munch welds. a bodement shei1a s. to this assumption and the miumaiomel pectins it *s-
pars Gives the wiattosesy, we want to be solidi that sir terms do not mese a sequins el skill devilment or. a
continuum fros 'simple to -mow skill. This is separate tros current vine ot the amution of skills, when there
is a hierarchy of control ot actions, such se hierarchies' gosl-setting knowledge. This is the distinction we wish to
asks.
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can be cognitively complex, we use this category to distinguish the minimum skills a person
brings to a problem or a task from the knowledge and skills required to make use of concepts,
facts, and procedures as necessary for those problems or tasks. It I. these latter kinds of com-
plex reasoning skills, or strategic knowledge, that characterizes expertise in a domain (e.g., Col-
lins, Brown, and Newman, 1989).

Second, dispositions and motivational style can affect skill use. Resnick (1987a), for
example, points out that students who do not have dispositions or "habits of thought" that lead
them to engage in higher-order thinking may not Narn complex reaming skills even if they
are exposed to them. Perhaps more importantly, such studenta will not refine their reasoning
abilities, or know when to use them, if they are not disposed to exercise them.4

While this conceptualization doss not speedy "levels" of skill or delineate precise relation-
ships between skills and motivational factors, it does provide a useful starting place for think-
ing about "generic" skills, their relative importance, and their teachability. Clearly, if an indi-
vidual does not have the dispositions or motivations to work, the basic or complex skills he or
she possesses matter little. That is, the person may have the competence but will not display
skilled behavior because his or her motivational style does not lead to effective performance.
Conversely, if a person is completely unskilled but bubbling over with positive work-related
dispositions, he or she may be more of a hindrance than a help, but possibly a good candidate
for education or skill training. Indeed, people without what we label as basic or enabling skills
in our culture are quite capable of performing complex tasks. However, we argue that workers
with only enabling skills and an adaptive motivational style, although perhaps readily train-
able, will have limited roles in the workplace. Complex reasoning skills, however, appear to be
key to adopting to changes in the workplace, and they also encompass many of the attributes
that employers desire and school reformers hope to impart.

While our initial framework includes both basic or enabling skills and complex reasoning
skills as "generic' and recognizes the key role that motivational styles and dispositions play in
skilled behavior, the remainder of this section focuses on a conceptualisation of complex rea-
soning skills. We elaborate on and more precisely define these skills from the perspective of
cognitive science research. This perepective provides a needed formalisation of these key skills,
but it has much less to say about the role of disposition or motivational style. We do not elab-
orate further on basic or enabling skills because, as stated above, this study is less concerned
with the minimum skills a person brings to a problem or task than with the 'Ws he or she
possesses for making uas of concepta, facts, procedures, and so on. What follows, then, is a
partial elucidation of a broader conceptual framework that provides a starting point for exam-
ining the teaching and learning of generic skills in the classroom.

Complex Reasoning and the Information Processing Metaphor

A metaphor that has proved fruitful for the cognitive scientist's attempts to understand
human behavior is that certain aspects of human cognition and problem solving can be com-
pared to other information processing devices, namely computers (Newell and Simon, 1972;
Simon, 1979). Both take in information from the environment, store it, msnipulate it in the
form of some kind of symbol system, and take action on or give output to the environment
Much of what people do can be thought of sedecision making" or simple to complex 'problem

tilmerel psychological models distinodsh modretion and skill or ability se separate, but interectIng, antemants oI
°eoliths pergnmenoee.g., Beech end Mitchell's (1978) oonthysney mod* Chalker' end Stengoe's (1957) systeseetk
promming modek Potty and Callow's (1984, 1996) eleboration likelihood mod& It is beyond the mope of the
present study to sundae them in detail with respect to panic skills.
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solving." People act in response to questions like: How do I get to the airport by &30? How
do I summarize these three reports? Why isn't my production team communicating? How can
we improve productivity? While this metaphor does not easily take into account such impor-
tant performance factors as disposition or motivational style, it does provide an organizing
framework for xamining human problem solving across tasks and building process models of
cognitions. This metaphor is called the human information processing (HIP) model or theoret-
ical framework. This framework can explicitly define some generic skills and can suggest ways
to design curricula and pedagogical practices aimed at teaching them.

As mentioned earlier, central to the application of the HIP framework to generic skills I.
the view that many human activities, both in the workplace and in life, exemplify problem
solving. This includes everything from deciding on what kind of rivets to use to repair an air-
frame to planning a menu. An important aspect of most problem-solving situations is the
notion of "search." Search is the activity examining or "navigating" through all the possible
actions (and outcomes of those actions) that can be taken in a situation.

In the language of HIP, outcomes are "states' to be attained. We refer to the set of all
possible states as a "state space' or the space of all possible intermediate states that one might
visit in the course of "search.' Problem aolving takes place as one tries to apply known actions
or "operators" to the start state. Every time an operator is applied to a state it creates a new
state. If the new state that is reached is the same as the state one wants to get to (the *goal
state"), then the problem is solved. As operators are applied and intermediate states are
reached, a trail or 'path" is created. The total path consists of states (stepping stones) and
operators that move a problem solver from state to state (steps). The constraints on operators
are the rules that say whether it is "legal" to apply a given operator at a given state. So, prob-
lem solving is the search for a "solution path' of operators and their corresponding statas from
the beginning of a problem (the start state) to the solution (the goal state).6

Although the concepts of start state, goal state, solution path, operator, and constraints
are very abstract and general, they are not a complete characterization of what the HIP frame-
work sees as common to different problem-solving domains. (For example, there are also
search strategies that are generalizable across domains.) However, these concepts are the basic
vocabulary that cognitive scientists use to analyze complex reasoning behavior. In doing so,
they have discovered that many behaviors that appear different on the surface exhibit common
patterns when seen from the perspective implicit in the HIP vocabulary (Newell, 1981). These
common activities are at the heart of this view of generic complex reasoning skills.

To illustrate generic problem-solving activities from the HIP perspective, let us walk
through one solution to a common problem: getting to the airport on time to catch a flight.
Following this example, we shall discuss esch component in more detail"

GET ME TO TILE AIRPORT ON TIME

My flight to Boston takes off at 8:00 A.M. tomorrow. I don't live close to the airport,
ancl I Nowt that getting to the airport for a flight that leaves at 8:00 puta me in
rush-hour traffic. This is an unpredictable situation that calls for some planning.
(Recognition of the problem.)

°While other approaches an be used to study maples MONO* (e.g., the oompoontild wroth or the
ruise/bswistios appacoeh), a search swank in casbination with a mental models appeoesh, mums the most extend-
able to even*/ reasoning and seems to deal mon dins* with impotent &politicos sad attitudes (64, to avoid
impulsivity by sonohing as goonetioally and thoroughly es possible). iles Weld (lOile) for a oompnlinein review
and amperison.

°While this sample will be used to demonstrate many of the components of a human informstion processing
apple& to reasoning, it doss no do intim to a variety of impotent conospts. Several introductory tote went
other aspects of human information processing (aL Anderson, 1915 ; Newell and Siam 1974 Slmos. 1919).
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The goal is clear: I've got to be on that plane when it takes off at &00. Where I am
now is less clear. Have I done my ilultdry recently enough or must I do a load
tonight so I have clean clothes for the trip? Do I know when the shuttles run or
how much it costs to park at the airport? Is it going to snow tomorrow and
increase the chance that tad& will be knotted? What horror stories come to
from friends who have been in similar situations? (Anabeis of the problem.)

Okay, having collected some information that is relevant to my decision (1.g., that
the Weather is not looking " that the only early shuttle gets me to the airport at
6:30 Am., that parking I. c ), I start malting phins. Given that I want to be on
the plane, I should work bac from 8:00 &IL and get to the airport at 7:30.
'That means leaving my place by 345, no, make that 8:30 to keep some margin for
error which means getting up at 5:30. On the drive the next mornkig, I find that
the light snow falling hes snarled traffic along the most direct route. I tian on the
radio to listen to the traffic report and start looking for alternate routes. I might
have to get off the parkway, double back, and retrace some of my route to get across
the river, but it will probably be worth it in time savings. ru tzy my planned altc
nat. rout*. (Generation of solution paths and evaluation of solution paths.)

Bad idea. This highway looks like a puring lot. I forgot that Rout. 16 is being
resurfaced and has a lane closed! I should have thought about that earlier. Next
time ru be sure to check with the automobile association the day before about con-
ditions. Here I sit, the clock is ticking, and Tve already used up the extra time I
allowed myself. What other mates have I beard about? How about taking the
reportedly less crowded route through the east end of town? It couldn't be worse
than this, but it is another investment of time. Should I make the break or sit it
out in hops that the traffic gets moving? ru go for the east end route. (Repair.)
Nare a gravel buck hes turned over on the east end kgp as I pass the last
ot-ramp before the bridge approach. Tm stuck until they get a lane open. It's 7:15
now. Tm not go to make it. Maybe I should rethink my goaL 114aybe going
standby on a later d " is possible. I don't really have to be on the 8:00 sex flight,
now do I? Where I go wrong? I was unhichy, but I also should have knawn
about the construction aM left earlier. Next time have to catch an early flight, I'll
add time and do my homework better. (Redefinition of the goal and reflection.)

Arrive at the airport by &30, book and catch a later flight. (New goal is reached
solution is achieved.) 2

Information Processing Categorise for Complex Reasoning Skills

The airport story illustrates the actions and stages of problem solving that can be described
by an information processing approach and, in the case of reflection, suggests bow learning can
take place to improve problem-solving skills. Before we &cuss each stage in detail, several com-
ments are in order. First, while the sequence of actions is presented roughly in the order in which
these skills would be applied in problem solving, we idealised the example for the sake of exposi-
tion. Other actions, in a different sequence, are certainly possible. Evaluation of a whim:1sta*
for example, can cause new solution paths to be generated and even prompt reanalysis of the prob-
lem. Second, although them activities are generic in the sense that they appear in manyproblem-

solving domains, they are not the sole reason for expertiseotherwise, acquiring them in one mu-
test would apparently make one an expert in many domains (Chi, Olean, and Farr, 1988).
Domain-spscific knowledge plays an important role, often interacting wfth generic skills in subtle

ways. For example, in the airport example, the ability to generate and evaluste alternate solution
paths depends on the driver's knowledge of the local geography and roads. Knowledge of this sort
permits us to reduce the amount of search we have to do to solve a problem, to act as more intelli-

gent problem solvers. Some argue that generic skills maybe impossible to apply if the problem
solver lacks domain knowledge (Resnick, 1987a).
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In the following paragraphs we dismiss each of the important pneric masoning skills
identified in the example.

Recognition of the problem. The first step, a very difficult oas in many domains, is
recognising that a problem exists. The problem solver must detect a problem amid irrelevant
details in a situation or see an opportunity for action that may not bi immediately obvious.

Analysis of the problem. Next, the problem solver must repreeent the problem in a
vesy that lends itself to solution. This involves specification of the parte of the problem:
analysis of start state, determining goal state, identifying constraints and assumptions, iden-
tifying resources, selecting alternative representation(s) of the problem, and accessing relevant
(domain-specifc) knowledge (and not acceseing irrelevant knowledge). The problem solver
might also consider analogous situations or problems that have been solved in the past and
that might est as a starting point for attscking the current problem.

Generation of solution paths. Generating solution paths requires both domain-specific
knowledge (e.g., distance to the airport) and domain-general methods. The latter include
methods like "means-ends analysis" (identifying the difference between the current stata and
the goal state and then choosing an action to reduce this difference), simple "forward search*
(from the start state to the goal), or "backward search" (from the goal to the preconditions of
esch action toward the goal). The whim solver may recast a difficult problem in a simpler
or more abstract problem space before generating solution& The simple solution I. then
extended to the more complicated situation. The problem solver may also employ estimation
kills to generate approximate solution ;Wu and then choose among the most promising.

Evaluation of (partial) solution paths, or monitoring as you go. Monitoring the
solution path-in-process may reqtdre some specific domain knowledge, as well as general
knowledge about what is productive and what is unproductive search. First the problem solver
must evaluate the partial solution path based on the accuracy of assumptions, resource limita-
tions (e.g., how much dine have I been plugging away at this solution path, given the total
amount of time available for the solution?), and other constraints in the problem space. Next,
he or she must compare alternate states and select a lest-bet" current solution path to follow.
A special came of this is the comparison of two alternate state. in which one matches the pal
state; then, the desired action is clear. Additional skills are needed to determine if the action
taken or the path being pursued has had unespectad good or bad side effects, or to recognise
when an impasse has been reached.

Repair. If the outcome of an evaluation I. negative, the prudent problem solver will take
some alternate action& It I. often useful to first identify what went wrong with the solution.
Leaning (improvement in future problem-solving performance) can occur when actions that
were not useful initially can be altered. This can take place * either changing the conditions
under which the action is applied (e.g., add or remove constraints) or melting chews in the
result of the action such thst the nonoptimal path is not generated in the figure. Repair can
also involve retrieving or regenerating old solution path alternatives to ass if one of them
woule. have led to mom Repair, sometime referred to as "debugging," has been studied in
many subjects, including mathematka (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1967) and programming (Kessler and
Anderson, 1966).

Radostion (after a solution is achieved). Reflection provides an opportunity for
learning or for refining problem-solving skills. In reflection, the problem solver conducts a
post hoc analysis of the solution and its generation. Several questions can be asked: Is there
some organisation to the smirch that took place? Are there new, larger actions that can be
generalised for use in the Aiture? Are there alternate paths that were more or less efficient?
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Such questions point the solver toward ways to improve the operators they possess so that
search is more efficient in firture problem solving.

This breakdown of problem solving into fairly well-defined components of information
processing has been applied to many problem-solving tasks and seems applicable across many
subject matter domains. In Table 1, we illustrate how the beak concepts of states and opera-
tors can be used in several fields of work or vocational education. These, in turn, permit us to
understand how the complex reasoning activitin mentioned in the airport example apply W

other domains.
In the case of interior design, for instance, problem analysis is often critical. The

designer must gather information that helps to determine the client's tastes and constraints
(analysis of the problem). These, in turn, dictate which design operators (choice of furniture,

floor covering, etc.) are *legal." This initial analysis greatly constrains the generation of solu-
tion paths. In design, a (partial) solution path is a combination of design components (e.g.,
putting together a certain wallpaper, carpet, bed, and dresser combination in the bedroom).
This eolution path is constructed by generating elternative states, evaluating those states, and
selecting one of them as the best new state (generate and evaluate). The evaluation of partial
solution pathswhether certain combinations "work well" togetheris often the most difficult
part of problem solving: a skill that distinguishes good from mediocre designers. If a design
idea doss not work, or if the designer and client cannot agree on the treatment of a room, then
redesign has to occur (repair). This involves backing up and reapplying operators (generate),
with perhaps a change to the evaluations, or loosening a conatnint so that new operators can
apply. Finally, a good designer, like a good chess player or electrical technician, will often
attempt to learn from a completed solution (reflection), perhaps by discussing the design pro-

cess and product with fellow designers. Among other things, he or she will try to synthesise
new mks for path generation and path evaluation that will avoid any "dead ends" encountered
in the recently completed design project.

Let us now consider the example of an electronics technician troubleshooting a nonfinw-

doping devil*. First the technician reads the failure 'apart and assesses the failure conditions
(analysis). After carrying out a series of diagnostic C. ks, he or she examines the outcome of
those checks (generate and evaluate). If this gives nt. ;tints about the source of the problem,
the technician backs up and checks, for instance, whether the cord I. plugged in and the power
switch is in the "on" position. If they are, this means the first solution path is put aside and

other. considered (repair). It might turn out that the circuit breaker for the outlet has been

trigpred and there is thus no electricity coming to the wall outlet. If that is the problem, the
technicisn resets the breaker, writes a report, and might discuss it with fellow technicians if
the problem and solution present an interesting case (reflection).

SUMMARY

The popular and academic literature on generic skills (including skills referred to as
higher-order thinking skills, problem-solving skills, generalimble skills, metacognitive skills,

and so on) is awash in definitions and lista and controversy. Based on our analysis of this
literature and the perspective of cognitive science, we advance a conceptual framework that
posits two broad categories of generic eldlls: bark or enabling skills and complex reasoning
skills. In addition, we assume individusls possess motivational styles and dispositions, distinct

from their skills, that influence the effective use of skills. We further define one clam of gen-
eric sWecomplex reasoning skillsfrom an information processing framework and, in
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Table 1

HIP FRAMEWORK AND PROBLEM SOLVING IN DIFFERENT VOCATIONS

Problem'
brat
State Goal State

Itrompies of
Operators and Omens Skills Constaints

Interior
Designer

Design interior
of ii.room
house

Emptm
home,
Boa plan

All rooms
fundehed and
decorated to
customs,
strielection

Consult client (umbels of problem)
Pick floor covering (gentrate & oval)
Pick fabric (gmerme & oval)
Redesign upsets of den (repair)
Diemen design after *limy (reflect)

Budget
Children
Pots
Logsdon
Cutromses Mete

Electrioal
Technician

Why won't
this device
power up? .

Device
without
power,
switch
turned on

Device
nimbi(
noemelly

Read Mute report (anslyele)
Cheek fuses (mums & oval)
Apply meter seam volts and current

(meats & oval)
holm* components (generate & evil)
Check building power elm* (repair)
Report & explain repair solution (reflect)

Time availeble
Colt of component
Amount of current
Esse of removal
Acmes to fellow
eleigerne

Secretarial How do I odd
three new
PeregeePhe
without
MO* the
mitre letter?

Original
letter

Letter with
the three now
paragraphs

Check new material & letter (analysis)
Type in tat (generate & oval)
Delimit old paragraphs (generate & mai)
Delete Met (amente & oval)
Cheek veiling & correct (oval & repair)
Look for future shortcuts (reflect)

Time available
0 times repeated
Acme to manual
god* of manual
Aeons to cabin

Clothing
Buyer

What style and
hew mom coats
should I buy for
the coming
seem?

Need to
plat*
order

Reasonable
order placed

Reed trade *mash (analysis)
Consult ether buyers (analysis)
Visit markets (gimate & oval)
Negotiate Woes (gemerete & oval)
Comeau* order (Newer & seal)
Adjum order to budget (repels)
Compere ales to osieinal order (reflect)

,

Time available
Bet*
Commumer economic
trends

Loos reap weather
predietiome

Availability in
quemity

Quality of product

Nurse
Assistant

,

How do I
answer a
patient's
quetrion of
whether they
can get up and
take a shower?

Patient in
attain
moditioa
needs
information

Patient
content with
infatuation
provided

.

Retell or retrieve doctoes orders for
patient (analysis)

Ask patient: dome befo&
(grunts & oval)

Aeneas your knowledge re this pedant
& maim (pseam & oval)

Ask foe advise tram mass (repeit)
Dim= decision w/tellespon (reflect)

Thee available
Sew*/ of patient
problem

Amu to fellow
employees

Physical appseranco
of patient

,
Child Care
Worker

How an Ibeet
help the had
Welber vibes
some students
hem finished a
lemon essie

Students
flaish
lesson with
no alternate
woek

Early Waken
productively
involved in
some activity

Arm swum& of time raw trek nmet
ewer (argyle)

Resell alt. astivides (perm* & mal)
Group studnt at alt. work arms

and mien tolls (gnome & oval)
Reessiga as 118011611, (repair)
Dimes performense witember (reflect)

Time &nibble
Disruption potentisl
of astivity

Amiss to malerials
Awes to lead Nether
Knowledge of
iodividuel student

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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particular, research on problem solving, to delineate specific skills that generalise across
domains. We then apply this conceptualization to illustzate its usefillness for identifying
problem-solving skills in several vocations.

Although this approach to studying generic skills does not completely specify complex
causal relationships between motivational factors and generic skills or resolve the contzoversy
surrounding "levels of complexity" of skill (cf. Resnick, 1987a), we believe it provides a good
starting place from which to build more precise definitions of generic skills. This approach and
problem-solving framework provide the beginninp for a unified model and a specific language
for discussing many skills deemed important by vocational educators and employers. In addi-
tion, past research in problem solving in academic disciplines, bared on the HIP framework,
can also illuminate the study of these generic skills in vocational or work-related domains.
Perhaps most importantly for those interested in vocational education, the HIP framework,
once applied, can identify skills with the precision needed to design instzuctional methods or
curricula to teach generic skills.

To assess the promise of the HIP framework for studying generic skills, we observed
vocational classrooms, gathered data on the teaching and learning of generic skills, and
analyzed those observations from the framework's perspective. The next section describes the
field study and data-gathering procedures. Section IV presents the results of our analysis.
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III. THE FEELD STUDY

To observe the teaching of generic skills in vocational education settings, we conducted
field studies of vocational classrooms. Several questions guided the conduct of the fieldwork:

What types of generic skills are taught in vocational education programs?
What methods do teachers employ to teach generic skills?
How does the instructional context-4.e., teachers, students, administrative factors--
affect the teaching of generic skills?

Our analytic approach combined ethnographic, cue-study, and cognitive science methods,
which we describe below.

SITE SELECTION

Since our first objective was to observe the types of generic skills taught in vocational
education programs, we began by identifying workplace-oriented programs and teachers who
purportedly taught these sldlls. We employed a snowballing or chain-sampling strategy to
locate potential sites (cf. Patton, 1980). We began by contacting vocational education experts
at a local university and administrators from adult schools, Regional Occupational Programs
(R0h), and school districts in the greater Los Angeles area. We dimmed our definition of
generic skills with these informants and asked them to identify programs or Umbers who
taught them. Although none of our contacts, including the teachers we subsequently inter-
viewed, used the term *generic skills," they all understood the concept and were able to recom-
mend several potential sites in the local area or in other states. From this list we selected
several technical and nontechnical programs or classes for an initial visit. We targeted both
types to determine the translatability of our construct across different programs and occupa-
tional domains.

Prelbninary visits were made to four classrooms with different institutional arrangements:
a junior high school metal shop, a high school interior design class, an aircrift maintenance
class, and an evening computer-skills class. During these visits, three or four project staff
members observed classroom instruction, discussed teaching and learning panic skills with
the teacher, and informally conversed with students. Project staff members submitted written
reports of their observations and discussed the merits of each sit* with respect to the needs of
the research study.

We observed what we considered the teaching of generic skills in all of these classrooms,
and selected onethe high school Interim- design classfor Anther intensive study. This clogs
seemed an kleal csadidate for several reasons. First and foremost, several aspects of the class
we observed and the teacher's plan for the course highlighted generic skills instruction. For
eumple, the tescher conducted what she termed a "moons" surdas, in which students
WON required to make group decisions about fabric selection for a living room designed for a
hypothetical client, justify their decisions on the basis of 'mown feats about certain fabrics,and
provide rationing for their decisions to the group. This exercise gave students practice in
choosing the optimum of a set of plausible alternatives, providing a rationale for a decision,
and negotiating in a group to arrive at a consensus decision. In addition, the major activity in
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the class consisted of a group project in which each group wu tasked with designing the inte-
rior of a six-room house. This activity was essentially an ill-defined problem that would
require students to apply the kinds of problem-solving skills that are central to our conceptual
framework. Thus It gave us the opportunity to see how students, as individuals and as a group,
approach this problem and how the teacher organizes instruction and teaching actions to sup-
port it.

Second, the teacher was vocal about the importance of teaching generic skills and showed
enthusiasm for our research project. Both she and the students seemed comfortable with our
initial visit, which indicated that the researvh team would not be overly intrusive to ongoing
classroom activities. Finally, this class was uhninistered through an ROP at local high
school where we had conducted several other studies in the past wend years. From this other
research (on the use of an intIlligut tutoring system in algebra classes), we had knowledge of
Iraditionar academic instruction, the student body, and the broader cemmunity. We
expected that this prior experience would be useful for understanding important contextual fac-
tors that can influence the success or failure of any instructional program. It also provided a
potentially interesting way to observe differences between academic and vocational instruction
in the same school.

While our small, nonrandom sample does not permit the statistical inference needed for a
claim of generalizability of findinp, we set methodological conditions to achieve comparability
and truslatability. Our sampling strategy, the explicit delineation of seneric skills and teach-
ing methods using cognitive science frameworks, and our cross-site analyses for oommon
instructional themes, support comparability and translatability and provide the foundation for
comparioons in qualitative and naturalistic New& Thus, we recognize that while an intsn-
sive case analysis can provide rich hypotheses in an exploratory study such as this, the results
may have limited genualizability and will need further verification.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

To gather data relevant to the second and third questionswhat methods do teachers
employ to teach generic skills and how does the instructional context (teachers, students,
administrative policies) affect teaching?wo conducted an intensive case study of the interior
design class. We visited the clams 18 times over the course of six weeks and were thus able to
observe the class oh a regular buis as thy groups carried out the class project That project
involved completing a contemporary intarior design for a hietorical Victorian house. Students
were told to research the original house and the design tradition, draw the house, draft the
floor plan, select fUrnishings and coo:fine* colors, and prepare boards to display their pro-
posed design. The msjority of students worked in groups of four to six people, although several
students worked individually. Grades were awarded for the project, with the expectation that
while certain tasks would be completed by individual members (e.g., the floor plan and the
drawing), other tasks (e.g., the finnishinp selection) would be a group oroduct. The project
grade served as the final exam grade. Students were given six weeks to complete the project
The poup made decisions about the task assignments, although the teacher made the various
group assignments.

Research project members submitted a field report for each clam, which included the fol-
lowing kinds of information: physical layout, students, teaching activities (e.g., lectures,

Vat additional reading in *ate*, methodology no Goetz and LaCompts (19114) and Lincoln and Chiba ONO.
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individual instruction), group activities, and project progress. To provide an in-depth descrip-
tion of the learning context and culture, we used ethnographic methods, including participant
observation with project groups, systematic five-minute spot observations among groups, and a
*found objects* aseessment (e.g., changes in the physical environment that provide clues about
the learning culture and project progress; cf. Spred*, 1979; Green and Wallet, 1981). Follow-
ing a common notion in ethnomethodological researchthat language tolls the social reality,
describes and constitutes it u wellwo focused our observations on teacher-student and
student-student interactions (cf. Coulon, 1987). That is, we sought to understand the types of
generic skills being taught and the teaching methods used by focusing on the interactions tak-
ing place over the six-week project. Staff also mot weekly to discuss their observations and to
begin to develop a collective picture of the class with respect to teaching and learning generic
skills.

We coded our field notes (as well as the interview data discussed below) with The Ethno-
graph (Seidel, Kjolseth, and Seymour, 1988), a computer-based analytic tool.' Using our con-
ceptual framework and domains derived during observations as indexing terms (e.g., learning
environment, teacher practices, le& ling outcomes, dispositions, group work, individual work-
ers), we coded data and used The Ethrsograph to sort them throughout the entire data set. Fre-
quently occurring codes, and those expected but seemingly absent, were reviewed by the
research team. We sought to understand several issues, including how educational and class-
room norms might be breached in this setting yet still permit learning to proceed13

ASSESSING THE INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT

Melly, we wanted to examine tik broader instructional context within which generic
skills programs or curricula are taught. In addition to clamroom instruction, student, teacher,
and administrative variables can influence program outcomes. Students' background or demo-
graphic characterietiCs, abilities, and attitudes may affect progre I success. Content and for-
mat of vocational programs may differ, for example, for white and minority students (Oakes,
1988). Students in programs viewed as *special,* like those fostering generic skills or other
innovative curricula or teaching practices, may be highly selected to ensure program success.
Teaching can be influenced by, for example, teachers' personal control over their working
environment, workload requirements, per relationships, and distribution of resources. District
policies and administrative attitudes can either help or hinder the teacher's ability to instruct
and the student's opportunity to learn.

To pther data on the broader instructional contest, we enmbeed relevant documents,
conducted extensive formal interviews with the interior design classroom teacher and school-

ing Behmgroph pormitted ambition of our &te est, some 300+ peps el tat, into relevant roma and topics
while esabashing an audit traiL It Wilhelm' &is reduction by part* armor of codes to maim of test.
The tozt mold Ass be rad mead* to codes (s.1., hen* alvininlat Waif Paellas, dliFfitionk
wort) to raga prime ram the soar abarvatioiss As SUM eaterpd, sodas rid be NM.' Ind reereso.
Timm we re ehle to hides mars preen of tam while maintain* the whole and merge data se themes re
reeled.

Vie tired our prior wawa as altemerao Worm. Snee those swim= Infltameed the types of
a priori sembiptions we bon* to Ws stady, we tsysitimistiesly erred ow assirtiene dna sir mom and
tore molars Mr obserailens dialed those aromptioni ror L. imam! 'IMO* a rift pries
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&riper sod the intrare theory of salture, and chime I in Gibe (1978), on the Gyration of hypotheses.
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level administrator, conducted brief, informal interviews with other classroom teachers and
administrators, interviewed a local employer who hired students from the interior design class,
and adminifitered a student questionnaire. Since it was beyond the scope of this study to
examine the myriad contextual %linables that may influence program implementation and out-
comes, we focused our efforts mainly on examining teacher, student, and administrator beliefs
about the importance of generic versus specific skills in the curriculum and how they might
best be taught. Of particular concern were the attitudes and beliefs of all of these actors
toward the importance of learning generic skills and their applicability to post-school employ-
ment. We discuss the interview instruments in more detail below. We also examined school or
district policies that affect the program and classroom (e.g., availability of resources, local or
outside funding, links to the business and industrial communities).

Interviews

Our formal interview instruments were designed to carefully assess respondents' percep-
tions about and experiences with the learning of generic skills and how they viewed key school
and educational policies and teaching practices that potentially influence classroom instruction
and curriculum. Because we were interested in implementation issues and the possible expan-
sion of generic skills instruction within the vocational curriculum, we also asked the teacher
and administrator to speculate about how they thought proposed policy changes might influ-
ence their program and classroom. Tbs.. interviews took place after we had spent some time
in the classroom. In this way we were able to fold our observations into the interview ques-
tions, asking for explanations and insights. During interviews we asked respondents first
about their perceptions, then sought specific examples or probed for contextual issues known to
make a difference in other vocational education settings.4

The administrator interview gathered information on the Regional Occupational Program
that achninistered this class in this school, and on district-administered vocational and
academic programs. Specific questions covered, for example, budget allocation, curriculum, and
student enrollment and placement. From answers to these questions we learned about voca-
tional education's role within the school and the degree to which vocational education concerns
are isolated or fragmented. Additionally, we askul about teacher selection and evaluation and
the quality of communication with employers.

The design teacher interview focused primarily on classroom and student issues, although
we were also interested in how much the teacher participated in the whole school program. We
saw the interview as the opportunity to learn whether what we interpreted as *different"
teacher behavk* was in fact planned and supported by 'the teacher's own personal educational
philosophy. Therefore, we questioned the teacher about classroom norms, assumptions about
students' ability, the class orientation as vocational or workplace-related, and the types of
entry-level employment expected as the result of the class.

The employer interview centered on learning what entry-level skills emi.loyers value and
how the employer facilitates the learning of generic skills when an employee lacks them. We
also asked the employer to evaluate the workplace performance of students placed through the
interior design ROP program we studied.

Vie amen with titenintla onestione h thee the responses nay rant what respondents think the intorshwer
mots to hear or the respondents' wound views Whir than sass they operetionallis or hsve esperieneed. For wow
pia we were 'oldie ter sore thus simple lip series to the rim that *odes solving is haportest," by peoblag for
evidence thin Inch view is reflected in an indivitiners Weida, preetioes, struettnies projects to wrote problem
solving or diode*, lessons sad owing pesetine in the ooneseens proem'
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Student Questionnaire

The student questionnaire was designed to provide information about student coursework,
why students enrolled in the class, how the class fit into their future plans, and their views of
the content of the class. Specifically, we were interested in assessing whether the students per-
ceived as important or useful the generic skills being emphasised in the course. Having spent a
considerable amount of time in the class before constructing this questionnaire, we had a fair
idea of what the teacher intended as instauctional goals. Hence, we designed a series of state-
ments against which students could rate their level of agreement on a scale of 1 (strongly
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). For example, the statement "It's important to back up your
opinion with facts* relates directly to the teacher's goal that students learn to justify their
design choices. The statement It's important to learn to work in a group* refers to students'
feelings about group project work. The questionnaire was distributed on the day before the
presentation of final projects.



IV. RESULTS

In this section we address three issues:

What genedc skills and dispositions were taught and learned. Here we are mainly
concerned with the educational content of instruction.
How learning and taaching proceeded. Here we focus on the specific pedagogical tools
and techniques the teacher used to communicate the chosen content.
What factors contributed to the teaching and learning environment. This analysis
steps back to look at the constraints and forces that shaped the teacher's content as
well as pedagogy.

Our analysis and discussion of the learning and teaching content in the vocational class-
rooms we observed consider, first, the "knowledge goals" embodied in the curriculumthat is,
the kinds of skills and knowledge the teachers were attempting to help students acquire. The
analysis also considers broad curriculum decisions, such as which aspects of a subject area to
emphasise. Research on teaching (Collins and Stevens, 1982; Leinhardt, 1983; Leinhardt and
Green% 1988) and one-on-one tutoring (McArthur, Stara, and Zmuidsinas, 1990; Putnam,
1987) reveals that toachers' planning, instructional activities, and teaching techniques are orga-
nised around their curriculum goals. We attampt to understand why the teachers believed
these goals important Next, we specifically examine the teaching and learning of generic
problem-solving skills and dispositions, as defined in Sec. IL Our analysis demonstrates that
although generic skills comprise some of the knowledge and curriculum goals, they were not
necessarily the only skills learned nor, perhaps, even the most important ones. Dispositions
were given at least equal consideration.

Our analysis of how teaching and learning proceeded includes the techniques the teacher
used to communicate information and make the important lessons and knowledge clear to stu-
dents. We also discuss how the classroom environment was configured to support the learning
of targeted skills, knowledge, and dispositions. Many features se observed do not typically
appear in many academic high school classrooms and, indeed, often pose organisstional and
administrative difficulties that those teschers cannot overcome. Much of our analysis of how
the classroom environment was orpnised to support learning involved discerning how these
features were converted from apparent costa to benefits. In addition, we discuss teacher tech-
niques and other aspects of the environment that appeared to enhance student learning, as well

ea behaviors and organisadon that appeared counterproductive.
Finally, we discuss why the teaching environment was structured as it was. Rather than

looking at internal classroom factors, this part of the discussion eumines the external forces

that shaped the claesroom or the circumstances that permitted the Wicker to create the desired
environment. We include here a discussion of how workplace demands, the constraints of the
Regional Occupational Program, and the toachei's educational philosophy affected the interior

design claw
The analysis is primarily, but not exclusively, descriptive. In most cases we will discuss

the teacher's knowledge goals and techniques with minimal commentary on their real impact
on student learning, since we have little data that bear on this Josue. In msny cases our
evaluative or prescriptive views are implicitly positive. For example, the tescher techniques for
controlling the "chaos" that arose when students worked on projects appear to be generally
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creative solutions to difficult teaching problems. However, in some cases we do make explicit
evaluative comments. These usually refer to costs associated with a teaching decisionwhich
may or may not have been anticipated by the teacherand alternative teaching choices that
were not selected but may have had important advantages.

As we described in Sec. III, we made observations in four classrooms. Results and exam-
ples reported below are derived primarily from the interior design class (the subject of our
intensive study) and the metal shop class, but they include observations from the other classes
u well.

KNOWLEDGE GOALS: WHAT WAS TAUGHT AND LEARNED

To understand the educational content of the classrooms, we must look at the knowledge
goals in the classroomsthe particular kinds of information, beliefs, or skills the teachers
wanted students to learn. The first few observations focus on specific kinds of generic skills
we observed being taught. These included domain-specific goals (e.g., knowledge of different
types of fabric and their characteristics) as well as domain-independent skills. Here, of course,
we focus on the latter type and provide examples from different classrooms. We also mention
some important content the teachers did not want studenta to learn. Finally, we examine how
teachers attampt to impart several important dispositions and attitudes.

1. Generic Problem-solving Skills

The teachers we observed had been chosen for study because of their interest in teaching
generic skills in addition to, or in place of, subject-specific skills. We therefore expected to see
the teaching of some of the complex reasoning skills mentioned in Sec. IL The following sub-
sections discuss the main generic skills in this category that were taught

la. Repair skills and learning from errors. Teachers encouraged students to try
out different ideas without fear of failure.

EXAhIPLE: Mr. Smith,' the teacher of junior high metal shop, said he thinks kids learn
from mistakes "because they don't remember when they get it right," Mistakes, he
claimed, serve to focus their efforts, and when they correct a mistake, they will remember
what they did. His behavior was very consistent with his view. A student might ask him
how to do X (e.g., cut a hammerhead); Mr. Smith will not tall the student how to do X,
but challenges him or her to figure it out. The student will go away and try it. Mr.
Smith monitors the student's progress, but doss not interrupt until the student has made
a mistake that he or she cannot recover from.

Students learn from errors only if they are willing to try ideas that may result in mis-
takes. Hence learning from errors as a generic skill I. obviously very related to a disposition
for boldness in decision making. Bold decision makas are willing to accept the negative conse-
quences of their choicse, and more important, they pusses the skills to fix them. Later we dis-
cuss *boldness in decision making' as well as more general interrelationships between disposi-
tions and skills.

lb. Skills for dealing with authentic problems. The classroom environments
defined by the student projects gave rise to situations in which several kinds of important

'To assura anonymity, Within and mutionta have bon sivan pomidonymn
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generic skills could naturally be learned. In the cue of learning from errors, the teachers fre-
quently provided active coaching and support for learning. With the following skills, however,
teachers generally did not provide active coaching but instead structured the physical environ-
ment (in ways we elaborate below) so that students had an opportunity to learn the skills or, at
least, to be exposed to them.

Analysis of problem and generation of solution paths. These two categories appeared as
we saw students define their own problems and solution space. For example, tums
had to identify the criteria for project completion, determine how to get there, assess
whether any tum members had special skills that could be used effectively (e.g., artis-
tic talent), and determine the whereabouts of needed information.
Evaluation of (partial) solution pada:, or monitoring as you go. Students had to deter-
mine, for example, how to best use their resources to complete some project require-
ment and what criteria to use to signal its completion. Since students were not given
deadlines for completing some projects or parts of projects, this required them to orga-
nize their own goals and monitor their progress over relatively long periods of time
often several weeks. Therefore, students were given opportunities to learn important
planning skill&
Generation of solution paths and repair. Studenta had the opportunity to deal with
multiple possible solutions. None of the projects given students had a single (or even
finita number) of well-defined "correct* solutions. There were many ways of designing
a house or building a hammer that would %adagio." Students thus had opportunities
to deal with problems for which there was no single optimal solution, and to change
direction if a chosen solution path did not work out.

2. Deemphasis on Subject-specific Skills

Since we chose to observe teachers who emphasized teaching generic skills, it is not
surprising that subject-specific skills in two classrooms (interior design and metal shop) were
often downplayed in favor of generic skill&

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith lets studenta file metal in technically inferior waysusing both
forward and backward strokesinstead of demanding correct filing (forward only). He is
aware of this problem but believes it is a small price to pay when giving them the oppor-
tunity to learn and perform independently.

Mr. Smith consistently emphasized to students that how a goal was accomplished was
relatively unimportant, as there were always many ways to solve a problem. Hence he placed
relatively little emphasis on specific procedures, except when safety demanded particular use of
a tool.

Ms. Adams, on the other hand, valued subject-specifIc skills more highly than did Mr.
Smith, and she lectured more frequently in her interior design clams. But she spent even more
time cosching students in generic skills than on lecturing, which was consistent with her belief
that they would be more important in students' Mum jobs. For example, M& Adams gave
very detailed lectures on fabrics but did not test students' retention of this material. Almost
all of a student's grade depended on her evaluation of the class project.
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8. Deemphasis on All Students' Reaching a Uniform Level of Performance
on Well-defined Sets of Skills

In many academic high school classes, students are required to learn a single, relatively
well-defined mt of skills or knowledp. Students' grades are generally determined by their per-
formance on tests that all the students take. Many schools also administer district- or state-
mandated standardized achievement tests, or they may measure their effectiveness by student
performance on Scholastic Aptitude Testa or the like. Unfortunately, teachers often thus gear
their instruction to these tests, which can seriously limit teaching and curricular innovation
(e.g., Korets, 19138). Neither Mr. Smith nor Ms. Adams graded in this way. They judged stu-
dents on the basis of their performance on class projects, and this permitted teachers to per-
sonalize assessment.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams permitted at least two kinds of nonuniformity in assessment:
(1) On projects, students could choose the tasks that they wanted to do from the set of
tasks that made up the whole. This allowed a student with little artistic ability, for
example, to do background research as his contribution to the group project. (2) Stu-
dents' grades depended less on the excellence of their results (project) than on the
teacher's estimate of how far they had come during the semester. We noted that several
students with only average-quality projects received relatively high grades.

This &emphasis on uniform skills is perhaps consistent with the &emphasis on domain-
specific skills. That is, well-defined, subject-specific sidlle were in part replaced by relatively
*ill-defined" knowledge that falls outside the standard subject curriculum. The teachers
exploited the flexibility this ambiguity implies to tailor their evaluation of students.

The decision to personalize evaluation can also be viewed as a natural response to student
diversity in vocational classes, be it ethnic, racial, experiential, or academic. However, it is
important to note that to these teachers, different standards of evaluation did not mean lower
standards for some students. The teschers simply required students who were not strong in
one area to show excellence in another.

EXAMPLE: A student was placed in Ms. Adams's class fresh out of drug rehabilitation.
Ms. Admns noted over time that his reading, writing, and spelling skills were too poorly
developed to allow him to express his undentandligg oi end ideas about interior &sign,
and his exam score suffered. In order to challenge his eidetic talent and evaluate his
growth in the class, she assigned a difficult architectural drawing. H. did a fine job on
the project and was quite proud of the result. Now more willing to accept his talent, the
student found shady employment at a wallpaper store.

This type of individutlized evaluation seems suited to the realities of the workplace.
Many jobs involve several kinds of skills, and few people show uniform performance overall.
For example, one secretary may be skilled at scheduling meetings or doing administrative
tasks, while another is better at composing letters and editing manuscripts. Overall, each may
be a good and efficient secretary, but each has a different profile of strengths and weaknesses.

4. Zambesi. on Aoquiring Generally Useful Attitudes and Work Habits

Because subjsct-specific knowledge was &emphasized in those vocational classes, perhaps
the main focus was the learning of what we refer to in our conceptual framework es disposi-
tions. Teachers emphasized many dispositions or attitudes aimed at encouraging students to
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become independent problem eolvt)ze, taking advantage of the privileges of this independence
and also fulfilling the responsibilities it implies. Below we list a representative set of the
specific attitudes the teachers emphasized.

4a. Ability to make decisions. As we discuss below, teachers structured projects so
that each student, and each project team, was forced to make decisions about what to do and
how to do it. In contrast with a traditional mathematics class, for ezample, where students
have well-defined problems to solve and well-defined routes to determine the correctness of
their solutions (ask the teacher, look at the answers in the back of the book), students in these
claesrooms generally had to define their own problems, find their own tools for solving the
problems, and judge their own solutions.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams's interior design class project involved decorating six rooms in a
house. While some aspects of the project were constrained (e.g., a board showing the
design of each room had to be completed, showing carpeting, wallpaper, etc.), she delib-
erately underconstrained the task to encourage students to "think creatively."

This emphasis on students making their own decisions extended beyond global structur-
ing of the course to very local interactions with students.

EXAMPLE: When a girl cannot get her hammerhead out of a vice (even with the help of
a couple of other girls), Mr. Smith doss not go over and do it for her. Rather, he asks her
what she would do if he weren't around, thereby msking the student find her own solu-
tion. She requests help from one of the buys, who frees the hemmer.

EXAMPLE: A student asks Ms. Adams about chinty (a flower-designed pattern). He
shows her a pesch-colored sample of wallpaper and asks, "Do you like that?" Ma Adams:
Does it look okay to you? Student I guess you can't give a technical answer to that; can
you . . . it's like me asking you what to write. Ma Adams: It's not important if would
personally go with it." What's important is would it be wise. As a rule a designer goes
with something different. That's why people pay you.

4b. Taking responsibility for your own decisions; devaluing appeals to author-
ity. As the above example shows, teachers consistently deflected requests for information and
help when they knew students could solve the problem themselves. More generally, they
emphasised that the students could not rely on the teacher's authority as a crutch or as a
means of getting easy answers and simplifying their problem solving. According to the teach-
er% this illustrated for the students the other side of independence You not only get to make
your own decisions, but you have to implement them and stand by them. A consistent message
to the students wm that they were responsible.

EXAMPLE: A student comes to Mr. Smith and asks how to cut the wedge cr.A, of her
hammer. He engages the student in a dialogue about this but will not answer directly.
He challenges her to "use your brain" or "figure it out yourself.' He is Garth' not to
frustnte her (often this is what he wed his humor for), but still he gives her no informa-
tion. His action has the desired effect. She thinks for a bit, looks at what other students
are doing, and sees that a saw will do the trick.

One interesting consequence of the teacher's withdrawal of authority and assistance was
that students wen forced to learn to help one another and develop some cooperative skills. In
the esample above, the teteher also inadvertently teaches a technique that the student can use
to solve problems: search for clues in the environment.
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4o. Bolds..s in decision making. Teachers recognized that many students are very
reluctant to make significant decisions, and they countered this tendency by encouraging stu-
dents to be ubokl."

EXAMPLE: Bob shows Ms. Adams a wallpaper sample in beige. Ms. Adams looks at it
and asks Bob if he can't "come up with something less safe." Bob, looking pusaled, uks
what is wrong with beige. Ms. Mame turns the question around, but Bob cannot
respond. She explains that beige is not a design challenge: "There is nothing to do with
it. You can't make a mistake with it."

Stressing boldness in decision making reflected the teachers' concern that many class-
room experiences teach students to fear "standing up for themselves." From an interview with
Ms. Ada=

Ma Adams: If I had spoon-fed the kids, it would have defeated the whole purpose of the
project; they would have never shifted gears. They were frustrated when they didn't get
the answer, but they learned that it's okay for them to have an opinion as long as it's
backed by a rationale. . . . Liking something is not enough. When you don't give your
opinion you give away your powerclasses usually teach kids to fear standing up for
themselves. Interviewer (paraphrasing Ms. Adams): School beats power out of the stu-
dent? Ma Adams (chuckling): Hey, that sounds like something I might say . . . you're
right, and it's a rude awakening. Where do students get a class in it? . . . I txy to teach
them *don't be afraid to be bold."

As the above example indicates, part of the reason teachers stressed dirpositions (as
opposed to generic or domain-specific skills) was their belief that at hest some of the impor-
tant lemons their students needed to kern had little to do with ttaditional classroom teaching.
Our observations indicated that teachers felt genuine concern that students often had low self-
esteem, and they believed that part of their responsibility was to deal with motivational and
affective problems as well as cognitive ones. Aware that their students had very urgent prob-
lems to confront in their lives, teachers thought they ought to provide students with values and
broad attitudes with which to tackle those problems. Further Worm, of the teachers' concern
with this knowledge goal comes from interviews. Both Mr. Smith and Ms. Adams dieplayed
great knowledge of their students' lives anci problems outside school They were clearly con-
cerned with each student's general state of well-being, not just his or her intellectusi advance-
ment. In general, many of the teachers' knowledge goals for students can be understood only
from this perspective.

4d. Learning the parameters a workplace situations. The teachers also made
efforts to help students appreciats the continsencies of the world outside school Teachers
deliberately attempted to make the classroom environment closer to the authentic work
environments in which these students will eventually find themselves. By the same token,
they were aware of the artificial aspects of typical classroom environments.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams noted several ways she sees typical claseroom environments not
setting up realistic problem-solving situations. These included stzucturing situations in
which (1) there I. usually one and only one 'right answer,' (2) the teacher I. the main or
sole source of information as well as judger of performance, and (8) there is a single,
well-defined set of that all students must learn. Ms. Adams indkated that she
attempted to stxucture classroom tasks so that many solutions were possible. Thus stu-
dents would, within moon, develop their own standards by which to judge products and
learn that various kinds of skills could be rewarded with good grades.
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In making the classroom a relatively authentic experience, the teachers did not shy away
from exposing students to some of the harder realities of the workplace. For example, if stu-
dents complained about deadlines, they were often reminded that in the workplace a missed
deadline has serious consequences.

EXAMPLE: In Ms. Adams's class, as the deadline for project completion nears, she is
met with complaints that students did not know about some deliverable, or could not find
the materials memory to complete their work. Ms. Adams responds, "Do what you can
at this point. That's all you can do.' She mentions that this is what happens in the real
world of design, too.

The following example also demonstrates how Ms. Adams has at lust an intuitive under-
standing of Weiner's (1986) attzibutional theory of motivation. According to this theory, stu-
dents who attribute prior success to stable factors (e.g., high ability or an easy task) should
hold higher achievement expectations than students who stress unstable factors (e.g., high
effort or good luck). Ms. Adams wants to discourage "bad luck" as a reason for poor perfor-
mance.

EXAMPLE: When told that a floor plan is missing, Ms. Adams will first ask the stu-
dent, "How long has it been missing?" If it has been lost longer than a few days, she will
not accept the excuse because the student made a conscious choice not to take care of the
problem. She reasons that when one is in business and something comes up missing, the
customer or boss is not going to accept a bad-luck story. She tzies to stop this type of
habit because it becomes a lot easier to "use" bad luck as an excuse the second time
around.

We classify the teachers' lessons about the wcrkplace as dispositions since, in most cues,
the lessons stopped short of training students in specific skills they might require to carry
them out. Rather, the focus appeared to be more on giving students an appreciation of the
contingencies and constraints they could expect to encounter and on inculcating the broad
habits that would be necessary to deal with workplace problems.

4e. Emphasising suds over means. An attitude related to simulating workplace
situations in the classroom involved the distinction between the end result of a task and the
process one uses to get there.

EXAMPLE: In an interview, Mr. Smith espoused a stzong belief in "fianction over form."
He related his experience in the Israeli army, where, as an air force mechanic, he was
often forced to fix aircraft using tools and parts that had to be made impromptu to fit the
required fimctionality. This was consistent with his stated philostrphy of education: the
main Josue is the final producteither it works or it doesn'tand students can use what-
ever means necessary, as long as it works. His belief was also consistent with his class-
room behavior Mr. Smith did not watch students closely to see how they were cutting
their hamm.a.u.ds or drilling their holes, except in a few came where a student was
doing something dangerous. But when students showed him what they had done, he was
quick to judge whether the quality was adequate.

4f. Zueouragiag questioniai of authority. In Waring ends over means, the teach-
ers were communicating to students that there are often multiple ways of solving problems,
and that it is frequently counterproductive to adhere unquestioningly to many 'rules of
behavior." This attitude clearly extended to their own behavior (a fact that was not missed by
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the students). Neither Ms. Mama nor Mr. Smith held school bureaucracy in great respect, nor
did they always follow school procedure.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams noted that the schoc: committees studying the improvement of
teaching skills are ill adviled because "committees, (and] the school board are about talk-
ing, not actions. Teachers need to stop studying problems and start doing . . . I come
from an industry that must do, not just talk.'

Both teachers challenged school norms but found ways to participate in school activities
and yet remain autonomous. They both felt that "correct form" impeded useful !motioning in
their classrooms. In short, they had adopted the attitude of questioning authority and norms,
and through their behavior, they encourage the same in their students. One student challenged

authority as follows:

EXAMPLE: A Chicano student had no use for the assignment to design a six-room Vic-

torian house for his final project, and declared that he would design a one-bedroom house
for a "poor Mexican family." This change in plan meant, of course, that his project work
would be significantly reduced. Ms. Adams did not object outright, as she accepted his
message that history, for him, meant "Mexican." In an effort to push him to do an
equally complicated project, she said, "Hey, get with it! Design it for a rich Chicano who

made it in the barrio . . . who wants a real classy place to live and enjoy his money.' The
student switched gears and, by the completion of the project, had discarded all his initial
selections and replaced them with more sophisticated designs in the Southwestern tradi-

tion.

Teachers encouraged a questioning attitude in the classroom, while fostering project prog-

ress and learning. Classroom management was a balance between respect for students on the
one hand and control over the classroom on the other.

EXAMPLE: In her interview Ms. Adams commented that "classrooms that are bound
and determined that academic achievement will take place' do not offer an environment
where students are "required to take responsibility for choices because the right answer is
what they (teachers] look for. But what happens when the right answer changed and it
wasn't in the textbook and the teacher didn't know it because the teacher stopped learn-
ing? These kids are smart, and some days they have the answer and you don't." She
then added emphatically, "My classroom is not a democracy and kids know it. rye got to
have some control over these tough characters."

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith calls himself a thctator in his classroom, and he is, when it
comes to the quality of his students' work. Otherwise, the shop has a highly social atmo-
sphere with a lot of joking and moving about as students work on individual projects. H.
also speaks of "scratching your boas's back." H. wants his students to carefully pick their

battles with authority.

5. Cooperative Skills

Several factors conspired to make cooperative skills importsnt in the classrooms. First,
the group projects in Ms. Adams's class required studenta to work together. Cooperation was
explicitly sanctioned and dircussed, using the term "consensus process." This denoted a pro-

cedure whereby the student made a decision (e.g., selecting fabric) by offering a choice and at
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least one reason t4 justify that choice (the rationale). Other students were required to respond
to the choice and debate it in terms of the offered rationale. Ms. Adams described consensus
process in considerable detail at the beginning of the course, although later in the semester she
did not focus on it explicitly.

EXAMPLE: Karen, a student with several leadership positions in school, did not want to
work with a group that had chosen another leader. For a while she stopped coming to
class, and then she participated in group decision making reluctantly (she did not like her
group's choices, either). Karen admitted that she was angry because she did not know
how to be part of a group and not lead. After a while, bothered that she was letting the
group down, she decided to got involved again. In the end, she Mt she had made a con-
tribution and that the final project was good. Although she was fully aware ef this situa-
tion, Ms. Adams did not intervene except to let Karen know that she expected her parti-
cipation. According to Ms. Adams, this is how she forces students to take responsibility
for their own actions. For Ms. Adams, this wu a particularly important lesson for the
workplace: "What happens when Karen is at a negotiating table and things aren't going
her way? . . . If she walks, she's gone. Now, wun't that a wonderful lesson to learn at
17?"

By contrast, Mr. Smith rarely called explicitly for cooperation, as projects in his class
were carried out individually. However, as we noted above, we observed considerable coopera-
tion arising out of Mr. Smith's ifte_nce that the student* use the environment to solve their
problems, rather than relying on his authority and expertise. In addition, as we discuss later
on, Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith both employed master-apprentice teaching styles that engen-
dered cooperation.

Summary: Relationships between Generic Skills and Dispositions

To summarize, our analysis identified several kinds of generic skills that were the focus of
teaching. However, the teaching of these reasoning skills was more implicit than explicit. For
example, Ma Adams's project-centered curriculum structure provided an ideal forum for teach-
ing students about a broad range of generic skills, such as subgoal decomposition, hypothesis
generation and testing, and so on. But instead of explicitly teaching the stops of a problem-
solving process, she stauctured the environment to induce students to use them. How she
accomplished this, and the implications of this approach for learning, are discussed in the sec-
tions that follow.

In addition, we found that teachers emphasised dispositionsattitudes and general work
habits or ethicsover complex reasoning skills or domain-specific trills. Furthermore, the
dispositions and attitudes we observed art related in interesting ways to generic skills. In gen-
eral, we can think of the attitudes as general cognitive dispositions to act. For example, the
attitude of 'think for yourself' or *um your brain" is essentially an exhortation to marshal
one's cognitive and affective resources in the service of a problem or goaL Dispositions, there-
fore, do not take the place of generic problem-solving skills. For example, when you have
decided to allocate resources to solve a problem, you still need to invoke skills that will, say,
decompose your main goals. Without such basic attitudes, however, a student may never be in
a position to attempt to exercise or learn important problem-solving eldlls. If a student doss
not believe be is responsible for solving a problem, he will often do the minimum amount pos-
sible to deal with it. In such cuss, students' *mindless" approaches to problems may subvert
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attempts to teach them useful problem-solving skills. In some sense, then, having the produc-
tive attitudes discussed here is prerequisite to learning and using many other generic skills.
We believe that in many cases our teachers, recognising that their students lacked these basic
attitudes, focused on imparting them rather than teaching more sophisticated reasoning skills.
Interestingly, this conclusion appears consistent with several studies in which employers were
interviewed about desirable employee traits (e.g., Brown, 1988; Carnevale, Gainer, and Meltzer,
1988; Michigan Employability Skills Task Force, 1988). While subject-specific and complex
reasoning skills were high on the lists, attitudes and work habits (e.g., an ability to show up for
work on time) were equally ganged.

HOW THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTED LEARNING

In this section we look more at the how of learning than the what. Instead of examining
the content of the knowledge communicated, we discuss some of the factors that might have
contributed to the success of the classrooms as learning environments. In examining these fac-
tors we do not restrict ourselves to only the teachers' techniques for conveying major lessons.
While such techniques are important, we also examine the physical and social structure of the
classroom. Our view is that the teacher is just one of several tools in the classroom environ-
ment that can support learning.

Our analysis of the factors contributing to learning is more formative than our assess-
ment of generic skills and attitudes being taught. To understand the knowledge that was the
focus of learning and teaching we were able to rely on an extensive literature in cognitive sci-
ence. That work provided a theory that describes relatively igorously the structure of some
generic skills, yielding list of features we could expect to see in the field. However, with few
exceptions, there is no similar, broad theory of how environments can be configured to support
the learning of such skilla The work of Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989) on cognitive
apprenticeship provided a main theoretical foothold for our analysis.

We divide the discussion of classroom environments into several different categories.

Features of the curriculum, course content, and the classroom.
Teaching policy: overall properties of the teacher's approach to teaching in the class-
room
Teaching iachniques: more specific techniques used by the teacher to further his or
her knowledge goals for the studentL

We discuss each category below, first describing our observations, then speculating on
how each supported the knowledge goals delineated in the previous section.

Features of the Curriculum and Classroom

1. Projeet-based. The dominant feature of the classes was that students learned while

doing projects. In the vocabulary of Collins, Brown, and Newman (1980), learning was
*situated." In Ms. Adams's class, for *sample, students worked in groups of three to five on a
single project that lasted approximately six weeks. In Mr. Smith's class, projects were individ-

ual, and several (up to five or adz) were completed in a semester. Although both teachers pro-
vided lectures and demonstrations (where all students watched the teacher perform some task),
these activities accounted for a relatively small percentage of classroom time and were always
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given in the context of information needed by the students to complete projects. In both
classes, grades were determined almost exclusively by performance on the projects.

Several features of the projects are worthy of note. First, the tasks appeared to have
some authenticity. In Mr. Smith's class, a project's authenticity was guaranteed by the fact
that, when complete, it resulted in a usable object (e.g., a hammer). Since students were free
to choose their projecta (within limits), they could plan to build artifacts that were potentially
valusble for them. In Ms. Adams's class, authenticity derived from her personal interest in
interior design. As a working professional in that field, she attempted to structure student
projects to resemble, at least in form, the sort of project actually produced in professional inte-
rior design firms.

EXAMPLE: At the completion of the project, students were required to present their
work. In preparation for this presentation, Ms. Adams modeled how presentation boards
4conta1ning selections of materials for each room) should be designed. She explained that
such presentations were crucial in selling the client. In addition, students were required
to prepare project budgets and telephone manufacturing firms to get actual prices.

Ms. Adams also frequently used "war stories" to teach students a particular lesson or
communicate about the project. For example, she explained why linen drapes are a poor choice
by relating a story about a client who had insisted that she use linen for the drapes. This
choice proved disastrous, because linen reacts to humidity: when it was damp the drapes
sagged and lost their pleats, when dry they shrank and wrinkled. War storiesthe anecdotal
retelling of experiences to one's sesociates on the jobhave been shows to be very effective
mesas for teaching and learning diagnostic skills in a community of workers (e.g., Orr, 19118).

Second, perhaps partly because of their authenticity, the projects generally appeared to be
intrinsicslly motivating. Overall, students were on-task a high percentage of the time. In Mr.
Smith's class this was uniformly true. In Ms. Adams's class, at the outset students were not
fully engaged with the task and often attempted to look busy without working. By the end of
the project, virtually all the students seemed heavily involved.

Relationship to knowledge goals. The fact that the projecta were motivating to students
generally insured a high time-on-task, so most students were exposed to many potential learn-
ing experiences. The relative authenticity of the projects meant that the students were in
learning environments whose lessons were possibly valuable. The use of an authentic task
clearly reflected the teacher belief that exposing students to practical work lessons is eseental.

Design* the projects to last for fairly long periods permitted students to be exposed to
problem-solving challenges that students in many classrooms rarely see. In academic classes,
for example, typical student tasks begin and end in a relatively short time (less than an hour in
math classes, perhaps a few days in classes such as history). Consequently, students are rarely
required to manage their own time or decide how to organise or decompose large goals into
subtasks. In addition, although many academic claims give students opportunities to
coope's/a, the period is typically too short to be of much instructional value; the cooperative
skills we saw in the vocational classes generally did not develop to an effective level until after
several weeks of interaction. It is interesting to note that projects in the workplace very often
extend for weeks or months. Most classroom experiences do not prepare students for the
problem-solving challenges posed by such long-term activities.

Authenticity was also derived from a reliance on workplace norms aesociated with project
progress awl completion. Initially, we observed more socialising going on in the classroom
than one expects and thought that project progress might be suffering. But from our
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assessment of the physical changes in the environment (i.e., the "found objects") over time, we
learned that projects were progressing much further than we had thought The room became
progressively messier as students involved themselves in solution generation and repair.

EXAMPLE: During the project's fifth week we observed side desks covered with rolls of
paper, primarily discards with various shapessquares, rectangiescut and removed. W.
counted ten such discards, left from students' work on composing boards. Wallpaper
books were open to samples. Samples were cut from design magazines. The east wall of
tables was littered with seven T-squares, three seta of boards (two used and crudely cut,
the third new), a box of uncut boards, and a box of tile samples with seven of 24 remain-
*. The bookcase of wallpaper and design books was no longer organized, as students
selected materials continually. The multidrawer storage cabinet for finished products was
three-quarters full; two weeks before it had been empty.

Project work in the workplace has similar dynamics. Socializing goes on until the very
last minute, when the deadline crunch is near. Solution pnercion and repair is manifested in
mock-ups, draft reports, paper piles, and messy offices. In Ms. Adams's class, evidence of this
trial-and-error period could be seen in the mock display boards using plain paper and the mul-
tiple drawings of floor plans and elevations showing various degrees of detail and accurscy.

Just as a swooned manager knows just the right criteria by which to judge project prog-
ress, Ms. Adams monitored progress by the types of questions students asked. She character-
ized certain types of queries as "first-week" questions: *What do I do next?" "Where can I
find a pencil and taper She could see progress when students began to ask questions indicat-
ing their active involvement with problem solving: "Does this sketch need more shading?"
*Does this mirror work as a focal point?" While Ms. Adams's approsch to monitoring and her
adult treatment of students love the appearance of a "hands-off" teacher, the classroom. also
took on a decidedly workplace orientation akin to one in which expectations about a project's
completion guide a manager's communications to, monitoring of, and intervention with adult
workers.

2. Freedom In organising projects. The way the projects were organized appeared at
least as important as the project content in contributing to student learning. In these class-
rooms, we observed a high degree of student choice at many levels.

Choice of projects. In Ms. Adams's class, projects were underdefined. While all groups
were required to decorate six rooms of a house, the house itself was open to choice, as
was the design of each room. In Mr. Smith's clms, each project had a well-defined
product, but the choice of product was up to the student.
No intermediate milestones. Especially in Ms. Adams's class, once students understood
the basic deliverables of the project, they were given relatively little aid in decompos-
ing this large goal into managealil. subgoals. This often led to floundering. But it
also forced students to manage their own time and make decisions about how to orga-
nise or decompose large tasks.
Students did not proceed lockstep. Students had surprising autonomy while working on
projects. This is partly a consequence of the lack of structum that resulted from hav-
ing no intermediate milestones. To further encourage students to work at their own
pace, the teethe!. physically structured the clam so that students generally knew
where the required tools were and how to use them (e.g., Mr. Smith trained students to
use all the important power tools at the beginning of the semester). In this way the
teachers further relinquished local control on student actions, in strong contrast to the
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typical practice of providing access to materials and tools through the teacher, which is
a natural way to regulate and synchronize student behavior. The relaxation of teacher
control also allowed, among other thinp, free student movement around the classroom
as well as other behaviors that gave the appearance of disorder and general chaos.
However, teachers apparently felt the benefits accompanying the disorder outweighed
its costs.
Teachers resisted intervention. Surprisingly, teachers spent little time circulating and
judging student progress. Ms. Adams, for example, even at the beginning of the proj-
ect when students were floundering the most, generally stayed at her desk (at the front
of the class) and cOmmented only when students asked questions. As previously dis-
cussed, the fact that teachers did not intervene did not mean they wore not monitoring
students.
Students performed different tasks and learned different skills. Not only were students
permitted to proceed at their own pace on projects, but, at least in Ma Adams's class,
they were not required to learn uniform skills. Each project required the completion of
several tasks involving very different skills (e.g., doing hittory of an architectural
period, drawing the house elevation, selecting fabrics for rooms). Members of each
group could negotiate to determine who would do each task. Hence, within limits, stu-
dent' could select tasks that appealed to them or for which they bad talent.
Freedom from typical classroom rules. Consistent with their belief that school con-
straints are often unnatural, teachers implicitly structured their classrooms so that at
least some of the conventions of normal classrooms were abandoned. As we mentioned
earlier, both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith were skeptical of classroom rules designed to
maintain order (e4, students rambling quiet and seated). Me. Ademe coniclously
permitted a considerable amount of fraternizing and off-project activity in her class.
This freedom was curtailed only when group members abused the privilege by falling
behind in their work. In general, students were permitted to talk freely and move
about the classroom as they wished.

Relationship to knowledge goals. The way the teachers structured projects is consistent
with the goals set out in the previous section. In many respecta, the freedom given students to
organise their projects reflects the realities of the workplace. In addition, it is consistent with
teachers' interest in having students make their own decisions and take responsibility for those
decisions. For Ms. Adams, at least, this conviction goes further. One of her main knowledge

goals was to help students learn to be bold in decision making or to be creative. Central to her
model of how to engender creativity was to put minimal constraints on students' thinking.

While organising projects in an unconstre_ned fashion is consistent with imparting cer-
tain important skills and attitudes, it has potential drawbacks. In particular, in both class-
rooms we observed behavior that bordered on chaos and floundering. In giving students the
freedom to orgsnise their activities there is a real danger that they will dissolve into disorgani-
zation. Below we discuss some of the techniques the teachers used to prevent this, and we also

discuss what happened when they failed to prevent it.

The Bole of Teacher Policies

The teachers had mayoral broad rules of thumb or policies that seemed to govern in a glo-

bal way how they informed and interacted with students. These policies often complemenbad

features of the projects and helped to enhance the value of the projects in supporting learning.
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7-'.1

1. Teacher and student on an *equal" footing. Many observations suggested that
teachers strove to interact with students "on their level,' or perhaps to elevate students to the
teacher's level. This was most easily seen in the casual frienftms and respectfulness of
teacher-student interactions. For example, Mr. Smith's students often called him by his last
name only; Ms. Adams and her students frequently spent the minutes before and after class in
social conversation. Ms. Adams's rapport with her students was evident during our interview
with her at the end of the semesterseveral students stopped by to get their grades, discuss
problems they wow having with other teachers, and chat about the senior class party. The
existence of this common level was clearly understood explicitly by the tuchers, and perhaps
more implicitly by the studenta. Our discussions with students reveded that they sensed
genuine caring and respect from the teachers. Ms. Adams, for example, is aware, and
chagrined, that many taachers have a low opinion of their students. In contrast, her view is
very positive:

There are many issues outside of teaching that are important in the school. I am just amazed
at the problems them kids have while they are still taking clause. And they pull it off. How
can you look down on these kids when they.do all of that? Could you do it? I couldn't when
I wu that ap.

Relationship to knowledge goals. Our observations suggest this common level served
several important functions. Most obviously, it improved student-teacher relationships. Gen-
erally, teachers find it easier to tesch students who like and admire them and who feel that the
respect is mutual. Second, it is consistent with the teachers' attempts to &engage the clam-
room from usual academic conventions. Among these conventions is a view that students are
in some sense inferior to teachers, at lust in knowledge and experience. Third, the common-
level approach is consistent with the teachers' attempts to reduce their authority (at least with
respect to providing the sole standard of judgment) and to instill students with a senile of
independence. Finally, the positive relationship between students and teacher provided an
environment in which students could make decisions without fear of failure, as we elaborate
below.

2. Masterapprentioe relationship more than student-teacher. Broadly, the kind
of relationship we observed arising between student and teacher was neither the usual
student-teacher relationship nor a stzictly collegial one. Rather, in some respects it resembled
the roles of master and apprentice.2 The tucher was regarded as the expert or "moder practi-
tioner of the craft, and he or she also possessed a greater associated factual knowledge and
skill. On the other hand, the student had a limited knowledge of facts and skill but was
increasing both continually.

Both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith were competent lecturers but placed little emphasis on
this way of communicating information. Mr. Smith's lectures were usually quit* brief, and
they appeared to be the least interesting part of each class for both teacher and students. He
explained that lectures were kept brief because they usually involved demonstzating procedures.
Ideally, such lectures came just before students were ready to use the procedures. However,

since Mr. Smith's students did not progress in unison, many students forgot the lectured infor-
mation by the time it was needed.

'The Aurae that conedtute a master-epprentioe relationship have been the subject of much recent debate (S4,
Conine, Brown, and Newman. 19N). la pastinger, the West to which midser meters give Minutiae about student
uthemenos ic unclear. Thus, one might argue that many masters would provkle ewe feedback and correction than
did mu teachers. In lam Nations we evaluate teacher decision making in more detail.
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One-on-one tutoring or master-apprentice interactions were the main methods by which
teachers distributed information and shaped the students' progress. While a considerable
amount of Ms. Adams's class time was spent at her desk at the front of the class, she would
also circulate and interact at least once with every group. When students were still at the
novice level, typically during the early stages of the project, her interactions might be either
motivational or managerial in intent

EXAMPLE: Dave, a second-semester student working independently on his project, asks
Ms. Adams about his next 'dep. (According to Ms. Adams, this was a "first-week' ques-
tion.) She replies quite sharply, giving him the answer and then continuing with the
admonishment, "rm raising my voice to you, Dave, because you ought to know this infor-
mation. You had this last semester.' Dave just blandly returns her look and asks, "So
what is the next step?' Ms. Adams replies with exasperation, "DAVE?

However, as groups journeyed from requiring management, through requesting merely
technical information, and finally to asking for artistic consultation, the perceived quslity of
the interactions improved.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams only approached this group once today, although she made
several trips to other groups. In dealing with this advanced group, she conversed at a
very high level and about domain-specific issues. For example, it wasn't in terms of
*How's your decision making going?* or even "Let's see what you've chosen for the
entranceway," but rather "Use Louis XIV, maybe Georgian, definitely not Colonial or
Louis XV." She made no comment whatsoever on what the students had done, but just
offered advice of this sort.

Ms. %cisme was skilled at giving constructive local critiques of designs and at dispensing
important pieces of information on request. While her lectures were invariably interesting,
they focused primarily on factual information (e.g., properties of a wide range of fabrics). This
sort of information was important in students' projects, as, for example, they needed to know
facts about certain fabrics in order to make selections and then justify them later. However,
much of the information students needed was procedural, such as how to cut matte boards or

mount fabric. Virtually all this procedural knowledge was transmitted in tutorial or master-
apprentice interactions. Indeed, we noted many cases where Ms. Adams simply forgot to com-
municate information while lecturing and distributed it later in one-on-one interactions. In
general, her teaching seemed more opportunistic than planned, a style she seemed to prefer
over a didactic approach following a strict leseon plan (cf. McArthur, Stan, and Zmuidsinas,
1990).

Relational* to knowledge goals. The master-apprentice or one-on-one tutoring policy was
essential because the students did not proceed in unison and their needs for information and
coaching differed greatly. In some cages, the teachers' solution to this problem was to repeat
the information in one-on-one tutoring interactions as students needed it. An important alter-
native technique used by both teachers was to delegate this responsibility to other students
who had mastered the procedure in question. As with other muter-apprentice situations, there
is no discrete distinction between student and teacher, but rather a continuous gradation of
expertise from low to high. Both teachers took advantage of this padction by encouraging

more advanced studente to help less advanced ones. This solution had several important side
benefits with respect to the teachers' knowledge goals. Not only did apprenticeship reduce the
burden on the teacher, it also encouraged student cooperation, acted as a motivator or reward
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for the student giving the advice, and freed students from dependence on the teacher's author-
ity.

8. Adult limning model. Much cif the teachers' behavior, especially Ms. Adams's, can
be accounted for by their explicit view that students are mature, reasonably experienced, and
motivated to learn. Several observations are consistent with this hypothesis. Most of Ms.
Adams's teaching experience has been in adult vocational education and traWing classes, which
are often project-centered. Second, in many adult education closes, the introduction and
motivation for projects is brie .1.. This is consistent with our observation that teachers min-
imised lecture time, often preferring to distaibute information on an as-needed basis when stu-
dents were solving project problems. Third, and consistent with the constrained introduction
and mansgement of projects, paperwork is also often minimized. We noted that students were
given surprisingly little "hardcopy" information. For example, in Ms. Mams's class, students
were not given a written description of the main deliverables of their, projects, even though
there were several well-defined tasks that needed to be accomplished.

Relations* to knowledge goals. We observed several ways in which this adult learning
model worked well for the students. In the most general sense, it promoted an egalitarian
atmosphere in class, consistent with the teacher's desire to raise the "lever of the students. In
addition, it permitted greater time-on-task in projects and enabled teachers to focus their
teaching efforts more on "miao-apprenticeships" than on lectures, which could not be tailored
to the needs of individual students. However, we also noticed several potentially undesirable
effects of this approach to teaching, which we &tell later on.

4. Clem projects as business; ammuntability. Throughout project work, the teachers
continually shaped students' learning and performance by relating aspects of the project to the
workplace. In Ms. Ackmis class, projects were initially motivated by their relationship to
external factors. Ms. Adams made-it clear to students that the project activities they were
engaged in simulated the tasks of real designers. Students were alio made aware that perform-
ing well in the class had some more immediate real-world benefits: local stores often hired stu-
dents who completed this course; previous students in the class had gone on to win design com-
petitions. Thus, in several ways, her studenta undwatood that their projects were not simply
academic exercises.

During the course of projects both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith justiLied many of their deci-
sions by citing their authentic relationship to workplace contingencies. For example, as noted
above, Mr. Smith would usually resist giving answers to students, instead asking them what
would happen if he were unavai_lable. Mr. Smith frequently used business metaphors in dis-
cussing how students will be judpd; "If you don't work, you won't get paiethat is, the
student's grade will suffer. For Ms. Adams, relating consequences of student behavior to work-
place contingencies is second nature, as she said in her interview (see "Knowledge Goals" in
Sec. IV, Part a).

Mr. Smith not only discussed students' performance in terms of the workplace, but in
several ways actually violated conventions to transform the classroom into a workplace.

EXAMPLE: At the beginning of class, students cheerfully arm themselves with their
brooms and dustpans and police the campus and pergola area, then return to clams for
their "reward" (grilled cheese sandwiches). This practice has been especially arranged by
Mr. Smith and is, st:ictly speaking, against school rules, since students are not supposed
to be in the yard during class time.
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Mr. Smith explained that the sandwiches are distributed as part of the school nutrition pro-
gram, and those that remain uneaten get thrown away. Thus, he "made a deal' with the food
concessioner at the school to give the sandwiches to him in exchange for his students' cleaning
up the lunch area. The janitor, of course, is also happy with this arrangement

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith asks for a volunteer, selects a student (usually one that is far
along on his/bar project), and has the student help with some specific tssk. In one case
the student helped make dustpans for the yard-cleaning activity and for shop cleaning.
Once Mr. Smith had completed spot-wilding, he folded the precut sheet metal while the
student helped hold the metal down. Mr. Smith spoke to the student and gave pointers
throughout

These tactics are true "multipurpose moves" that serve to further Mr. Smith's goals. They tie
the classroom to authentic workplace situations, model the ideas of looking beyond form to
function and questioning authority (the first example), and represent classic master-apprentice
interactions (the second example). Moreover, they provide his students with meals (many of
them are from poor families and may come to school hungry) and, finally, provide Mr. Smith
with useful shop tools.

Although the workplace perspective aims at making students accountable for their work,
teachers are careful to temper the hard line this implies when it might jeopardize student
motivation.

EXAMPLE: The class is almost over (Mr. Smith had called for cleanup), but one girl is
not quit* through sawing a wedge off her hammerhead. He just stops and completes it for
her. In skim this Mr. Smith makes an obvious exception to his rule of insisting the stu-
dents solve problems themselves and not appeal to authority. Apparently he felt that
completing this goal at this particular time was very important

EXAMPLE: Linda and Rose nervously seek out Ms. Adams's assistance on their project,
since both Stan and Anna (an exchange student who returned home) have left the group.
Ms. Adams tells them not to write Stan off yet, and she promises that she will amign
another student to help them with the art work if he does not return. She recruits Frank
as the backup, promising him uteri credit for the work.

Thus, these teachers appeared to understand the pedagogical limitations of strictly viewing the
classroom as a workplace.

The Role of Specific Teaching Techniques

Teachers employed specific teaching techniques to implement their knowledge goals and
policies. In the above discussion of different policies we had occasion to describe several tech-
niques used in their service. Here we attempt to understand the specific techniques employed
by the teachers to solve some of the problems that arise in a project-centered classroom where
students are given considerable freedom and aro taught using an adult learning model. The
main challenge was to keep students on-task without obviously constraining their problem

solving.
1. Techniques for encouraging boldness sad indopenden000a "fail-soft"

environment. Teachers recogoised that students would not be willing to make bold, indepen-
dent decisions in a typical classroom environment, which harshly penlises the failures that
inevitably result. Several teacher techniques insured that students did not regard failure as

undeeirable.
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Attempts at creative solutions held intrinsically desirable. Ms. Mama, in particular,
made it very clear to her students that the act of trying unusual design combinations
would be rewarded regardless of the quality of the result. During the interview, she
confirmed that some students with *objectively* poor projects could get high grades if
they had shown attempts at creative thinking and consistent attention to the task at
hand.
Refraining from correcting errors. Teachers often did not correct student errors. As we
discussed above, Mr. Smith's teaching philosophy viewed errors as usefal learning
situations. Ms. Adams's philosophy was that correcting errors threatened students'
creativity. She noted that instead of correcting what she felt wore dubious design deci-
sions, she preferred to take a more constructive approach by providing alternatives to
the students' proposals.
Nqative feedback withoui negative affect. Even though the teachers encouraged
creative efforts, they sometimes judged the results critically. Moreover, Ms. Mama
and Mr. Smith were exceptionally gifted in being able to communicate negative infor-
mation without threatening students. While Mr. Smith was often quite gruff with stu-
dents, and Ms. Adams frequently laughed at (or perhaps with) students, both teachers
earthily structured their relationships so that students were rarely threatened by the
teacher's honest appraisal. The students appeared to understand that criticism did not
mean a loss of respect or caring.
Constructive use of/allures. Both teachers were able to turn failed attempts at problem
solution into positive learning experiences.

EXAMPLE: In Ms. Adams's class, one of the more advanced groupe forgot to do a major
part of the project. Ms. Adams makes this omission clear. She comments that on the
review sheet (every student must fill out a review sheet in which they critique the
successes and failures of their project and group) their task is to figure out what hap-
pened and to 'try to figure out why no one is to blame."

In information-processing terms, the teachers were supporting and encouraging students'
attempt& to generate many solution paths in confronting a problem. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, they were demonstrating that failed solution paths might be repsired and they were
modeling techniques for repair that ure the information gathered from failed paths.

2. Techniques for dealing with students who aro not pro...ding in unison. One
of the major challenge facing the teachers was the problem of dealing with students who are
often simultaneously engaging in very different tasks. How can the teacher be sure the stu-
dents are on-task and productive? The teachers appeared to use several tools or tactics:

Motivation and responsibility. Especially in Mr. Smith's clams, we found that very few
students were attempting to avoid working. Motivated students generally require rela-
tively little minute-to-minute monitoring. Ms. Adams monitored progress by evaluat-
ing the types of questions being asked.
Grading. As in most classes, final grades appeared to be an important tool in keeping
the students on-task. However, grades are effective in keeping students on-task only
to the extent that students find them meeningful. Either because the projects were
intrinsically valued * the students, or for extrinsic reasons (to please the teacher, to
graduate, etc.), grades were generally important to these students.
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Group management shills. While the teachers let students try things out their own way
and make mistakes, both seemed to have excellent monitoring and diagnosis abilities.
They could rapidly scan a class and determine when a student's mistake had gone too
far. Then the teachers would intervene, often orchestrating the encounter at a dia.
tance.

EXAMPLE: At the beginning of class, several students try to drill holes. They aren't
making much progress, and, since Mr. Smith has his back turned and is occupied with
other work, this is likely to continue. Suddenly, Mr. Smith yells from across the room,
tolling Tomas that something is wrong with the way he is setting up the drill. He
explains the problem briefly, Tomu begins again, and Mr. Smith goes back to his own
work.

Apprenticeship and micro-teaching techniques. As we noted above, teachers accepted
the need to repeat information frequently to students and turned that burden into a
benefit by delegating authority to students who had already been tutored.

EXAMPLE: Working on the floor plan, a frustrated student tells Ms. Adams, "I've tried
this throe different ways, and can't get it right. What is most easy?" She suggests that
he talk to Sam, whom she had previously tutored through the floor plan sketch. The two
students work together for nearly ten minutes and successfully move the project along.

3. Teohniques for dealing with students who are solving ill-defined problems.
Eepecially in Ms. Adsms's class, a major challenge for the teacher (and the students) was that
students were dealing with ill-dsfined problems as well as progreesing at different rates.
Because the students were not fsmiliar with such *open* problems, we observed a great deal of
floundering and low productivity in the early stages of the project.

EXAMPLE: A group looks through magazines to select pieces of furniture for a room.
After about 10 minutes, only one student is holding up pictures, while the rest of the
group gives yes/no responses. There is one generator and three testers. One student
leaves the class for points unknown. A few minutes later the student slows his pace of
generating examples, and the others, bored with waiting, look around, watch the class, but
do not communicate. Finally, one picks up a magazine and asks "What do we do nowr

Scenarios such as these were typical, and they explain how a given group might spend an
entire class selecting one piece of fabric. Ms. Adams used several of the techniques noted
above to guide students and reduce unproductive behavior. In particular, micro-teaching and
apprenticeship tactics were essential in modeling how tu select fabrics and furniture. Ms.
Adams also expected the students to be relatively self-reliant and motivated.

However, Ms. Adsms refrained from taking several obvious actions that might make the
problem more well defined. For enmple, although some aspects of the project were inherently
ill defined or creative (e.g., the tasks of selecting and combining fabrics and furniture in
designing a room), many project deliverables were actually well defined. Students were
required to do boards for six rooms, draw floor pleas and an elevation, and write a hiatory of
the architectural period of their house. Yet, the details of these deliverables were not clear to
students (or the researchers) until very late in the project. This ambiguity lied frusteated stu-
dents. For example, when told that they would need to do *is rooms for the final project
(approzimately two weeks before the project was due, four weeks after it was begun), most stu-
dents, including groups who were the most advanced and orpnimd, were caught by surprise.
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An obvious tactic Ms. Mams could haw used was to clearly define project deliverables
and constraints in introductory lectures, accompanied by hand-outs outlining project require-
ments. Her decision not to use much constraining techniques appears to follow from her gen-
eral model of problem solving (at least for interior design, but not necessarily limited to this),
in which the ''creative procsse is given center stage. She apparently believed that giving stu-
dents more detailed project requirements would threaten their creative reasoning and interfere
with boldness in decision making. She was aware that students flounder considerably as a
result but was willing to accept a high level of *noise early in the project in return for
interesting ideas later. Mr. Smith was also willing to accept this cost

EXAMPLE: One girl spent a lot of time buffing her hammerhead to a shine before
(rather than after) she filed it down. In addition, whereas files only cut on the forward
stroke and work best at a specific angle, students scrubbed away on both strokes and at
random angles. There was little attention to optimizing labor or tool use.

Costs and Benefits of Teaching Policies and Techniques

Overall, our observations indicate that both Ms. Adam., and Mr. Smith adopt a "hands-
or policy in controlling student learning. They prefer to help students learn through induc-
tion and discovery rather than to teach didactically and directly. Of course, along with its
potential benefits, this strategy is not without its costs, some of which we have enumerated. In
many specific contexts, the teachers are aware of these costs, exemplified by Mr. Smith's
allowing students to file forward and backward when he obviously knew it was wrong. More-
over, both teachers appear to haw a pneral understanding of the inefficiencies of undirected
learning. But by word and * action they indicate they are willing to accept this potentially
high cost in exchange for benefits measured primarily in terms of dispositions and beliefs stu-
dents acquire when given great responsibility for their own learning.

It is difficult to determine whether the benefits of a hands-off teaching policy outweigh
the costs. Part of this difficulty certainly stems from the subjective nature of those costs and
benefits. These teachers value the benefits highly, while other teachers may place a much
greater premium on domain-specific knowledge and generic problem-solving skills than on
dispositions and beliefs. Even so, as we indicated in the last section, we observed teaching
techniques that appeared to actually inhibit the teachers goals. In particular, it is a common
mieconception (shared not only by our teachers but perhaps much more widely) that orpnking
tasks earthily and giving students clear constraints and goal structures are incompatible with
permitting them freedom on open or ill-defined tasks. The literature on problem solving illus-
trates several techniques for structuring open tasks, avoiding some of their potential costs in
terms of floundering but still mainteming their boned&

In mammary, it is possible to evaluate the teachers' educational policies and techniques for
implementing them ex two levels. First, we might take issue with their general choice of an
open, discovery-oriented environment as opposed to a more didactic classroom structure. How-
ever, there I. little literature in education or cognitive science that allows us to decisively favor

espitive seism model el problem soMeg, mop* provides one sheesste ammo& to those we oberrod.
It owns that a good Isamg esdrommest kr es ill-delinsd teak (libe hiestior dodos) should set be sompletely 01
defined (Ps 1007). Pods** whoa the leek is &Medi, the beet longs( esviressod is ow
dot shady boueè the or amstive pads For mem* Alm* the proem el shoos* Wier, terlik."
asil magma for a house is opesistisd sad should sot be mimed to as algorithm the composests et the pcoiseg
"bet rooms the students sod to ankh whet solodoing seed to be Med out to complete the ugh, sod so osmight be
very well Mho&
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one option over the other, especially considering the subjectivity of the costs and benefits of
both. Second, we might take issue with how the teachers implemented their hands-off policy.
At this level, we can point to specific tactics the teachers might have used to further their
goals. On the other hand, our analysis also shows that many of their tactics appeared very
ffective. For example, the teachers' techniques for controlling chaos can be viewed as gen-
erally creative solutions to difficult teaching problems. Overall, both Ms. Adams and Mr.
Smith have a rich intuitive undentanding of adaptive problem-solving techniques that cogni-
tive science has only recently begun to formalise.

Student Techniques and Adaptation

Having examined how the teachers' policies and techniques have shaped the learning
environment, we now turn to students' responses to this environment Below, we briefly exam-
ine student behavior, focusing primarily on how students adapted to the unconstrained
problem-solving environment in Ms. Adams's interior design class.

The student groups appeared to have different ways of adapting to the ill-defined nature
of the project and to the floundering that resulted, which we shall examine shortly. As the
project programed, groups gradually became more focused, and students defined relatively
stable roles for themselves. In some cases, the students appeared to spend as much problem-
solving mew and time establishing routines for dealing with uncertainty as in thinldng
creatively about how to coortlits furniture and fabrics. Of course, this is not necessarily
inconsistent with the teacher's knowledge goals desork:.... above. Indeed, Ms. Adams expected
it would take at least a week for most groups to begin to perform and ask meaningful questions
(e.g., *Does this fabric p with the mood of the room?* as opposed to *When do we find the
furniture books?).

In some mans we observed 'the rich getting richer,* a consequence of the openness of the
mujects, the adult learning policy of the teacher, and her willingness to start at the student's
experience and intermit book The students in some of the more advanced groups already poi-
soned several of the important skills of adult inners and thus needed to spend less energy on
manspment activities; hence they devoted more time to acquiring and Uming design skills.
Moreover, Ms. Adams was a better resource for students who had reached this step than for
students who were less advanced. She acted as a good consultant for groups engaged in
design-island decisions, but she was less effective as a coach for groups still grappling with
basic technical and organisational difficulties. For many of these poups, progress on the proj-
ect was exceedingly slow. Tasks remained ill defined for long periods of time, motivation
append low, and cooperation limited. The literature suggests that we might view the stu-
dents who flourished as *mastery-oriented* and those who did not as *help"riented*
(Dwelt and Legptt, 191111). While this may be true to some extent, it is also the case that
some of the students simply had skills that permitted them to negotiate this challenging
environment and others did not, although is,iy pereisted. At any rata, we did not measure stu-
dents' learning orientation in this study and thus cannot determine its influence here.

Below, we itemise several of the tactics groups used to organise the unconstrained
environment in which they were placed. To some extent, all of the tactics are creative and
adaptive. On the other hand, we believe that some of the responses at least partly subverted
the teacher's intentions. That is, these tactics permitted students to am:owlish their main
gval (completing the project) without requiring them to meet the teacher's intended knowledge

Pak
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1. Offloading. When confronted by the open-ended task of selecting items to decorate
rooms, many students initially appeared to have no idea of the aesthetic criteria to use to con-
strain their decision making. Instead of coming to grips with these criteria, several of the
bolder students adopted the tactic of making an apparently random selection and showing it to
Ms. Adams. If she approved it, their problem was solve& if she didn't (which was usually the
case), she often redefined the task to be much more constrained.

EXAMPLE: Tins: (Pulling out the same wallpaper sample as before) How does that
work in this bedroom? Me. Adams: (laughing) Not too good. Tint (laughing) I didn't
think so, but I thought N ask first. Ms. Adam: You've only looked at English chinty,
which has a delicate look. Look for some other chinty that would work for the mood of
your room. Tin (walking away) Thanks. (Upon his return to the group, they "cele-
brate" his getting the "right answer out of her.")

2. Bandaging. In some cases, students skirted the issue of coming to grips with artistic
questions using even more "brute-force" techniques. As with offloading, the students would
make a quick selection. But instead of consulting Ms. Adams, they would simply incorporate it
without further decision making. In some cases students attempted to use whole rooms cut
from magesines; however, Ms. Adams always caught this tactic.

EXAMPLE: Rich provides design assistance to Dave: "That carpet is ugly with that
mapper, man. Who's gonna hire you?" Dave laughs about this and goes off, coming
back a few minutes later with a new carpet sample. They do not discuss the merits of
this new item.

EXAMPLE: Alan shows Ms. Adams his living room. It is a full-page picture cut from a
mepsine. Ms. Adams explains that be must design mach room himself, not take the
magosine's design. She suggests that he take a sofa or chair or lamp for inspiration and
build around that. Alan quietly returns to his seat and, asking for scissors, begins cutting
from the picture. He also has a fidl-page picture of a ldWhen.

Generally, students adopting this technique appear to be trying to find the minimal
requirements for completing the project and satisfying them with as little effort as possible.

3. Development of different 000perative styles. Through the course of the project
we observed all groups cooperating as a mesas of dealing with the unconstrained environment.
One of the more advanced groups oomprised members who hsd already worked together (in a
previous semester), and their cooperative skills were good from the beginning. They had
already determined their roles: one student was the "workhorse," willing to go through maga-
zines to generate alternativec another the 'judge," whose artistic tastes were the most well
respected; and a third the "000rdinator," willing to present ideas to Ms. Adams and report her
feedback to the group. These roles generally remained stable throughout the project. How-
ever, most groups had not worked together before and spent several weeks negotiating stable
roles. In most cams, the cooperative styles that evolved did not appear to be as successfid as
the ideal described above. Alternative styles we observed include&

Military. After some initial controversy one student emerged as the leader, although
he or she did not appear to have the full support of the group. Consequently, the
leader did most of the project tasks, and those that were delegated were usually not
accomplished cooperatively.
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Loose anarchy. A "de facto" leader emerged, but otherwise cooperative roles were not
well defined. Frequently in this poup at least ono of the members contributed
minimally. Perhaps surprisingly, students rarely used peer pressure ta control noncon-
tributing members. Ms. Adsms also never suggested this strategy.
Lone wolf. Two students decided from the beginning that they would rather do the
project alone rather than as a member of a group. They both felt that working with a
poup was more of a hindrance than a help (one "just wanted to finish up,' while the
other. "didn't want those people thinking they are doing my work for me"). Interest-
ingly, these students evolved a useful cooperative relationship while still completing
individual projects. One of the students was a major success story. He began the proj-
ect as a "bulldoser," unwilling to confront artistic decision making. By the end of the
project, according to Ms. Adams, he had discarded all his initial selections in favor of
much more reasoned ones.

Social Learning Theory Interpretations of Teacher and Student Actions

While we have been viewing teacher behavior primarily from an information processing
perspective, the perspective of social learning theory is also illuminating. For example, it
appears possible to szplain many of the *ocher.' general attitudes, policies, and specific tech-
niques in terms of Dweck and Leggett's (1988) process model. We find evidence for the
'mastery" orientation at each of the model's levels. At the most abstract level, the ___thaellers
clearly believe that things can change. In Dweck and Leggett's terms, they do not hold an
"entity" theory of intelligence, and, generally, they believe that desirable qualities can be cul-
tivated. Perhaps more importantly, they communicate this belief to their students by
emphasis* boldness and accountability. Consistent with this belief, the teachers generally
also appear to elle011111$11 stlithilte to focus more on learning goals than on performance goals.
Many of the specific techniques we reviewed can be seen as attempts to promote learning over
performancc maldng pads, contingent on relative changes in a student's competence as
opposed to meeting some uniform performance level; promoting development over judgment;
and providing a fail-soft environment in which mistakes are not diacouraged. Overall then, we
can view the teachers as attompting to provide an environment that convinces students that
the world is changeable, not fired and beyond their control, and that learning is a key to
change.

Looking at student cognition, affect, and behavior, we can see some evidence that teacher
strategies and techniques may have helped move students from a "help's.'" to a "mastery'
orientation. In particular, the actions of severe of the "lone wolf" students in Ms. Adams's
dm show a strong change in this direction. At the beginning of the project, these students
engaged in much task-irrelevant behavior, perhaps rationalising their anticipated poor perfor-
mance by indicating a general disinterest in the clams. By the end of the project, several of the
lone wolves were clearly engaged in extensive solution-oriented eslf-instruction, and in inter-
views they offered much more positive views of the course.

Students' Opinions about Generic Skills

On the day we distributed the student questionnaire in Ms. Adams's class, 18 students
attended class and 15 (11 female and 4 male) completed the questionnaire. Most of the stu-
dents were seniors who had taken about two vocational education classes on average.
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An enmination of the students' class schedules for that semester revealed a wide diver-
sity in course loads and academic-laden versus nonacademic-laden sckwhi-.1.....a& This diversity
was echoed in the responses to a question about future educational plans: Six students
reported that they would be attending a junior college, with one of the six planning to major in
interior design. The others planned to attend a four-year college or university. Students' rea-
sons for enrolling in the class included interest in the domain (N 5), the reputation of the
course among counselors and Mends (N 8), and to fulfill the district fine arta requirement
(N 2).

Student ratings of course content (on a four-point scale where 1 strongly disagree and 4
strongly epee) are presented in Table 2. Students generally agreed that the generic skills

emphasised by Ms. Adams were valuable. Two skills in particular, cooperating as part of a
group to achieve a goal and justifying one's opinions with facts, appear to be highly valued.
These were skills in which Ms. Mame explicitly provided practice and that she repeatedly
emphasized in her interactions with students during the course of the final project

EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT SHAPED THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Many different kinds of factors can shape and influence what goes on in schools (cf. Barr
and Dreeben, 1968). While we can't often link these characteristics directly to student learn-
ing or persistence in school, we do know that they can either enable or constrain classroom
teaching and learning (Oakes, 1989). John Goodlad (1964) uses the term "commonplacee to
refer to the descriptive variables found in all school systems whose range of values produce the

Table 2

STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT mg= SICILIA

Item

P--unag--t Rwending

Stronily Dl.. Strongly
Diming agree Agree Agree Mein SD

I learn a lot from the teachees lectures. 53.3 46.7 3.47 .51

I'll me knowledge hom this clam in fitture lobe I get. 19.3 66.7 20.0 3.07 .59

It's important to learn to work in a gray. 40.0 60.0 3.60 .51

Ora, walk I. better than individual work for doing
problems in this class.

13.3 40.0 40.0 3.14 1.03

This class hes helped ins become mote creative in
my thinking.

6.7 6.7 46.7 40.0 3.20 .86

LOSnalle to work with others I. an important job skill. 26.7 73.3 3.73 .45

It's important to back up your opinion with facts. 40.0 60.0 3.60 .51

I have leamed bow to communicete with peopie better
bemire of this class.

26.7 00.0 13.3 2.87 .84

It I have a choice between working alone or with
others, I'd rather work alone.

6.7 53.3 33.3 6.67 2.40 .74

Working as a group and getting a group grade on
projects is hit and a good way to work.

46.7 40.0 19.3 2.67 .72

NO1% N 15 far all items except the fourth, where N 14.
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observable differences between systems. These commonplaces include: educational objectives,
curriculum guidelines, textbooks and materials, teachers and their knowledge capital, staff
development, student assignment, resource and time allocation, testing, school organisation,
and incentives. In the case of vocational education, other external factors may also impinge,
particularly demands from the workplace concerning the kinds of skills workers need. In addi-
tion, context information provides clues to policymakers about why schools get the outcomes
they do. Measuring or understanding what goes on in schools can add important information
to discussions about how to improve them (Oakes, 1989).

Since it was beyond the scope of this exploratory study to xamine all these commonplace
variables, we focused our data gathering to understand the factors that might affect instruc-
tional practices in the interior design class (previously discussed in Sec. III). In parthular,
since Ms. Adams taught within the Regional Occupational Program, we gathered information
on the organisation and mission of that program by interviewing th: local ROP administrator.
We also interviewed a local employer who hired students from Ms. Adams's class, to get his
perspective on the kinds of skills needed in the workplace. Finally, we interviewed Ms. Adams
herself, to gain her perspective on teaching generic skills, her educational philosophy, and so
on.

Considering all these perspectives, we concluded that two key factors shaped instruction:
teacher autonomy and the teacher's educational philosophy. While school and ROP orgenisa-
tional policies and practices highly affect the former, they have little direct impact on the atti-
tudes that the teacher brings to the classroom. We discuss our interview results and elaborate
on these findings below. This discussion is intended W provide the contest for ono classroom
and to sugpst hypotheses about the effects of context on teaching that can be addressed in
future work.

The Rgiona Occupational Program

The Regional Occupational Program (ROP) is a state agency achninistered by the Califor-
nia Department of Education and implemented through county offices. The ROP offers
entry-level job training for local job markets where the entry wage is above minimum wage. In
addition to the goal of providing entry employment skills training, the ROP's mission eztcnds
to career exploration opportunities and preparation for higher education in a related skill.

In practice, this mission promotes several differences between ROP classes and those
traditionally offered in secondary school vocational programs. First, since the ROP intends to
provide both job training and preparation for postsecondary education or training, a more
diverse group of students enrolls in and is served * these classes. Traditional vocational edu-

cation Glares in many secondary schools essentially 'track* students not bound for college

(Oakes, 1906). Second, the ROP hires instructors who have had recent working experience in
the areas they teach. Many moondary-level vocational programs do not require such rork
experience for teachers. Finally, the ROP communicates regularly with local employers to
determine skill needs and market opportunities for its students; few vocational programs do so.

The ROP interior design class was taught at a comprehensive secondary school that
included its own vocational education comes and propane. Students attending the school
could enroll in academic, vocational, and ROP classes. Administration of the ROP classes is
largely separate from all others at the schooL The ROP administrative office is far removed
from the school's office; it maintains its own teaching and counseling staff. However, some
coordination between the local ROP office and the school administration was required. In this

!
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comprehensive school, it seemed that the ROP classes were designated as part of the school's
vocational offerings, which held a subordinate position overall in its priorities. Vocational
education's lower status was evident, for example, in the fact that vocational education con-
cerns were fragmented over several vice principals! As a second example, evening and week-
end vocational classes are officially designated as "period seven" because recordkeeping is
designed for a daytime school schedule of six periods.

While the ROP is administered by a statewide agency, local school programs have a peat
deal of autonomy over curriculum content. The reasoning is that industry teachers will be
highly attuned to workplace demands and changes and should therefore have the flexibility to
maintain program relevance to the workplace. Although teachers are required to cover a list of
state competencies, they are permitted to determine the approach and focus of their courses.

ROP administrators and teachers are not immune to locel conditions that can threaten
this autonomy. Several years ago, for example, the local school district made major policy
changes in curriculum and graduation requirements in response to statewide secondary educa-
tion reforms. The new requirements left little time for elective courses, and as a result, enroll-
ment in vocational classes (including ROP classes) and other electives (e.g., foreign language)
suffered. Since enrollment can affect funding allocations, the local ROP administrator and
others reviewed the vocational courses in the school to identify those whose content was con-
sistent with required courses. As a result, several ROP courses fulfill district graduation
requirements: interior design for fins arts; accounting for math; and entrepreneurship for
economks.II This change mound high enrollments for the interior design course. We met 2
number of students who bad in fact enrolled to fulfill the graduation requirement" The high
enrollment in the interior design class, coupled with additional funds allocated to ROP classes,
meant that Ms. Adams had a larger budget than most vocational clams at the same school
ROSOUIC66 such as a program's budget can affect the quality of the educational program pro-
vided (Oakes, 1909). According to Ms. Adams, her budget enabled her to support large projects
like the house design. We observed that students had a wide variety of profeseional materials
at their deposal, including ambitecture and design maguines and books, wallcovering and
floorcovering samples, and mounting boards. Thus, students were able to design their project
houses "from scratch,' with materials similar to those used by professional designers.

Although the ROP response to district policy increased enrollments and enhanced Ms.
Admns's ability to provide quality instruction, it might also yet compromise teacher control
over course content That is, if an ROP clare's survival depends on its resemblance to an
*academic equivalent,' it could begin to lose ita "schooling for work" focus. At the time of our
interview, we did not determine to what extent *equivalent" course requirements might affect
future ROP course content.

40ther schools administer vosatiosal sad medemic progress quite afterestly. A neighboring school district, for
ample, has a dishistuide method eduestion edielaiseeeee la sables to one at sash high @shoal.

$1Mereshauk, the ROP ednialatakee reedits the lee arts groduedos requirement to am arts gritempios" ea the
school bomd. Thus, althoush iamb/ alio moss* thins a flas arts gradostlea reqoirement, the Mule mates et
thh mrsogemerit is highly 22t4etaia. In oddities, while this Nuose-ereditine is not usommoss, it is aot the none Aw
this Mani The state is inclined to view requests tor molt credit se aftempts to dime the Impost et raised aoadsodo
repireursts.

'7/bge oompletlos of the interior desks mune was required be ease Moderns to gradate, several told us thee the
44 they reelived woe mimportam. Although that pude is included la their overall gradmmiat mew (OPA), it is

not esisaisted la the OPA used for allele appliatioa. This practise Greeted a disinomthe be some students to do
well as the Reel pm**.
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Teacher Autonomy

Teachers in the vocational classrooms we visited seemed to have a great deal of autonomy
with respect to what they taught and how they evaluated their students. This was particularly
true for Ms. Adams. In comparison to teachers of academic classes in the same school, Ms.
Adams had great freedom in designing her course. She did not have to use a state-mandated
textbook or prepare her students for standardised nominations required by the state or for
college entrance. Nor was she concerned about preparing students to take particular advanced
courses in the same subject area.7 AU of these factors suggest that the interior design curricu-
lum had fewer domain-specific knowledge and skill requirements, relative to many academic
comes. Thus Ms. Adams was free to develop a course that stressed generic skills over
domain-specific skills. Furthermore, her choice of generic-skill knowledge goals was based pri-
marily on her own experience of what interior designers needed to know. She kept this
knowledge up-to-date by doing part-time professional design jobs and participating in profes-
sional organisations.

Our interview with a local employer corroborated the wisdom of Ms. Adams's curriculum
content decisions. This local retail store manager provided a 18-hour work experience program
for second-esmester students in vocational programs, including Ms. Adams's interior design
class. He felt that entry-level interior design jobs require both domain-specific knowledge and
domain-general skills. The manager stated that while the company values an employee's art
skills, he personally values a background in design work equally with

a personality that is outgoing and shows evidence of broad interests. . . . 'This is going to be
masons who will mix well with people and will be tree to show [his or her] creativity.

According to the meaner, he allows employees to design displays on their own and to use their
own Woes. The domainspecific portions of the job are learned through any number of art
causes that build on the "talented individual, someone with an eye for color and &sip."
Thus, his current workforce has a diverse background and includes a professional pasta-up
artist, a painter, a musician enrolled in a fine arts college program, and a cementer. Because
this group is required to "work as a crew," the manager also views cooperation and responsibil-
ity am highly important.

In addition to preparing students for work experience and, in some cams, actual employ-
ment, Ms. Adams was able to develop a curriculum that prepered students for advanced class-
work in art, architecture, and related fields. The ROP maintained data on student employ-
ment and advanced education, and the administrator gave Ms. Adams high marks for her
students' succor in these areas!

Other evidence of Wolter autonomy stoma from these vocational teachers' assessment
and evaluation practices. Much has been said and written about how standardised tasting
drives educational policy and forces academic teachers to 'teach to the test." As dimmed
earlier, neither Ms. Adams nor Mr. Smith pared their teaching towaid such tests, nor did they

'Par a disturb* vim of mathematic amebae' Halted sot000my en L. V. Monis (19N).

Tha maw modoebs wen to detenthee doing engdopesot se a toostiso et ROP earoliont. U
piesiont drops beim $6 perent, the pogrom pas ea prebeties (allioush deem an onitheo). When this hep
peed to a high wheel Wendss prodosties none, the essay took emotion to the ode become none gradates
wen pine erdidoes ler lend mince* film wheels. The 310P sow sonsiders peepoodso tot postesseadoy Woes.
deo nosily eimpteble with job pleneene se a weer he ionsorini perm outoome.

°Kona UNE, ler ample, eiles weal eons= dont siooderdised testing pestiews the school onsinion oat.
moo, with Ins tine dented to MOO sten mot emend by neon the raw sod depth et tessidoi within e widen
one siodloiy mnewo inetrustke bows co Ines et take repessestod in tusk et the expose el otherse.g.,
1111141164holge over essay OMNI.
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expect uniform performance from their students. Ms. Adams tells beginning studants that
they have an "average taste in design" and thus come to class as "C" students; pt a higher
grade, they need to learn something. Since many types of expertise are valued in the design
fieldcolor sense, artistic ability, art history, planningstudents can show growth in any one
of several areas. She evaluates students by gauging them at the beginning of class and deter-
mining if and how much progress they make in their chosen area.

Ms. Adams's evaluation and assessment practices may also be a by-product of benign
neglect. According to the ROP administrator, vocational and ROP classes in this school suffer
from the widespread view that "voos_tional education is for students who can't make it," Since
school success is measured by standardized tast scores in academic subjecta and four-year col-
lege entnnce rates, programs serving work-bound students receive much less attention overall.
Aa a result, vocational programs are not subject to the same accountability as academic pro-
grams. Given the the negative aspects of accountabilitysuch as the many ills attributed to
standardized testing practicesthis may be one of the few examples where the status of voca-
tional education works to the teachers' and programs' benefit.

It is important to note that Ms. Adams's level of autonomy in curricular decisions and
student evaluation practices may not constitute the norm. Other classes we visited, namely the
aircraft mechanics and computer skills classes, had well-defined domain-specific knowledge and
skill requinmentu. In addition, many vocational courses aim toward preparing students for
professional or state-mandated licensing examinations. 111 these CMOs, teaching to the tad
might also be expected.

Teacher Educational Philosophy

Generic skills teaching in these classrooms succeeded, in part, because teachers had
strong belief in their importance for workplace success. In addition, taachers' positive attitudes
about and high expectations for students and their "student-centered0 teaching practices
seemed to play a significant role.

Both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith notad the importance of preparing students for work and
*the outside world," and both believed that they taught important skills that were not stressed
in the students' other duns. Ms. Adams wanted students to be able to "think for themselves
and not take spoon-fed information." She accomplished this by making students responsible
for their actions and not accepting their excuses. Talking about first-semester students, she
recognized their *lack of depth in design and . . . tried to get them to experiment, find ways to
implement ideas, be creative, and value working together." From second-semester students she
expected more professionalism, more sophisticated color choices, and well-formed rationales for
those choices.

Ms. Adams showed and expressed high regard for her students in several ways. First, she
got to know them well enough to be able to treat them as individuals and provide a supportive
learning environment.

EXAMPLE: Joe was a determined and goal-oriented student who preferred to be in con-
trol of his environment. He did not relate well to other students. From conversations
with him early in the semester, Ms. Adams learned that he had recently overcome peer
pressure to join a gang and had decided to stay in school, keep his part-time Job, and
graduate. When he asked her if he could work alone, she approved his request despite the
fact that he was a first-semester student. She told him that he would probsbly make
some mistakes, but she expected him to do his work and preeent a good final project.
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Ms. Adams also took an interest in the students personal lives and problems.

EXAMPLE: Cara was an abused 17-year-old who had left home and was living on her
own. She had an evening job at a local comedy club to support herself. A few weeks into
the semester, she stopped coming to class. The other students told Ms. Mama how to
reach Cars, and she called to inquire about Cara's plans. Cara had decided to leave
school, but Ms. Maras suggested she see a school counselor and consider working tward
a GED certificate. A few days later, Cara returned to school, rejoined her classes, made
up missed work, and eventually graduated with hor clams. Ms. Adams showed us a card
from Cara, thanldng her for the reminder that she *owed herself a chance.*

Although Ms. Adams's personal involvement with students may sound either exceptional
or extreme, she believed that 'there are many issues outside of teaching that are important in
the school. I am just amazed at the problems these kids have while they are still taking
classes." Although the school had professional (and peer) counseling programs to deal with
specific problems, such as drugs, pregnancy, or alcohol abuse, Ms. Adams felt that

it's important for students to have other ways to get help, otherwise you might miss some-
body who doesn't trust a program. I hate to see these kids' lives go down the tubes. If you
care about people, you can help them put their lives together.

She was appalled upon hearing a substitute teacher refer to her students as "ninth-grade
scum." She rhetorically asked the interviewer, "Are you going to get anything from someone
who thinks you're scum?'

M Adams's concern for students was supported by the ROP administistor. In ber inter-
view, the administrator defined good ROP teacher as someone who "hes a desire to give some
of what they have to students. If the -4-1ebar has that desire, the rest falls into place."10

Ms. Adams's expectations for students were uzuformly high. She demonstrated high
expectationa, for ernmple, by employing instructional techniques that are not typically used
with secondsry-school-age students. Other vocational sAtio. n teethes advised her not to
teach nonverbal communication skills to her students because they were too young to learn the
material (intended for college age). Ms. Adams went ahead and taught these sldlls and found
that students had no problems learning them. Her work experience had taught her that "you
can't put a ceiling on someone's creativity . . . if you do, they'll leave the company." She
applied this dictum to her class projects as well: "When I see them reaching, I raise the ceiling
quick.'

The combination of high respect for students as learners (and as people) and a belief that
creativity must be challenged, then, created an atmosphere to support student-centered instruc-
tion. Earlier, we outlined several methods and teaching practices that these teachers used to
create a learning environment In addition, their educational philocophy supported a mastery-
oriented approach (Dweck and Leggett, 1968) that valued learning over uniform performance
and motivated initially uninterested students to successfidly complete their class projects.

In them classrooms, teachers and students shared in the process of learning and con-
structing knowledge. This contrasts with many academic classrooms, where teachers lecture
and generally assume a role of imparting knowledge to students, who supposedly have little

maim BOP teachers do not have eostreets, the adminktrator can fire thorn es she wishes. She rem* Med one
Weber, be amp* who hed $0 yews of uprisen in ladustay int an *old school" smooth to students. According
to the miniatrater, he woe overly rigid sod punitive sad bad little leasithity to the ethaie dims* of his students.
Thus, although he was teelmisally highly qielified to tusk the refired domaia-speoille Mewledi sad gills, his
teaching pastime sad educational philosophy did not mums up.
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knowledge or skill to offer on their own. Student-centered teaching was also highly valued by
the ROP administrator. When she evaluated clause, she looked for "interested students doing
hands-on work . . . not glassy-eyed bored kids." ROP students were encouraged to come into
the office and talk about their classes, thus giving the achninistrator another view of what was
happening there.

Summary of School Context Factors

If we take the position that learning generic skills represents one element of a desirable,
high-quality instructional experience, then we have an interest in understanding what aspects
of the school context support that instruction. Oakes (1989) identified three context indicators
in the research literature: access to knowledge, press for achievement, and professional teach-
ing conditions. These three enabling conditions appear to promote high-quality teaching and
learning to the degree that they exist in schools. Thus, they provide one useful way to sum-
marize the information about school context variables obtained from our interviews and obser-
vations.

Access to knowledge refers to the extent to which schools provide students with opportuni-
ties to learn various domains of knowledge and skills. Several factors seemed to enhance
access to knowledge for students in this study. First, Ms. Adams had more funds than other
teachers to purchase the necessary materials to support the house design projectthe most sig-
nificant educational activity in her class. While a school's (or teacher's) resource level, in
itself, does not guarantee a high-quality educational program, use of those resources can make
a difference. A second factor affecting access to knowledge is grouping practices. Since this
class can be used as a fine arts requirement, it attracts heterogeneous group with respect to
ability and program of study (e.g., academic or vocational). This mix tends to raise the level of
teaching and also counteracts neptive effects associated with tracking students: individual
achievement and aspirations are lower among students in low-ability and nonacademic tracks
at the secondary level (Oakes, 1989). Finally, the ROP goal to provide work-related training
and its links to the business community expand student access to knowledge through work
experience. Students in Ms. Adams's class, for example, have an opportunity to learn through
working in a local retail store.

Press for achievement is indicated by institutional pressures that the school exerts to get
students to work hard and achieve. Ms. Adams (and Mr. Smith) fostered press for achieve-
ment by having high expectations for students and the quality of their work. It is not clear
how the school communicates these expectations and values to these students. Our interviews
indicate, however, that the school administration may communicate different expectations and
values to different types of students: the academic curriculum takes precedence over the voca-
tional, and college enrollment figures are used to measure school succese.

Finally, professional teaching conditions can empower or constrain teachers and achninis-
trators as they attempt to create and implement instnactional programs and define how schools
function m workplaces for teachers (Oakes, 1989). Ms. Adams faces a mix of conditions. On
the positive side, she has little paperwork or bureaucratic requirements, which indicates the
primacy of teaching over nonteaching tasks and responsibilities. She has a very supportive
ROP administrator at the school. Most importantly, she has autonomy in making classroom
curriculum and instructional decisions and flexibility in implementing innovations. These fac-
tors are known to support effective teaching (e.g., Purkey and Smith, 1988). On the negative
side, Ms. Adams and the ROP sit outside the broader school culture. This leolates her from
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colleagues and involvement in schoolwide decision& Thus she does not engage in school-based
activities that can foster learning, such as collaborative staff planning, intellectu haring, and
teamwork. On the other hand, she does participate in staff development activh.. iponsored
by the ROP.

In terms of school context, then, several positive influences on teaching and learning
generic skills in this classroom stand out: a supportive ROP administration, a high &pee of
teacher autonomy, and the teacher's personal educational philosophy. Other school conditions
work against access, press, and teaching condition& Since our view of the school context is
limited to the classrooms we visited and the people we interviewed, we do not claim that this
picture is entirely accurate. Nonetheless, it is indicative of what this teacher and administra-
tor perceive as the climate around them, and how factors in that climate can enable the desired
teaching and learning to take place.



V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The exploratory study reported here investigated the teaching and learning of generic
skills in vocational education settings. We define two categories of generic skills: basic or
enabling skills and complex reasoning skills. In addition to those skills, which define a
permon's competency for a task, one must also consider the motivational style or dispositions
that influence task performance. Without motivation or positive dispositions, generic skills
will be wasted. We further elaborate on complex reasoning skills from the perspective of the
human information processing paradigm and apply this conceptualisation to identify pzoblem-
solving skills in several vocations.

To bettor understand the teaching of generic skills, we observed several vocational educa-
tion classes and selected one (a high school interior design class) for intensive study. Three
questions guided our fieldwork: What generic skills are taught in vocational classrooms? How
are they taught? How doss the school context influence instruction?

In response to the first question, the vocational teachers we observed taught several
specific problem-solving skills like those defined in our conceptual framework. The teaching of
these skills was often embedded in cooperative working arrangements, wherein students worked
together to solve *authentic" problems Teachers also stressed students' acquisition of positive
dispositions, such as making independent, bold decisions and taking responsibility for decisions
made. Teachers held that acquiring such dispositions was as important as (if not more impor-
tant than) learning particular job-related knowledge or skills

From the standpoint of traditional academic instruction, these nontraditional course goals
led to nontraditional teaching methods Teachers designed project-centered courses in which
students could make many choices (e.g., establish milestones, focus on a single task from an
array of tasks) in an environment free from typical clastroom rules. Teachers treated students
like adults fostered a climate of mutual respect, and held students accountable for their work
using workplace performance criteria. This clarsroom environment supported teaching of
dispositions and, more generally, motivated students in positive ways.

Teachers had several techniques for solving some of the problems that arise in a project-
centered classroom where students are given considerable freedom including techniques for
encouraging boldness and independence and for dealing with students who are not proceeding
in unison. Overall, lecturing or didsctic instruction was minimized, as teachers conducted
mmicro-apprenticeshipe or engaged in one-on-one tutoring. In short, the culture of learning
found in these classrooms bears little resemblance to that found in many traditional academic
classes

The interior design teacher found support for carrying out her instructional goals from
the ROP program's focus on schooling for work and its close ties with the business community.
This teacher seemed to enjoy a peat deal of autonomy in deciding how to design and teach the
course and evaluate students However, the reasons for this autonomy remain elusive. On the
one hand, it may be due to administrative support or the particular nature of the course we
observed. That is, interior design may be less "bound" in terms of domain-specific content
than, say, mathematics or other academic subjects, thus giving this teacher more freedom in
determining what will be taught. This suggests that fewer domain-specific knowledge and skill
requirements permit more leeway for teaching dispositions and workplace attitIrdes or experi-
menting with nontraditional instructional practices. On the other hand, the teacher's
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autonomy may reflect vocational education's place in the broader comprehensive school
environment This vocational teacher can "get away with" doing things differently because
this comprehensive school places more value on academic programs pared to prepare *more
qualified" students for higher education. Autonomy, then, may simply be a by-product of
neglect.

&girdles, of (or perhaps in spite of) vocational education's status, these teachers held
high expectations for students and stressed the importance of teaching generic skills and dispo-
sitions for the workplace. Their belief in student-centered instruction extended beyond the
classroom, as teachers also attended to nonschool issues that concerned students. Educational
philosophy and other important personal characteristics of teachers are important ingredients
in the teaching we observed.

Below we discuss several conclusions and implications from this analysis with respect to
teaching generic skills, educating diverse student populations, and integrating academic and
vocational education. This discussion I. largely speculative, given the small sample of teachers
and the exploratory nature of this research. Strong conclusions or policy implications for
teaching and learning generic skills await further research.

TEACHING GENERIC SKILLS

The main contribution of this study toward teaching generic skills has been to isolate and
identify some aspects of human problem-solving behavior and to describe how they are taught.
In the classrooms we observed, these skillsproblem recognition, generation of solution paths,
evaluation, repair, and so onwere, for the most part, taught implicitly and comprised a rela-
tively small portion of the instructional *package." However, the human information process-
ing model and other cognitive seism, research on the learning process provide several para-
digms that seem intuitively applicable to teaching generic skills. For example, this research
emphasises the importance of bringing tacit cognitive processes, like problem recognition and
evaluation, into the open when students can observe, enact, and practice them with help from
the teacher and other students (Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1960). If Ms. Adams followed
this principle in her teaching, she might have simply named the different problem-solving steps
in designing the house and &cussed how these steps apply to other types of problems as well.

We see the typical lag between theory formulation and its application. Although cogni-
tive science research is certainly influencing the content and method of instruction in some
subject areas, its impact on teaching has been miaimal overall.' The cognitive science perspec-
tive has been absent in most march in vocational education (Adelman, 1960), although
current efforts have been made o examine its relevance for vocational education reforms (cf.
Raison, 1900). This seems an important priority for cognitive science researchers, who have
i.timarily studied academic subject arose and classrooms. Vocational educators can speed the
theory-to-practice transfer by applying known research findinp from the cognitive science
literature to the development of teaching practices.'

The findinp from this exploratory study also suggest that elementary and high school
students are in need of baiting to acquire dispositions and attitudes that will serve them well

leek Currieuhett end Beeheotott &snare for School Methemetios, The National Comell ot Teeehses
blethmeties, Ream Viegiels, Mara 11111.
Ilbith Thome god her eollessoes et the tithe's* ot htinoseeta ete ouneotly modest* morel stodge ter the

National Come tee Roma in Vosetioul lohterios (NCRV1) the& tome on the applioetios of etvaithe Wean
ptioelplee to teeetioaal elloatios.



in the world of work. Vocational (and other) teachers should consider explicitly managing the
learning of these skills as well, rather than teaching them "behind the scenes." The vocational
teachers in this study had both implicit and explicit ways to teach and model these disposi-
tions, but their methods were guided by their own workplace experience rather than any formal
models.

Different types of new research are needed to improve teachers' ability to impart impor-
tant dispositions and motivate students to learn in the classroom and work effectively on the
job. How can teachers help students develop perseverance for difficult tasks, pride in work
accomplished, and a desire to be part of a collaborative team? In our study, teachers created a
learning environment that supported a *mastery-oriented response in students (cf. Dweck and
Leggett, 1988). Holvever, our study design could not determine which students were already
self-motivated and which were changing their behavior in response to the teacher or situation.
Further research might measure students' motivational style and track how they respond to
motivational contingencies in the learning environment. Other studies might try to manipulate
factors that contribute to student motivational styles and see how this affects behavior. An
experiment by Dweck, Tenney, and Dienes (cited in Dweck and Leggett, 1988), for example,
showed that children's implicit theories of intelligence can be modified to positively affect the
goals they choose in a task, but it remains to be seen to what extent this can be done with
older students in regular classroom situations. A third study, also suggested by social cognition
theory, might determine which situational factors can override or alter existing predispositions
to produce more adaptive motivational behaviors that support learning. A teacher might
emphasise, for example, that trying a difficult task (showing effort) will count as much as final
performance on the task. This might encourage students to adopt a learning goal, provided
that their predisposition toward an entity view of intelligence is not too strong (cf. Dwock and
Leggott, 1968).

A potentially powerful way to study the interplay of generic skills and dispositions, then,
would be to adopt a perspective that combines theory and findings from both cognitive science
and social cognition as a way to analyse patterns of cognition-affect-behavior in classrooms or
other task-oriented situations.

Our study also indicates that certain contextual factors influence teaching of generic
skills. These teachers, for example, had the autonomy to balance the teaching of domain-
specific knowledge and skill requirements with generic skills, and to employ nontraditional
instructional and evaluation methods. It is difficult to toll how much of what we observed
rested on the characteristics of those particular teachers and their educational philosophy.
Futwe research might examine, for example, how much of successful teaching of generic skills
relies on Witcher experiences and educational philosophy, by studying teachers who differ in
these respects. Research should also examine under what conditions teachers have autonomy.
Teachers in our study, for example, had autonomy because they were outside the educational
mainstream. Policies to 'bring them in" might work against that autonomy and actually
diereses their ability to innovate.

TEACHING DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS

Recently, much attention has been paid to the tatiwasing diversity of the student popula-
tion. Immigration, shifting demographics, and other societal and economic factors have con-
tributed to many kinds of changes that schools must address. In California, for example,

209,000 immigrant students (51 percent of the nation's total student immigrant population)
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were enrolled in the 1986-87 school year. In the past decade, the number of limited-English-
proficient (LEP) students has more than doubled (California State Department of Education,
1988). Ethnic and cultural diversity can strain long-held beliefs about students and schooling
and challenge school norms. As one teacher put it, *It's not `Leave it to Beaver' out there
anymore.* The local school distlict has held workshops on diversity, but teachers report that
they don't really provide useAsl methods for coping in the classroom. Ms. Adams believed that,
for the most part, teachers in her school are *looking for excellence, for ;ollege-bound
behavior . . . for high SAT scores. So they give the ESL (English as a second language) kids
busywork, don't challenge them, aren't willing to bring discuseion down to the students' level
of understanding, and aren't willing to compromise.*

In our view, one interesting quality of the instaictional practice in the vocational class-
rooms was its appropriateness for teaching a diverse group of students. Ms. Adams's class
mixed students out of their academic or vocational *backs,* since it included college-bound
students fulfilling a fine arts requirement as well as students hoping to acquire job skills. The
class was predominately Anglo, but it included Hispanic, black, Asian, and other minority stu-
dents. Several were ESL or LEP students.

Several aspects of instruction seemed well-suited to th;$ diverse group. Rather than
requiring uniform performance standard., for example, teachors seemed individual student
programs. In the case of group work, they also determined a student's contribution to the
poup. In addition, students had some freedom in their choice of projects or of tasks within
projects, which allowed them to tailor their activities to suit their talents or interests. Ms.
Adams also formed different groups with an eye toward their diversity. For example, she has
farmed teams combinbm English-speaking and ESL students and a team made up exclusively
of students with limited English proficiency (two students from Mexico, two from China, and
one from Japan).

In addition, the apprenticeship and tutoring aspecte of the teaching we observed seemed
well suited to student diversity. The apprenticeship modal, in particular, has long been associ-
ated with vocational education. Traditional apprenticeship methodscoaching, scaffolding,
modelingpromote *learning through guided experience,* and they are embedded in a social
contest that supports learning to solve authentic domain problems. Suooessful apprenticeship
activity requires the master to carefully structure the learning environment to support the
apprentice's learning; this, in turn, requires carekl consideration of the individual student's
needs. As described in Sec. IV, these aspects of apprenticeship were quite evident in the voca-
tional classrooms we visited.

Recent resserch in cognitive science on the proem of learning has re-examinid the tradi-
tionsl apprenticeship approach and proposed the notion of *cognitive apprenticeship* (Collins,
Brown, and Newman, 19N). This work goes beyond traditional notions of apprenticeship by
making the pedegogy of the apprenticeship approach more explicit for teachers and by extend-
ing the traditional model beyond the learning of manual skills.' Further research might °wa-
hine thaw models of apprentionhip to examine their useAsInses for teaching diverse student
populations. fatustions for fwther research include How can apprenticeships be structured to
lam dimes students in a large classroom setting? Can apprenticeship techniques be applied
to teaching domain-specific knowledge and skills and gawk skills, in addition to complex

ino bolo adios Is to apply appitailailp methods (lsolodia the soda' enlist ad aollmatio problem akar
toads) to the tooddai ad Mania el dogma-spot& oalsjsow so& a satltroike ad maw la WAIN Ws
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physical processes and skills? What kinds of skills do tuchers (vocational or otherwise) or
studtnts mod to play the "mastar" role in apprenticeship arrangsments?

INTEGRATING ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Finally, our ressarch led us to speculate about rtcent reforms calling for the integration of
academic and vocational education as one way to restructure education to better meet the
needs of all students. In the spirit of reform, both vocational and academic educators search
for ways W intagrate curriculum, but from somewhat difitrent perspectives. Vocational educa-
tors have responded to recent legislation and external criticism by developing and implement-
ing now courses and programs (cf. Grubb et al., 1990; Adelman, 1989). Many of these have the
flavor of making vocational education "more acadsmic." The California Peninsula Academies
model, for example, combines the core academic curriculum with technical instruction in a par-
ticular occupational field (cf. Stern et al., 1988). Other solutions go beyond taaching the basic
three Rs to encompass a broader range of skills, such as thinking and problem solving (e.g.,
Adelman, 1989).

Academic school reformers, on the other hand, have been motivated by the poor perfor-
mance of schoolchildren and advances in cognitive science rssearch to make academic learning
more =Gainful for all students and, at the same time, better prows all students for the
world of work. Although the term "integration" is not typically applied to reforms in academic
education practice, new curriculum and theoretical approaches have the flavor of msking
academic institution "more vocational.' Models of cognitive apprintiosehip (discussed above),
for example, draw heavily from studies of traditional vocational apprenticeship training (e.g.,
Lave, 1977) and recommend "situating' learning in contexts that reflect how a skill will actu-
ally be used (e.g., Collins, Brown, and Nommen, 1989).

In short, both &cadmic and vocational educators haye much to contribute to the design
of integrated educational prectice. One aspect of curriculum reform common to both is the
need to improve student.' abilities to reason, think, and solve problems. That is, both see
6gestric skills' as important learning skills for students "in school and out"from school to
the workplaos or throughout one's life.

If this is one goal of integration, then we might envision a model of integration based on
teething gamic skills and dispositions to all students in both academic and vocational class-
rooms. Milt the present study representa a first step in articulating that model, more
resesrch is clearly needed. Future research should analyse the acquisition and teaching of tar-
get generic drills and dispositions in both vocational and academic classrooms. &viral impor-
tant questions remain with respect to teaching these skills particularly in academic settings.
The vocational teachers' approach was to teach gensric skills In the contest of an "authentic"
problem, carrisd out cooperatively by a team of students. In addition, teachers structured tht
clamor rules and expectations to resemblt, as much as possible, an actual worldng environ-
ment. It is not clear to what extent these features of instruction dspend on the subject area.
For example, it is possible that this approach, and other specific teaching practices wed in
interior design (e.g., micro-apprentiosship and tutoring instead of lecturing), may not generalise
well to mathematics or English instruction.

Another isms concerns the importanos of workplace experince for teaching some impor-
tant dispositions or for executing ease instructional approaches The teachers in this study
had real-life *modem* in the 'sculture of practice that provides knowledge and understand-
ings valued by practitioners. This form of expertise is just Ss important as skill in performing
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tasks and solving problems in the workplace. It is part of what constitutes the practice of
expert work, u well as what the expert (or master craftsman) imparts to the novice (or
apprentice). Thus, the expert can teach or model both skills and attitudes. It is not clear to
who* extent the culture of practice is developed through real work aperient*. Furthermore, it
is hard to imagine the analog to the culture of practice in an academic domain, although some
argue that good mathematics instruction includes an understanding of how mathematics is
done by mathematiciansthe culture of the *mathematician" (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1967). It is
possible that some lessons for successitilly adapting to the workplace *culture of practice
such as taking responsibility for one's own behavior or making independent decisionsare
mon easily incorporated into teaching in vocational than in academic claserooms.

As a final recommendation, future research to develop model of teething generic skills
for all studentsor to address other questions presented in this sectionshould analyse the
acquisition and teaching of target skills at a level that will inform curriculum development and
teacher trebling. Broad descriptions of needed workplace skills are not enough. Since teachers
have the ultimate responsibility for taming out any curricular reforms, research must aim to
inform teachers' practice.



Appendix

SUMMARY OF SELECTED LITERATURE

To identify the scope and content of previous research on "generic skills,' we searched
the cognitive science, vocational Alucation, training, and workplace literatures. We summarise
some findinp from these sources in Sec. II. We discovered that not only was terminology
diverse, the types of items included under this "generic' umbrella varied greatly. For example,
the lists of generic skills were labelled "generalizable skills," "attributes,* *talents,' 'transfer-
able skills,' and "occupational adaptability skills." Moreover, the content within lists included
basic skills (i.e., math, reading, writing), thinking and problem-solving skills, attitudes and
dispositions, creativity, and physical attributes.

This appendix displays the results of this search as a referenced list of workplace skills
considered domain general, plus a notation identifying the setting involved (secondary, postsec-
ondary, workplace, etc.) and the sample (teachers, administrators, adult workers, etc.).
Greenan's (1984) entry includes sources that he cites in his review.
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*Gamic Skill* Betting Sample Reference

Transferable likWe:
Communication
Woking with others
Prelims solving
Analyingismsesing
Plamb 16/11Yout
Oinking
Marais. others
Deckles melds(
Positive work attitudes

Basic skills comptuslised as
useneraliable sldlls:
Mathematics
Communications
Interpersoul relations
Ramming

Aptitude in verbal comprehension,
arithmck reasoning, manual dexterity

Interest/temperament

Attributes:
Ideation Amoy
Weld*
Problem sessitivity
SOW orientation
Reasstive attention
Time awing
Itemiaa
Speed of limb movement

Wasik demists activities/conditions
Work attributes: abilitic/personality

traits

Talcum
Creative or productive thinking
Evaluative or decision.making talent
Pluming
Poresasting
Communisation

Transferable skills
Warms*

Inierpcsosal
Attitudbal

Listadag
Speeldig
Verbal consmication
Job-related compstencies
Wrt

Workplace Educators, Wiest, 1977
personnel
offices
trainers

Public Teachers
secossicy
roe ed/
postsecondary
vac ed

Workplace

Workplace

Workplace

Workplace

Giessen, 1963

Greenan, 1984
(cites Mecham and McCormick,
1909)

Grecian, 1964
(cites Marquardt and McCormick,
1972)

Gesenan, 1964
(cites Cunningham, 1971)

Orman, 1964
(cites Taylor, 1973)

Workplace Coalmine Grecian, 1964
partpants (cites Wiest, lar)

Trade/
inert:WI
voracious

Community Groom, 1964
caw/ (cites Howells 1977)
technical
institutes'
chnisktraters,
vocadecil
twice%
Inglieh
tesabses
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"Generic Skill" Setting Sample Reference

Lagib le hone/Tidos
Mounts, fast arithmetic calculation
Spell mama nouns
Familiar with job name
Undsestead/intspest info presented

by phone alone
Communisate an attitude of interest/

belptahmee
Peri= simultaneous tasks
/WM* in changing work stramgles

under various mmervieory/reward conditions
Apply rules to new exempla
Apply multiple procedural rules in a

classillostion task
Listening and talking
Consume learning/job aids to guide

leaning and performance

Adult litancy skills:
Communicstion (read, write, speak,

Ileum)
Computational skills
Problem-solving skills
Intseporeonal skills

To traria skills to job:
Task parkemance skills
Skills to apply broad usable knowledge
Psesonel/Intsepsesonal effective skills
fielf-melysis
Carew mmegunont and productivity

To sply broadly guilt Mewled's:
Abie to know where and bow to access

inkemation
Commit knowledge to memory
Resell lakemstion acetwately
Idea*/ iihemelion needed for

ossupsdand Irks
Use knowledge in decision making and

problem salving
Civet* new kosowledp as remit of

synthmising existing knowledge

Oompationel survival &We
Waking in onpniestions
Undmalmding self
Motivation Ise work
Inhopmeonel relations

eammeketion
Using ~MO at work
Copia with mild
Capin with shop
Adopting and planning for the future

Workplace
(broad rang.
of occupations)

Workplace Adult

Workplace

Vocational/
CMS!
education
propene

Gremlin, 1064
(cites Short, Dotta, Short,
and Bradley, 1974)

Greenan, 1964
(cites Northcutt, 1975)

Traiaing/ Gramm 1964
guidesos (cites Moist 1977)
programs
housed on
tramforabh
oompatiosal

Workers, Gram, 1964
students, (cites Nelson, 1979)
parents,
teachers,
ocomeolors,
administraton
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"Gene* Skill" SsttIn Sampi. Reference

Handle unpredictable and nonroutine Public Oakes, 1966
problems and circumstances secondary

Experienes how generic principles and schools
promos translate into *milk work

Values and attitudes regerding work:
Cooperative working relationshils
Conrad lased to quality
Social msponsibility in creation and

distribution of goods

Participate in socially shared
intellectual work

Listen to and analyss arguments
Gather information and know how to use it
Parson, analysis, and reflection

Problem solving Secondary Chipman, 1988
Knowisdge soquisition voc ed
Self-managemed

Thubleshooting Military Garretson, 1988
Problem solving
Communised=
Inta9Plabklitt
Motivation

and abstract knowledge Workplace Claims Shankm, 1966
UmIsesteed multiple arrays of info and NINON*

rules governing them
Understand reistioaships between arrays
Frame emotes, to len Mandedissd requests

Nmd to be adoptable to profit Michipn Operations Michigan Employability
from chenghig wariggson workplsce and human Skills Task Force, 19118

Set ode and deveic,/implarent NORM
strategies to achisve them exscutives

Know bow to learn new Information
and &Ws

Use into conteined in context and
only it to another

Identity when and trom whom to
moms informed=

Solve problems
Fused= as members of multiple

week teams

Skills he the modern workplace Rabin, 1906
Indio** (cites Levi& 1966)

Commotion
Working in grams
Psse training
&IMAM
Conisseiration
Reasoning
Problem solving
Derision making
Obtaining end using information

Resnick, 1967b

Plowing
Lands/ skills
Multicultural skills
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PREFACE

This report is part of the National Cantor for Research in Vocational Education's
(NCRVE) continuing effort to undarstand vocational curriculum and instzuctional methods. It
provides an analysis of the teaching and learning of "generic* workplace skills in several voca-
tional clusrooms. We hope this exploratory study will guide future thinking about teaching
generic skills and provide a starting point for designing curricula and courses that include these
important skills. This study should be of intarest to researchers, practitioners, and policymak-
ors in both academic and vocational education who are involved in efforts nationwide to revi-
talize our secondary schools.

LH
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SUMMARY

The latest wave of school reform seeks to reconceptualise schooling for most students.
Proposals calling for instructional reform come from many constituencies, with different agen-
das, but have a similar thrust instruction should emphasise "generic skills' as much as, or
more than, it doss occupation-specific or domain-specific knowledge and skills. The assump-
tion is that generic skills will enable people to (1) cooperate and communicate for group prob-
lem solving, (2) identify and define problems in complex environments, (3) seek acquire, and
synthesise new information, and (4) adapt to changes and gaps of information in the problem-
solving environment With these skills, workers will be better able to adapt to changing forms
of American industry and the occupational structures supporting it.

To teach these skills, schools must formulate clear educational policies and practices.
This is difficult under current circumstances, however, because the term is not clearly defined
in the academic literature or in research on the workplace, job changes, economic trends, and
so on. This prevents educators from examining several important questions: What generic
skills are needed? Are they being taught? Can these skills be taught? How can we structure
schooling to develop these skills?

This report represents an initial effort to answer these questions. The analysis begins
with a conceptual framework for defining generic skills. Observational data from vocational
education programs that claim to develop generic skills through their curriculum are analysed
from the perspectives of this framework and cognitive science research on learning and teach-
ing. This analysis aims to understand acquisition of target skills at a level that will inform
curriculum development and teacher training The study sought answers to three questionc
What generic skills are being taught? How are they taught? How does the instauctional con-
text affect instruction? Findinp from this exploratory study have several implications for
future research on generic skills, for educating diverse student populations, and for reforms
advocating the integration of academic and vocational education.

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GENERIC SKILLS

From our analysis of the varied literature, we discerned two basic categories of 'generic
skills": bask or enabling skills include abilities ranging from reading and simple mathemat-
ics to 'life skills," e.g., reading a schedule or filling out a form; complex reasoning skills
include sltille for defining and solving problems, critical thinking knowledge acquisition,
evaluating problem solutions, etc.

In addition to these skills, which define a person's competency for a task, are the motiva-

tional style or dispoiitions that influence task performance, such as the motivation for choos-

ing or doing the task and confidence in one's ability to do it.
There I. some debate about the relative importance of these skills and dispositions for

employability, productivity, and sumer. None alone seems sufficient. If people are not
motivated for work, their basic or complex skills will be wasted. Conversely, if people bubble

over with enthusiasm but lack needed skills, they may be more hindrance than help, though
possibly good candidates for education or skill training

While generic skills and dispoeitions are all necessary for successful completion of many
tasks, complex reasoning skills are among the skills that employers desire most and that school

5
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reformers hope to impart For this reason we focus on complex reasoning skillsin particular,
on generic problem-solving skills identified by a human information processing model of cogni-
tion. The concepts presented in this model form a basic vocabulary for analyzing complex rea-
soning behavior. It identifies moral actions in problem solving that are generalizable across
domains. These actions, coupled with relevant domain knowledge, enable people to act as
intelligent problem solvers. These pneric reasoning skills are:

Recognition of the problem
Analysis of the problem
Generation of solution paths
Evaluation of (partial) solution paths or monitoring as you go
Repair
Reflection (after a solution is achieved)

This list of skills provides a starting place for determining whether complex reasoning is
taught in vocational classrooms that claim to develop such skills.

WHAT SKILLS ARE TAUGHT?

The analysis reported here is based on an ethnographic csse study of a secondary-level
interior design class administered by a local Regional Occupational Program (ROP), site visits
to technical and nontechnical classrooms where teachers reportedly emphasize domain-general
skills, and elite interviews with teachers, a program administrator, and a local employer. We
found that these vocational teachers taught several generic problem-solving skills and also
stressed development of positive dispositions.

First, teachers taught several specific problem-solving skills embedded in cooperative
working arrangements wherein students worked together to solve ''authentic* problems. In the
case of interior design, students worked for approximately six weeks on a project to &sip and
furnish a six-room Victorian house. In this class (and others), we observed the teaching or use
of several generic problem-solving skills. In some cuss, the teacher specifically taught or
coached the skill; in others, he or she structured the learning environment so that students had
an opportunity to use the skills (or at least be exposed to them).

Repair skills and learn from errors. Teachers encouraged students to try different ideas
without fear of failure. They believed that mistakes serve to focus a student's efforts:
'When they correct mistakes, they will remember what they did."
Analyse/specify parts of the problem and generate solution paths. These skills appeared
as we saw students determine goals (e.g., understand the teachees requirements for
completion), set solution criteria (e.g., what should be done to get an EAR), identify
constzaints and assumptions (both the teaches and the imaginary client's), identify
resources (e.g., special talents of group members), and access relevant domain-specific
knowledge (e.g., carpet samples, wallpaper books).
Generate solution paths. Students had to decide whether the entire group should work
on each part of a project collectively or whether to snip students to different tasks.
Evaluate (partial) solution paths or monitor as you go. The Ill-defined and long-term
poject required students to organize their goals and manage subtasks to ensure finish-
ing by the deadline.
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Reflection (after a solution is achieved). This involves doing a post hoc analysis of a
solution and its generation to improve performance next time. The teacher asked the
design students to fill out a review sheet in which they were to critique the successes
and failures of their project and group and to "figure out why no one is to blame' (for
any failures).

These vocational teachers also emphasized student acquisition of generally useful atti-
tudes and work habits. They held that a realistic appreciation of the contingencies present in
the world outside of school was as important as (if not more important than) learning particu-
lar job-related knowledge or skills. The dispositions or attitudes they stressed included

Ability to make decisions. To complete projects students had to define their own prob-
bun, find their own tools for solving the problem, and judge their own solutions.
Take responsibility for one's own decisions; devalue appeals to authority. Teachers con-
sistently deflected requests for information and help when they knew the students
could solve a problem themselves.
Boldness in decision making. Teachers recognized that many students are very reluc-
tant to make significant decisions and countered this tendency by encouraging
students to be "bold." Stressing boldness in decision making reflected the teachers'
concern that many classroom experiences teach students to fear "standing up for
themselves."
Learning the parameters of workplace situations. The teachers attempted to help
students appreciate the contingencies of the world outside school by making the clams-
room environment closer to the authentic work environments in which students will
eventually find themselves. Teachers did not shy away from exposing students to
some of the harder realities of the workplace. For example, if students complained
about deadlines they were often met with the response that in the workplace a missed

deadline has serious consequences.
Cooperative skills. Several factors conspired to make cooperative skills important in
the classrooms. Group projects required students to work together. Cooperation was
explicitly sanctioned and discuseed, using the term "consensus process.' In this pro-
cess, students made decisions (e.g., selecting fabric) by offering their choices and at
least ono reason to justify their selection (the rational.). Other students were requited
to respond to that choice and debate it in terms of the offered rationale. Cooperation
also resulted from the teacher's insistence on making the students use the environ-
ment to solve their problems, rather than relying on the teacher's authority and exper-

tise.

Teachers did not administer tests to assess student acquisition of these skills and disposi-

tions, but evaluated students on a more individual basis. In interior design, for example, stu-
dent grades depended less on the "excellence" of a project solution than on the teacher's esti-
mate of how far the student had come during the semester.

HOW THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTED LEARNING

For purposes of discussion, we divide the classroom environments into throe categories:
curriculum and classroom, teacher policies, and teaching techniques.
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Curriculum and Classroom Features

Two features of the curriculum stood out: project-based activities and freedom is orga-
nizing projects. Teachers designed project-based courses in which students could maks many
choices in an environment free from typical classroom rules. The project set the stage for fos-
tering and supporting a variety of generic problem-solving skills and dispositions. Projects
nhanced the *authenticity" of the learning experience, particularly where they were structured
to mimic, u much as possible, an actual working environment.

The way the projects were organised also contributed to student learning. In these class-
rooms, we observed a high degree of student choice at many levels: choice of projects, no inter-
mediate milestones, student work was self-paced, teachers resisted istervention, and students
performed different tasks and learned different skills.

Teacher Policies

The teachers had several broad rules of thumb or policies that seem to govern how they
informed and interacted with students.

Teacher and student on an 'equal' footing. Many observations suggested that teachers
strove to interact with students "on their level" or perhaps to elevate students to the taacher's
level. This was most easily seen in the casual friendliness and respectfulness of teacher-
student interactions. The existence of this common level was clearly understood explicitly by
the teachers and perhaps more implicitly by the students.

Master-apprentice relationship more than student-teacher. Broadly, the kind of relation-
ship we observed arising between student and teacher was neither the usual student-teacher
relationship nor a strictly collegial one. Rather, in some respects, it resembled the roles of
master and apprentice. The teacher was regarded as the expert or "model" practitioner of the
craft and also possessed a pester associated factual knowledge and skill. On the other hand,
the student had a limited knowledge of facts and skill but was increasing both continually.
Although the teachers were competent lecturers, they placed little emphasis on this way of
imparting information. Rather, one-on-one tutoring or master-apprentice interactions were the
main methods by which teachers distributed information and shaped student progress.

'Adult' learning model. Much of the teachers' behavior can be accounted for by their
explicit view that students are mature, reasonably experienced, and motivated to learn. We
observed several ways in which this model worked well for the students: it promoted an egali-
tarian atmosphere in class, it permitted pester time-on-task in projects, and it enabled teach-
ers to focus more of their teaching efforts on "micro-apprenticeships" than lectures.

Claw projects as busbwss; accountability. Throughout project work, the teachers continu-
ally shaped students' learning and performance by relating aspects of the project to the work-
place. Projects were initially motivated by their relationship to external factors and, in many
cases, the activities students wore engaged in during their project simulated real working tasks.

Techniques

Teachers employed specific teaching techniques to implement their policies. In particu-
lar, they employed several techniques to solve some of the problems that can arise in a
project-centered classroom where students are given considerable freedom.

Techniques for encouraging boldness and independencea "fail-soft" environ-
ment. Teachers recognised that students would not be willing to make bold, independent
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decisions in an environment that harshly penalises the failures that inevitably result. Several
teacher techniques insured that student* did not regard failure as undesirable.

Attempts at creative solutions regarded a s intrinsieally desirable. The interior design
teacher made it very clear to her students the the act of trying unusual assign combi-
nations would be rewarded regardless of their quality. Students with *objectively*
poor projects could get high grades if they had shown attempts at creative thinking
and consistent attention to the task at hancL
Refraining from correcting errors. Teachers often did not correct student errors but
pursued more constructive an:coachesthey might provide alternatives to the
students' proposals but would 'forte students to make the final judgement.
Negative feedback without negative cent. Two teachers we observed were excep-
tionally gifted in being able to communicate criticism or negative information without
threatening student& The students cppeared to understand that criticism did not
mean a lass of respect or caring.
Constructive use of failures. Both teachers were eMe to turn failed attempts at problem
solution into positive learning experiences, by encouraging students' attempts to gen-
erate many solution paths in confronting a problem.

Techniques for dealing with students who are not proceeding in unison. One of
the major challenges facing the teachers wu the problem of dealing with students who Am
often simultaneously enpging in very different tasks. The teachers appeared *o use several
tools or tactics:

Motivation and responsibility. Teachers motivated students by holding high expecta-
tions, including student responsibility for their own work and behavior. Motivated
students pnerally require relatively little minute-to-minute monitoring.
Grading. As in most classes, final grades appeared to be am important tool in keeping
students on task.
Group management skills. Teachers had excellent monitoring and diagnosis abilities.
They could rapidly scan a class and determine when a student's mistake had gone too
far. Then the teachers would intervene, often orchestrating the encounter at a dis-

tance.
Apprenticeship and micro-teaching techniques. Teachers accepted the need to fre-
quently repeat information to students, and they turned that burden into c benefit by
delegating that authority to students who had already been tutored.

Techniques for &aline with students who are solving in-defIned problems.
Because students were not used to dealing with Ill &fined problems, we saw many instances of
floundering and low productivity in early steps of the project. For the most part, teachers let
this happen. The interior design teach,: felt that giving students more detailed project
requirements would threaten their creative reasoning and interfere with boldness in decision
making. She was willing to let studints flound*r early in the project in return for interesting

ideas later.

EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT SHAPED THE LEARNING ENVITIONMENT

Many different Linde of factors can influence what goes on in school& While we can't
often link these characteristics directly to student learning or persistacce in school, we know



that they can either enable or constrain classroom teaching and learning. From our observa-
tions and interviews we formed a picture of the factors that affect instruction in the interior
&sign class. Our malor conclusion is that two key factors shaped instruction: teacher auton-
omy and the teacher's educational philosophy. While school and organizational policies highly
affect the former, they ,'cave little direct impact on the attitudes that the teacher brings to the
classroom.

Research points to three enabling conditions that appear to promote high-quality teaching
and learning to the degree that they exist in schools: access to knowledge, press for achieve-
ment, and professional teaching conditions. Aspects of the school context work both for and
spinet these conditions. In the interior design class we observed, access to knowledge was
promoted because the teacher had the resources to purchase necessary material to support the
home design project and because students had opportunities to learn by working in a local
retail store.

Press foi: achievementinstitutional pressures that the school exerts to get students to
work herd and achievewas not stressed for vocational students by the school achninistration:
the academic curriculum takes precedence over the vocational, and college enrollment figures
are used to measure school strcess. The vocational teachers, however, fostered press for
achievement bv having high expectations for students and valuing growth in the quality of
their work.

The interior design teacher faced a mix of professional teaching conditions that can &their
empower or constrain teachers as they attempt to create and implement irstructional pro-
grams. Or the positive side, she had little paperwork or bureaucratic requirements, a very sup-
portive administrator, and autonomy in making classroom curriculum and instructional deci-
sion& On the negative side, as a vocational teacher for the IIOP she was outside the broader
school culture. This isolated her from teaching colleagues, collaborative staff activities, and
school decision maldng.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

From this small sample of classrooms and the exploratuy nature of this study we cannot
draw strong conclusions or policy implications for teaching and learning generic skills. But our
findings do suggest several directions for fieture research on teaching generic skins, educating
diverse student populations, and intagrating academic and vocational education.

Our results indicate that an emphasis on training generic skills alone is unlikely to he
succeseful without the parallel development of an adaptive motivational style. Much more
research is needed on the dispositions, attitudes, aud motivations that will enable stuckats to
apply their skills in school and workplace settings. An approach that combines theory and
findinp from the cognitive science and social cognition literatures seems a promising way to
study the interplay of generic skills and dispositions.

Teacher autonomy and teaching philosophy stand out as important conditions for teach-
ing generic skills, but such conditkons differ according to the teacher's school administration or
personal characteristic.. Research needs to rimming than and other context factors more
closely for both vocational and academic teachers. Since the vocational and academic can
reprogent different subcultures in many comprehensive high schools, school context conditions
are likely to affect different teachers in different ways.

One interesting quality of the instructienal practice in these vocational classrooms was its
apropriatenses for teaching a diverse group of students. Since trends show increasing
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diversity of student populations, practices suited to diversity may be in even greater demand.
In particular, the apprenticeship model used by these vocational teachers seems promising.
Research from the perspective of traditional apprenticeships, in combination with new models
uf *cognitive apprInticeship," might explore several questions, including How can apprentice-
ships be structured to serve dimse students in large classroom settinp? Can apprenticeship
techniques be applied to teaching domain-specific knowledge and skills and pneric skills, in

, addition to complex physical processes and "kills?
Our study also suggasta that approach.. for teaching generic skills can be applied to

achieve integration of vocational and academic curricula. Educational reformers from both the
academic and vocational communities see a need to improve students' abilities to reason, think,
and solve problems. To explore the viability of teaching generic skills as a vehicle for integra-
tion, future work should study both vocational and academic classrooms. W. need to verify
that some instructional practices found in these vocational classes (e.g., solving authentic prob-
lems cJoperatively with a team of students, micro-apprenticeship) can transfer to academic
rubjects or -ontent areas where the analogy between class work and actual working environ-
mints is not as strong. In addition, it may be that teachers need actual working experince to
prepare them to impart the dispositions and attitudes that complement a particular "t1:...mre of
practiai."

In general, we recommend that future research continue to identify the acquisition and
teaching of target skills ad diepositions at a level of analysis that will inform curriculum
development, teacher training, and teaching practices. Broad descriptions of needed workplace

eze not adequate for teachers, who have the ultimata responsibility for carrying out any
curricular reform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many constituencies are insisting that the time has come to reconceptualise schooling for
most students. Major changes in the economy and widespread dissatisfaction with the perfor-
mance of our schools have led to calls for instructional reform from educstors, policymakers,
researchers, employers, and social critics. Although their agendas may differ, many of their
proposals have the some thrust: Instruction should emphasize *generic sub* as much as, or
more than, it does occupation-specific or domainspecific skills.

Teaching generic skills is viewed as one way to address an increasing labor market prob-

lem of &mond and supply. The changing nature of the workplace demands workers with cer-
tain kinds of aptitudes and abilities, but the educational system has not been producing them.
Generic skills will enable people to

Cooperate and communicate for group/social problem solving.
Identify and define (or structure) problems in complex environments.
Seek, acquire, and synthesize new information.
Adapt to changes and gaps of information in the problem-solving environment

This new emphasis on generic skills ammo that the people who have them can adapt to the
changing forms of American industry and the occupational structures supporting it.

To better prepare all students for the world of work, schools must formulate clear educa-
tional policies and practices for teaching these skills. However, that is easier said than done
under current circumstances. It I. true that generic skills are much discussed in a range of
academic dieciplines1 and in research on industries, the workplace, schools, job changes, train-

ing, and economic trends. It is also true, however, that the term is still not clearly defined.
This prevents educators from systematically examining several important questions: What
generic skills are needed? Can these skills be taught? Are they being taught? How can we
structure schooling to develop these skills?

PURPOSE AND NATURE OF THE STUDY

In lin, we launched a study to begin addressing these questions. Our strategy was (a) to

construct a conceptual framework for defining generic skills; (b) to further develop that frame-
work, based on cognitive science theory, for studying one category of generic skillscomplex
reasoning (c) to observe and analyse programs that claimed to develop generic skills through
their curriculum; and (d) to explore the implications of our findings for future research and
curriculum development. This report presents the study's results.

Much of the discussion of generic skills comes from four sources: research on changes in

the nature and structure of work; research on schooling research on generaliseble skills and
skills that distinguish expert from novice performance; and research on domain-independent
reasoning.' In this varied literature, we discerned two belie categories of *generic

iodide soeiolom cognitive scam* soonoselok orgssiastional cisvslopmens, antbsopolop, sod industrial

PINchologi.
Vs Assam this litarstuse Sm. U.
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Book or enabling shills. These include a range of obilitiss, from reading and simple
mathematics to life skills," e.g., reading a schedule or filling out a form.
Complex reasoning skills. These include skills for defining and solving problems, criti-
cal thinking, knowledge acquisition, evaluating problem solutions, etc.

In addition to these skills, which define a person's competency for a task, are the motivational
style or dispositions that influence task performance, e.g., motivation for choosing or doing the
task, confidence in one's ability to do it.

The literature contains some debate about the relative importance of these skills and
motivations for employability, productivity, and success. Then is no clear hierarchy or taxon-
omy. Some argue that if people are not motivated for work, their basic or complex skills will
be wasted. Convenely, others argue, if people are charged with enthusiasm but completely
unskilled, they may be more hindrance than help, though possibly good candidates for educa-
tion or skill tzaining. A third argument is that workers who have only enabling skills and posi-
tive work-related dispositions will have limited roles in the workplace. In this argument, com-
plex reasoning skills are the essential condition for success.

While generic skills and dispositions are all necessary for successful completion of many
tuks, complex reasoning skills are among the abilities that employers most often identify as
critical and that school reformers emphasise most. Further, cognitive science research on com-
plex reasoning and problem solving (in several academic subjects) provides a formalisation for
precisely defining these skills and suggesting ways to teach them. Other literature provides
models for nndustanding how motivations can affect skill acquisition and use, but *motiva-
tion" is less well defined, and there is no conceptual framework for considering bow it might be
taught. As for basic or enabling skills, while the lack of them is potentially disabling, there are
many theories, constructs, and curricula for teaching them. However, hardly anyone would
argue that basic skills alone constitute the essential spark for effective and prolonged perfor-
mance in the labor market.

We began ow study with the belief that complex reasoning skills were the most vital,
were the most readily *teachable," and would be the most strongly emphasised in the high-
school-level classrooms we observed. However, the results of our field work indicate that
teachers who have experience in the workplace emphasise dispositionsand seek to cultivate
themas much as (if not more than) they stress complex reasoning skills.

To carry out their instructional goals, the teachers we obeerved employed several non-
traditional techniques and methods. Overall, they minimised lecturing and didactic instruction
in favor of Nmicro-apprenticeships," one-to-one altering, and project-oentered courses wherein
students worked topther to solve "authentic" problem& The instructional context was one in
which teachers had the autonomy to balance the teaching of domain-specific knowledge and
skill requirement& with generic skills as well as the freedom to employ nontraditional instruc-
tional and evaluative method&

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Section II reviews the literature and presents our conceptualisation of generic skills. We
also illustrate how this perspective can be applied to problem solving in several vocations. To
better understand generic skills teaching in practice, we studied several programs that claimed
to emphasise the teaching of generic skills in their curriculum. We augment our claseroom
analysis with an examination of the broader instructional context in which the cause was
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taught The field study is discumed in Sic. III. Section IV presents the results of our field-
work, which focused on several questions: What generic skills are being taught? How are they
taught? What contextual attsibutosMaching methods, schcol philosophy, student
populatiencontributo to their success? Finally, in Sec. V we xamine what the answers to
these questions imply for teaching generic skills, for educating diverse student populations, and
for reforms advocating the integration of academic and vocational education. An appendix
=maim several selectad studies from the literature.



II. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In thii section we first review briefly the literature to give some perspective on the
breadth and nature of the discussion about "generic skills." Much of this discussion conies
from four sources: research on the changes in the nature and stucture of work, research on
schooling, research on pneralisable skills and skills that distinguish expert (as opposed to
novice) performance, and research on domain-independent reasoning. (A summary of several
selected studies is also presented in the Appendix.) We then present a broad approach for con-
sidering skilled behavior and a conceptual framework for studying one category of generic
skillscomplex reasoning skills. Finally, we describe how this conceptualization of generic
skills might apply to understanding the general aspects of problem solving that occur across
different vocations.

CURRENT VIEWS ABOUT GENERIC SHILLS

Changes in the Nature and Structure of Work

Studies of changes in work, and reports in the popular press, note the gradual shift of
capital and labor out of smokestack industries and into high-technology and service industries.
This broad shift is marked by technological advances that affect workers and the workplace
across many industries. Research and experience highlight several impacts that imply new
skill demands. For example:

Orgsnisational changes occur, with more emphasis placed on flexibility, autonomy, and
interaction of smaller working units (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988).
Problem solving and retraining are expected to tab place at much lower levels in such
decentralised organisations (Noyelle, 1987; Bailey and Noyelle, 1988; Stan, Bikson,
and Shapiro, 1988).
New technologies change rapidly, and adopting to those changes requires different
situation/tool-specific knowledge and skills (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988;
Noyelle, 1987).
Chimps due to automatbn and the introduction of computers have in many cases
widened the breadth of skills required for jobs (Bikson and Eveland, 1988).

These and other workplace changes suggest several skill needs. Changing organizational
and work poup structures, for simple, may require the type, of skills that make collaborative
arrangements work: a high level of skill and ability among group members, teamwork experi-
ence, participative decision making, and efficient intragroup communications (McGrath, 1984;
McGrath and Altman, 1988). Other changes may necessitata fewer technology or domain .
specific skills and broader workplace skills, including those that support new styles of opera-
tion: communication, cooperation, and the ability to recognise, define, and adapt to the
problems and conflicts inherent in human interaction (Deutsch, 1987). Workers dealing with
computers that take over processing functions are left with diagnostic and problem-solving
functions (Noyelle, 1987). These functions can range from the secretary trying to format a
footnote with new text-editing package to the technician trying to diagnose and repair a
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nonobservable electronic component. That is, certain now technologies call for skills different

in kind: skills of the head rather than the hand, of the logician rather than the craftsman
(Attewell, 1987).

The 'generic" skills identified by research find broad corroboration among employers in

the job marketplace. As a closing example, Brown (1988) reports that when employers are
asked what thinp are important ha decisions to hire, fire, or promote employees, they often
emphasise attributes beyond basic or job-speciftc skills. At a meeting with businessmen,
Brown asked about the attributes of the ideal employee and found the followinv

The first word spoken was creativity. Then someone mentioned flexibility. Then came prob-
lem solving and skill in dealing with people, adaptability, innovation, and a opacity to
change. Several people stressed responsibility, teamwork loyalty, and good work habits and
attitudes. Eventually, someone mentioned basic

Monarch on Schooling for Nonachool Activities

In the educational community, the notion of "generic" skills has received the most atten-

tion from school reformers, who seek a reconceptualization of schooling. There is a growing

concern for the mismatch between the curricula and pedagogy of our schools and the
knowledge requirements of nonschool settings. Reformers are calling for schools that will pro-

duce more creative, inventive, flexible, proactive, and problem-solving students (e.g., Office of

Technology Assessment, 1988; Berryman, 1988; and Oakes, 1988). However, studies of both
vocational and nonvocational schools suggest that most educational institutions do not expli-

citly teach these skills (Berryman, 1986; Powell, Funr, and Cohen, 1986; Stern et aL, 1986).
Resnick (198.7b), for example, notes four fundamental contrasts between in-school and

out-of-school mental activity that rain profound questions about the utility and effectiveness

of schooling for all nonschool aLtivity, including work. First, while the dominant form of
school learning and performance I. individual, much activity outside school is socially shared.

Second, schools place a premium on 'pure thought" activities without the benefit of tools (for
exempts, calculators and books during test taking), whereas most mental activities outside
school are shaped by and dependent upon use of available tools. Third, schools tend to
emphaaise abstract symbol manipulation, whereas work and other activities emphasize reason-

ing and actions connected with physical objects and events. Finally, while schools aim to teach

general, widely usable skills and theoretical principles, success outside school depends on the
development of situation-specific forms of competencies. Theme points suggest the need for

skills similar to those identified in workplace research: more emphasis on the development of
cooperative learning or group skills; less emphasis on learning abstract, domain-epecific
theories and facts and more on using this knowledp to meson about real-Ufe problems; and

more attention to how tools shape cognition in specific situations.

Research on Genenlhable Skills and Expertime

Research in vocational education and cognitive science adds to the previous views of

'generic" skills. Among vocational educators, Oreenan's work on generalinble skills stands

out (e.g., Orman, 1968, 1964, 1967; Oreenan and Brownin& 1967). Oreenan's (1968) analysis

of 'generalizable' skills produced a compendium of 115 different subskills or items, grouped

into four different types: mathematics, communication skills, interpersonal skills, and reason-

ing skills. Within these classes, some items are very broad and cover a wide range of different



skills (e.g., the ability to solve problems involvir g time, weight, distance, aid volume).
Greenan has also developed assessment techniques in the form of student self-ratings, teacher
ratings, and a performance criterion for each skill area, and has compiled directories of avail-
able instructional 1, lungs that are potentially useful 'IR teaching generalizable skills. How-
ever, his program of research has not yet studied the teaching of these skills or developed
instructional programs.

Other notions about generic skills come from recent research in cognitive science on what
makes a person an '`expert" in a field, and how experts transfer school-based knowledge to
nonschool settings. This mooch shows that cognitive and metacognitive strategies' and
processes are more central to expertise than low-level subskills or abstract conceptual and fac-
tual knowledge (..g., Lave, 1988; Scribner, 1984; Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1989). An
expert technician, for example, has strategies for dealing with a problem (e.g., break it down
into smaller parts) and can reflect on his own progress (e.g., evaluate whether or not the
current solution is a good one). These skills are more important than low-level skills (e.g.,
being able to read the manual) or abstract knowledge (e.g., understanding how electricity flows
through circuits).

Other research xamines ways to teach students to use the kinds of processes employed
by experts to handl. complex tasks and also to apply them in a variety of contexts (e.g., Col-
lins, Brown, and Newman, 1989; Lave, 1977). This requires teaching tachniques that external-
ize cognitive processes that are usually carried out internally, so that students can observe,
enact, and practice them with help from the teacher and other students. Modeling, for exam-
ple, involves showing an expert carrying out a task while students observe and thereby build a
conceptual model of the processes required to accomplish the task (Collins, Brown, and New-
man, 1989; Wood and Bandura, 1989). Thus, a teacher might model the reading process by
reading aloud in one voice, then verbalizing her thought processes (.4., what the author means,
what will happen next) in another voice (Collins and Stevens, 1982). Coaching is another
technique. Here, the teacher observes a student while he or she carries out a task and offers
hints, feedback, reminders, or new tasks aimed at bringing the student's performance closer to
expected performance. In reading, a teacher in the role of coach might choose texts with
increasing difficulty, have students write summaries of the texts, and hays other students offer
suggestions to the class on how a summary might be improved (Collins, Brown, and Newman,
1989).

Research on DomainIndependent Running

While studies of expertise reveal skill needs and how skills are employed to solve prob-
lems in a particrlar domain, other research (e.g., Nisbett et aL, 1987) xamines domain-
independent reasoninF Do people use abstract miss to think about everyday life events and, if
so, can these rules be taught? This line of research counters claims that people possess
domain-specific knowledge that is not readily applied to other domains (e.g., Thorndike, 1908;
Chi, Glaser, and Farr, 1988), or that their possession and application of knowledge depends on
cognitive development and cannot be taught (e.g., Brainerd, 1978). Evidence for domain-
independent reasoning is important fcr any conception of generic skills, since the notion that

the reeeareh literature, gmetsooraitioa" refers to mend eategoelee of intellectual behavior, inchullag hoode4 .
about row Om thought prooseees. Natio' oe selfiegulatioa (04., how won you kat) Wad ot wb Polo dam( whom
Wring peobleats), sad WM sad 'Mukha* (cd, llohoesiold, 1287).
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skills can be applied across doznains is a key assumption underlying the view that generic skills
should be taught and learned.

Nisbett et al. (1987) report on several studies that show use of abstract rules and increase
in rule use after training. People can, for example, use statistical rules that are derivrble from
the law of large numbers to reason about problems in a wide range of tasks and domains.
Furthermore, their reasoning improves with training that shows how to use the law of large
numbers to solve a number of problems.

Two studies of graduate students by Lehman, Lempert, and Nisbett (1988) demonstrate
the trainability of reasoning skills that correspond to the program of study. Beginning stu-
dents in law, chemistry, psychology, and medicine had equivalent inferential skills for statisti-
cal reasoning about problems with both scientific and everyday life content, methodological
problems dealing with different types of confounded variables, and several other problem types.
After two years of study, psychology and medicine students showed significant increases over
law and chemistry students in their ability to use statistical and confounded variable rules in
both scientific and everyday life problems. This difference in performance rofiects differences
in the nature of these disciplines. Psychology and medicine are probabilistic sciences and must
deal with all kinds of causal patterns involving necessity and sufficiency. Thus, students learn
and practice inferential reasoning and rules for dealing with uncertainty or the conditional.
Law students show improvement only in problems dealing with the conditional, presumably
because they are taught about contractial relations. Chemistry students do not improve on
these types of problems because their field deals primarily with =mom and deterministic
causes rather than probabilistic ones. This research suggests that reasoning can be improved
by training and that rules applied to reasoning in a discipline can generalize to reasoning in
analogous everyday life situations.

In sum, although the popular and scientific literatures are replete with lists of domain-
independent skills, the term "generic skills" is poorly defined. Terms abound in the literature
and seem to include disparate types or levels of skill as well: for example, is "recognizing that
a problem exists" (Sternberg, 1985) a skill in the same way that "accurate, fast arithmetic cal-
culation" (Greenan, 1984), "self-management" (Chipman, W88), or "creative thinking"
(Greenan, 1984) are skills?

Drawing from the generic skills literature and COI fitive science research, we conceive two
broad categories of generic skills: basic or enabling skills and complex reasoning skills. In
addition, we assume that individuals possess dispositions and motivational styles, distinct from
their skills, that influence effective use of skills. We elaborate on this conceptualization below.

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GENERIC SKILLS

Whyther faced with school-related, work-related, or everyday life tasks, individuals bring
a constellation of knowledge, skills, and motivations to bear in accomplishing them.
Knowledge, skills, and motivations interact with each other and with the task in complex ways

to produce degrees of success or failure. While skills define a person's competence or ability to

do a task, motivations influence task performance.
To provide a starting point for analysing generic skills in this explontory study, we focus

on competence factors and simplify them into two broad categories:

Basic or enabling skills include such abilities as reading, doing simple mathematics, and
"life skills," such as reading a schedule, writing a check, or filling out an application.



These skills aro often used by people in the service of more complex tasks involving
higher skill levels.
Many tasks require the use of complex reasoning skills. Some tasks iv quire formal rea-
soning the problem to be solved specifies all premium or givel information in
advance (e.g., problems in logic, geometric analogies, series completion). Other tasks
require informal or everyday reasoning premises are not completely supplied for the
problem, and everyday thinking activities must be invoked (e.g., planning, making
commitments, evaluating arguments, choosing options; see Galotti (1989) for a detailed
discussion).

These generic skills can be applied in a variety of domains or vocations and in combina-
tion with the domain-specific knowledge and skills that define competence in a particular area.
In following sections we discuss this interplay further and elaborate on the use of complex rea-
soning skills in a specific problem-solving activity.

In addition to their specific or generic skills, individuals bring to a task diapoeitions or
attitudes that can play an important role in how any Aills are acquired and used (Dweck,
1988). In the context of school and learning, these psychological factors influence a person's
motivation to respond in either adaptive or maladaptive ways to a particular task. Dweck and
Leggett (1988), for example, review a body of research that identifies two major patterns of
response in achievement-oriented settings: the maladsptive or *helpless* response and the
more adoptive *mastery-oriented* response. While the helpless pattern is characterized by an
avoidance of challenge and a deterioration of performance in the face of obstacles, the
mastery-oriented pattern involves the ...Wag of challenging tasks and persistence under
failure. Research with children shows that those behavior patterns are unrelated to actual abil-
ity: bright, skilled individuals can exhibit a maladsptive pattern. Children of equal ability can
show marked performance differences in response to challenge, because they are pursuing dif-
ferent goals (Dweck and Elliott, 1988) or because they have different beliefs about whether
intelligence is a fixed or a malleable quality (Dweck and Legptt, 1988). We can think of these
responses as "motivational styles" or dispositions toward approaching achievement situations
in a certain way.I

Several simplifications are implied in this conceptualization. First, it implies a discrete
separation of complex and basic skills. In fact, a Inge 'kill such as reading is cognitively
complex. It involves such slow-lever procesess3 as decoding letters or recognising words, but it
also requires certain ''high-lever strategic skills necessary for comprehension, such as formu-
lating questions based on the text, summarising the text, making predictions, and clarifying
difficulties with the text (see Palinecar and Brown, 1964). Similarly, doing mathematics
requires mastery of the basic facts of addition and subtraction as well as more complex
problem-solving strategies and heuristics. Although we acknowledge that basic literecy skills

'Throughout the reminds of this cern we use the terms 'Sotivation,"dispositions," and °motivational role" to
she to pewhological factors thee can Whams task poinciana. W. acknowledge the these tens hoe distinct
definitions in the literature, but the distinctions go beyond the level of analysis required for the purposes of this
*Ephrata study.

sWe on the Seas low lever and °high level' with pest coition. The amain, and implication of those terms, as
well es the teems °lower order or '11,h ordsr" skills, rest on en assumption that then is a mums tros lower-level
activities that don't require musk thinking to higher-level ones that do. A. Renick (11117a) and others
point out, @positive munch welds. a bodement shei1a s. to this assumption and the miumaiomel pectins it *s-
pars Gives the wiattosesy, we want to be solidi that sir terms do not mese a sequins el skill devilment or. a
continuum fros 'simple to -mow skill. This is separate tros current vine ot the amution of skills, when there
is a hierarchy of control ot actions, such se hierarchies' gosl-setting knowledge. This is the distinction we wish to
asks.

2 2
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can be cognitively complex, we use this category to distinguish the minimum skills a person
brings to a problem or a task from the knowledge and skills required to make use of concepts,
facts, and procedures as necessary for those problems or tasks. It I. these latter kinds of com-
plex reasoning skills, or strategic knowledge, that characterizes expertise in a domain (e.g., Col-
lins, Brown, and Newman, 1989).

Second, dispositions and motivational style can affect skill use. Resnick (1987a), for
example, points out that students who do not have dispositions or "habits of thought" that lead
them to engage in higher-order thinking may not Narn complex reaming skills even if they
are exposed to them. Perhaps more importantly, such studenta will not refine their reasoning
abilities, or know when to use them, if they are not disposed to exercise them.4

While this conceptualization doss not speedy "levels" of skill or delineate precise relation-
ships between skills and motivational factors, it does provide a useful starting place for think-
ing about "generic" skills, their relative importance, and their teachability. Clearly, if an indi-
vidual does not have the dispositions or motivations to work, the basic or complex skills he or
she possesses matter little. That is, the person may have the competence but will not display
skilled behavior because his or her motivational style does not lead to effective performance.
Conversely, if a person is completely unskilled but bubbling over with positive work-related
dispositions, he or she may be more of a hindrance than a help, but possibly a good candidate
for education or skill training. Indeed, people without what we label as basic or enabling skills
in our culture are quite capable of performing complex tasks. However, we argue that workers
with only enabling skills and an adaptive motivational style, although perhaps readily train-
able, will have limited roles in the workplace. Complex reasoning skills, however, appear to be
key to adopting to changes in the workplace, and they also encompass many of the attributes
that employers desire and school reformers hope to impart.

While our initial framework includes both basic or enabling skills and complex reasoning
skills as "generic' and recognizes the key role that motivational styles and dispositions play in
skilled behavior, the remainder of this section focuses on a conceptualisation of complex rea-
soning skills. We elaborate on and more precisely define these skills from the perspective of
cognitive science research. This perepective provides a needed formalisation of these key skills,
but it has much less to say about the role of disposition or motivational style. We do not elab-
orate further on basic or enabling skills because, as stated above, this study is less concerned
with the minimum skills a person brings to a problem or task than with the 'Ws he or she
possesses for making uas of concepta, facts, procedures, and so on. What follows, then, is a
partial elucidation of a broader conceptual framework that provides a starting point for exam-
ining the teaching and learning of generic skills in the classroom.

Complex Reasoning and the Information Processing Metaphor

A metaphor that has proved fruitful for the cognitive scientist's attempts to understand
human behavior is that certain aspects of human cognition and problem solving can be com-
pared to other information processing devices, namely computers (Newell and Simon, 1972;
Simon, 1979). Both take in information from the environment, store it, msnipulate it in the
form of some kind of symbol system, and take action on or give output to the environment
Much of what people do can be thought of sedecision making" or simple to complex 'problem

tilmerel psychological models distinodsh modretion and skill or ability se separate, but interectIng, antemants oI
°eoliths pergnmenoee.g., Beech end Mitchell's (1978) oonthysney mod* Chalker' end Stengoe's (1957) systeseetk
promming modek Potty and Callow's (1984, 1996) eleboration likelihood mod& It is beyond the mope of the
present study to sundae them in detail with respect to panic skills.
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solving." People act in response to questions like: How do I get to the airport by &30? How
do I summarize these three reports? Why isn't my production team communicating? How can
we improve productivity? While this metaphor does not easily take into account such impor-
tant performance factors as disposition or motivational style, it does provide an organizing
framework for xamining human problem solving across tasks and building process models of
cognitions. This metaphor is called the human information processing (HIP) model or theoret-
ical framework. This framework can explicitly define some generic skills and can suggest ways
to design curricula and pedagogical practices aimed at teaching them.

As mentioned earlier, central to the application of the HIP framework to generic skills I.
the view that many human activities, both in the workplace and in life, exemplify problem
solving. This includes everything from deciding on what kind of rivets to use to repair an air-
frame to planning a menu. An important aspect of most problem-solving situations is the
notion of "search." Search is the activity examining or "navigating" through all the possible
actions (and outcomes of those actions) that can be taken in a situation.

In the language of HIP, outcomes are "states' to be attained. We refer to the set of all
possible states as a "state space' or the space of all possible intermediate states that one might
visit in the course of "search.' Problem aolving takes place as one tries to apply known actions
or "operators" to the start state. Every time an operator is applied to a state it creates a new
state. If the new state that is reached is the same as the state one wants to get to (the *goal
state"), then the problem is solved. As operators are applied and intermediate states are
reached, a trail or 'path" is created. The total path consists of states (stepping stones) and
operators that move a problem solver from state to state (steps). The constraints on operators
are the rules that say whether it is "legal" to apply a given operator at a given state. So, prob-
lem solving is the search for a "solution path' of operators and their corresponding statas from
the beginning of a problem (the start state) to the solution (the goal state).6

Although the concepts of start state, goal state, solution path, operator, and constraints
are very abstract and general, they are not a complete characterization of what the HIP frame-
work sees as common to different problem-solving domains. (For example, there are also
search strategies that are generalizable across domains.) However, these concepts are the basic
vocabulary that cognitive scientists use to analyze complex reasoning behavior. In doing so,
they have discovered that many behaviors that appear different on the surface exhibit common
patterns when seen from the perspective implicit in the HIP vocabulary (Newell, 1981). These
common activities are at the heart of this view of generic complex reasoning skills.

To illustrate generic problem-solving activities from the HIP perspective, let us walk
through one solution to a common problem: getting to the airport on time to catch a flight.
Following this example, we shall discuss esch component in more detail"

GET ME TO TILE AIRPORT ON TIME

My flight to Boston takes off at 8:00 A.M. tomorrow. I don't live close to the airport,
ancl I Nowt that getting to the airport for a flight that leaves at 8:00 puta me in
rush-hour traffic. This is an unpredictable situation that calls for some planning.
(Recognition of the problem.)

°While other approaches an be used to study maples MONO* (e.g., the oompoontild wroth or the
ruise/bswistios appacoeh), a search swank in casbination with a mental models appeoesh, mums the most extend-
able to even*/ reasoning and seems to deal mon dins* with impotent &politicos sad attitudes (64, to avoid
impulsivity by sonohing as goonetioally and thoroughly es possible). iles Weld (lOile) for a oompnlinein review
and amperison.

°While this sample will be used to demonstrate many of the components of a human informstion processing
apple& to reasoning, it doss no do intim to a variety of impotent conospts. Several introductory tote went
other aspects of human information processing (aL Anderson, 1915 ; Newell and Siam 1974 Slmos. 1919).
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The goal is clear: I've got to be on that plane when it takes off at &00. Where I am
now is less clear. Have I done my ilultdry recently enough or must I do a load
tonight so I have clean clothes for the trip? Do I know when the shuttles run or
how much it costs to park at the airport? Is it going to snow tomorrow and
increase the chance that tad& will be knotted? What horror stories come to
from friends who have been in similar situations? (Anabeis of the problem.)

Okay, having collected some information that is relevant to my decision (1.g., that
the Weather is not looking " that the only early shuttle gets me to the airport at
6:30 Am., that parking I. c ), I start malting phins. Given that I want to be on
the plane, I should work bac from 8:00 &IL and get to the airport at 7:30.
'That means leaving my place by 345, no, make that 8:30 to keep some margin for
error which means getting up at 5:30. On the drive the next mornkig, I find that
the light snow falling hes snarled traffic along the most direct route. I tian on the
radio to listen to the traffic report and start looking for alternate routes. I might
have to get off the parkway, double back, and retrace some of my route to get across
the river, but it will probably be worth it in time savings. ru tzy my planned altc
nat. rout*. (Generation of solution paths and evaluation of solution paths.)

Bad idea. This highway looks like a puring lot. I forgot that Rout. 16 is being
resurfaced and has a lane closed! I should have thought about that earlier. Next
time ru be sure to check with the automobile association the day before about con-
ditions. Here I sit, the clock is ticking, and Tve already used up the extra time I
allowed myself. What other mates have I beard about? How about taking the
reportedly less crowded route through the east end of town? It couldn't be worse
than this, but it is another investment of time. Should I make the break or sit it
out in hops that the traffic gets moving? ru go for the east end route. (Repair.)
Nare a gravel buck hes turned over on the east end kgp as I pass the last
ot-ramp before the bridge approach. Tm stuck until they get a lane open. It's 7:15
now. Tm not go to make it. Maybe I should rethink my goaL 114aybe going
standby on a later d " is possible. I don't really have to be on the 8:00 sex flight,
now do I? Where I go wrong? I was unhichy, but I also should have knawn
about the construction aM left earlier. Next time have to catch an early flight, I'll
add time and do my homework better. (Redefinition of the goal and reflection.)

Arrive at the airport by &30, book and catch a later flight. (New goal is reached
solution is achieved.) 2

Information Processing Categorise for Complex Reasoning Skills

The airport story illustrates the actions and stages of problem solving that can be described
by an information processing approach and, in the case of reflection, suggests bow learning can
take place to improve problem-solving skills. Before we &cuss each stage in detail, several com-
ments are in order. First, while the sequence of actions is presented roughly in the order in which
these skills would be applied in problem solving, we idealised the example for the sake of exposi-
tion. Other actions, in a different sequence, are certainly possible. Evaluation of a whim:1sta*
for example, can cause new solution paths to be generated and even prompt reanalysis of the prob-
lem. Second, although them activities are generic in the sense that they appear in manyproblem-

solving domains, they are not the sole reason for expertiseotherwise, acquiring them in one mu-
test would apparently make one an expert in many domains (Chi, Olean, and Farr, 1988).
Domain-spscific knowledge plays an important role, often interacting wfth generic skills in subtle

ways. For example, in the airport example, the ability to generate and evaluste alternate solution
paths depends on the driver's knowledge of the local geography and roads. Knowledge of this sort
permits us to reduce the amount of search we have to do to solve a problem, to act as more intelli-

gent problem solvers. Some argue that generic skills maybe impossible to apply if the problem
solver lacks domain knowledge (Resnick, 1987a).
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In the following paragraphs we dismiss each of the important pneric masoning skills
identified in the example.

Recognition of the problem. The first step, a very difficult oas in many domains, is
recognising that a problem exists. The problem solver must detect a problem amid irrelevant
details in a situation or see an opportunity for action that may not bi immediately obvious.

Analysis of the problem. Next, the problem solver must repreeent the problem in a
vesy that lends itself to solution. This involves specification of the parte of the problem:
analysis of start state, determining goal state, identifying constraints and assumptions, iden-
tifying resources, selecting alternative representation(s) of the problem, and accessing relevant
(domain-specifc) knowledge (and not acceseing irrelevant knowledge). The problem solver
might also consider analogous situations or problems that have been solved in the past and
that might est as a starting point for attscking the current problem.

Generation of solution paths. Generating solution paths requires both domain-specific
knowledge (e.g., distance to the airport) and domain-general methods. The latter include
methods like "means-ends analysis" (identifying the difference between the current stata and
the goal state and then choosing an action to reduce this difference), simple "forward search*
(from the start state to the goal), or "backward search" (from the goal to the preconditions of
esch action toward the goal). The whim solver may recast a difficult problem in a simpler
or more abstract problem space before generating solution& The simple solution I. then
extended to the more complicated situation. The problem solver may also employ estimation
kills to generate approximate solution ;Wu and then choose among the most promising.

Evaluation of (partial) solution paths, or monitoring as you go. Monitoring the
solution path-in-process may reqtdre some specific domain knowledge, as well as general
knowledge about what is productive and what is unproductive search. First the problem solver
must evaluate the partial solution path based on the accuracy of assumptions, resource limita-
tions (e.g., how much dine have I been plugging away at this solution path, given the total
amount of time available for the solution?), and other constraints in the problem space. Next,
he or she must compare alternate states and select a lest-bet" current solution path to follow.
A special came of this is the comparison of two alternate state. in which one matches the pal
state; then, the desired action is clear. Additional skills are needed to determine if the action
taken or the path being pursued has had unespectad good or bad side effects, or to recognise
when an impasse has been reached.

Repair. If the outcome of an evaluation I. negative, the prudent problem solver will take
some alternate action& It I. often useful to first identify what went wrong with the solution.
Leaning (improvement in future problem-solving performance) can occur when actions that
were not useful initially can be altered. This can take place * either changing the conditions
under which the action is applied (e.g., add or remove constraints) or melting chews in the
result of the action such thst the nonoptimal path is not generated in the figure. Repair can
also involve retrieving or regenerating old solution path alternatives to ass if one of them
woule. have led to mom Repair, sometime referred to as "debugging," has been studied in
many subjects, including mathematka (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1967) and programming (Kessler and
Anderson, 1966).

Radostion (after a solution is achieved). Reflection provides an opportunity for
learning or for refining problem-solving skills. In reflection, the problem solver conducts a
post hoc analysis of the solution and its generation. Several questions can be asked: Is there
some organisation to the smirch that took place? Are there new, larger actions that can be
generalised for use in the Aiture? Are there alternate paths that were more or less efficient?

26
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Such questions point the solver toward ways to improve the operators they possess so that
search is more efficient in firture problem solving.

This breakdown of problem solving into fairly well-defined components of information
processing has been applied to many problem-solving tasks and seems applicable across many
subject matter domains. In Table 1, we illustrate how the beak concepts of states and opera-
tors can be used in several fields of work or vocational education. These, in turn, permit us to
understand how the complex reasoning activitin mentioned in the airport example apply W

other domains.
In the case of interior design, for instance, problem analysis is often critical. The

designer must gather information that helps to determine the client's tastes and constraints
(analysis of the problem). These, in turn, dictate which design operators (choice of furniture,

floor covering, etc.) are *legal." This initial analysis greatly constrains the generation of solu-
tion paths. In design, a (partial) solution path is a combination of design components (e.g.,
putting together a certain wallpaper, carpet, bed, and dresser combination in the bedroom).
This eolution path is constructed by generating elternative states, evaluating those states, and
selecting one of them as the best new state (generate and evaluate). The evaluation of partial
solution pathswhether certain combinations "work well" togetheris often the most difficult
part of problem solving: a skill that distinguishes good from mediocre designers. If a design
idea doss not work, or if the designer and client cannot agree on the treatment of a room, then
redesign has to occur (repair). This involves backing up and reapplying operators (generate),
with perhaps a change to the evaluations, or loosening a conatnint so that new operators can
apply. Finally, a good designer, like a good chess player or electrical technician, will often
attempt to learn from a completed solution (reflection), perhaps by discussing the design pro-

cess and product with fellow designers. Among other things, he or she will try to synthesise
new mks for path generation and path evaluation that will avoid any "dead ends" encountered
in the recently completed design project.

Let us now consider the example of an electronics technician troubleshooting a nonfinw-

doping devil*. First the technician reads the failure 'apart and assesses the failure conditions
(analysis). After carrying out a series of diagnostic C. ks, he or she examines the outcome of
those checks (generate and evaluate). If this gives nt. ;tints about the source of the problem,
the technician backs up and checks, for instance, whether the cord I. plugged in and the power
switch is in the "on" position. If they are, this means the first solution path is put aside and

other. considered (repair). It might turn out that the circuit breaker for the outlet has been

trigpred and there is thus no electricity coming to the wall outlet. If that is the problem, the
technicisn resets the breaker, writes a report, and might discuss it with fellow technicians if
the problem and solution present an interesting case (reflection).

SUMMARY

The popular and academic literature on generic skills (including skills referred to as
higher-order thinking skills, problem-solving skills, generalimble skills, metacognitive skills,

and so on) is awash in definitions and lista and controversy. Based on our analysis of this
literature and the perspective of cognitive science, we advance a conceptual framework that
posits two broad categories of generic eldlls: bark or enabling skills and complex reasoning
skills. In addition, we assume individusls possess motivational styles and dispositions, distinct

from their skills, that influence the effective use of skills. We further define one clam of gen-
eric sWecomplex reasoning skillsfrom an information processing framework and, in
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Table 1

HIP FRAMEWORK AND PROBLEM SOLVING IN DIFFERENT VOCATIONS

Problem'
brat
State Goal State

Itrompies of
Operators and Omens Skills Constaints

Interior
Designer

Design interior
of ii.room
house

Emptm
home,
Boa plan

All rooms
fundehed and
decorated to
customs,
strielection

Consult client (umbels of problem)
Pick floor covering (gentrate & oval)
Pick fabric (gmerme & oval)
Redesign upsets of den (repair)
Diemen design after *limy (reflect)

Budget
Children
Pots
Logsdon
Cutromses Mete

Electrioal
Technician

Why won't
this device
power up? .

Device
without
power,
switch
turned on

Device
nimbi(
noemelly

Read Mute report (anslyele)
Cheek fuses (mums & oval)
Apply meter seam volts and current

(meats & oval)
holm* components (generate & evil)
Check building power elm* (repair)
Report & explain repair solution (reflect)

Time availeble
Colt of component
Amount of current
Esse of removal
Acmes to fellow
eleigerne

Secretarial How do I odd
three new
PeregeePhe
without
MO* the
mitre letter?

Original
letter

Letter with
the three now
paragraphs

Check new material & letter (analysis)
Type in tat (generate & oval)
Delimit old paragraphs (generate & mai)
Delete Met (amente & oval)
Cheek veiling & correct (oval & repair)
Look for future shortcuts (reflect)

Time available
0 times repeated
Acme to manual
god* of manual
Aeons to cabin

Clothing
Buyer

What style and
hew mom coats
should I buy for
the coming
seem?

Need to
plat*
order

Reasonable
order placed

Reed trade *mash (analysis)
Consult ether buyers (analysis)
Visit markets (gimate & oval)
Negotiate Woes (gemerete & oval)
Comeau* order (Newer & seal)
Adjum order to budget (repels)
Compere ales to osieinal order (reflect)

,

Time available
Bet*
Commumer economic
trends

Loos reap weather
predietiome

Availability in
quemity

Quality of product

Nurse
Assistant

,

How do I
answer a
patient's
quetrion of
whether they
can get up and
take a shower?

Patient in
attain
moditioa
needs
information

Patient
content with
infatuation
provided

.

Retell or retrieve doctoes orders for
patient (analysis)

Ask patient: dome befo&
(grunts & oval)

Aeneas your knowledge re this pedant
& maim (pseam & oval)

Ask foe advise tram mass (repeit)
Dim= decision w/tellespon (reflect)

Thee available
Sew*/ of patient
problem

Amu to fellow
employees

Physical appseranco
of patient

,
Child Care
Worker

How an Ibeet
help the had
Welber vibes
some students
hem finished a
lemon essie

Students
flaish
lesson with
no alternate
woek

Early Waken
productively
involved in
some activity

Arm swum& of time raw trek nmet
ewer (argyle)

Resell alt. astivides (perm* & mal)
Group studnt at alt. work arms

and mien tolls (gnome & oval)
Reessiga as 118011611, (repair)
Dimes performense witember (reflect)

Time &nibble
Disruption potentisl
of astivity

Amiss to malerials
Awes to lead Nether
Knowledge of
iodividuel student

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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particular, research on problem solving, to delineate specific skills that generalise across
domains. We then apply this conceptualization to illustzate its usefillness for identifying
problem-solving skills in several vocations.

Although this approach to studying generic skills does not completely specify complex
causal relationships between motivational factors and generic skills or resolve the contzoversy
surrounding "levels of complexity" of skill (cf. Resnick, 1987a), we believe it provides a good
starting place from which to build more precise definitions of generic skills. This approach and
problem-solving framework provide the beginninp for a unified model and a specific language
for discussing many skills deemed important by vocational educators and employers. In addi-
tion, past research in problem solving in academic disciplines, bared on the HIP framework,
can also illuminate the study of these generic skills in vocational or work-related domains.
Perhaps most importantly for those interested in vocational education, the HIP framework,
once applied, can identify skills with the precision needed to design instzuctional methods or
curricula to teach generic skills.

To assess the promise of the HIP framework for studying generic skills, we observed
vocational classrooms, gathered data on the teaching and learning of generic skills, and
analyzed those observations from the framework's perspective. The next section describes the
field study and data-gathering procedures. Section IV presents the results of our analysis.
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III. THE FEELD STUDY

To observe the teaching of generic skills in vocational education settings, we conducted
field studies of vocational classrooms. Several questions guided the conduct of the fieldwork:

What types of generic skills are taught in vocational education programs?
What methods do teachers employ to teach generic skills?
How does the instructional context-4.e., teachers, students, administrative factors--
affect the teaching of generic skills?

Our analytic approach combined ethnographic, cue-study, and cognitive science methods,
which we describe below.

SITE SELECTION

Since our first objective was to observe the types of generic skills taught in vocational
education programs, we began by identifying workplace-oriented programs and teachers who
purportedly taught these sldlls. We employed a snowballing or chain-sampling strategy to
locate potential sites (cf. Patton, 1980). We began by contacting vocational education experts
at a local university and administrators from adult schools, Regional Occupational Programs
(R0h), and school districts in the greater Los Angeles area. We dimmed our definition of
generic skills with these informants and asked them to identify programs or Umbers who
taught them. Although none of our contacts, including the teachers we subsequently inter-
viewed, used the term *generic skills," they all understood the concept and were able to recom-
mend several potential sites in the local area or in other states. From this list we selected
several technical and nontechnical programs or classes for an initial visit. We targeted both
types to determine the translatability of our construct across different programs and occupa-
tional domains.

Prelbninary visits were made to four classrooms with different institutional arrangements:
a junior high school metal shop, a high school interior design class, an aircrift maintenance
class, and an evening computer-skills class. During these visits, three or four project staff
members observed classroom instruction, discussed teaching and learning panic skills with
the teacher, and informally conversed with students. Project staff members submitted written
reports of their observations and discussed the merits of each sit* with respect to the needs of
the research study.

We observed what we considered the teaching of generic skills in all of these classrooms,
and selected onethe high school Interim- design classfor Anther intensive study. This clogs
seemed an kleal csadidate for several reasons. First and foremost, several aspects of the class
we observed and the teacher's plan for the course highlighted generic skills instruction. For
eumple, the tescher conducted what she termed a "moons" surdas, in which students
WON required to make group decisions about fabric selection for a living room designed for a
hypothetical client, justify their decisions on the basis of 'mown feats about certain fabrics,and
provide rationing for their decisions to the group. This exercise gave students practice in
choosing the optimum of a set of plausible alternatives, providing a rationale for a decision,
and negotiating in a group to arrive at a consensus decision. In addition, the major activity in
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the class consisted of a group project in which each group wu tasked with designing the inte-
rior of a six-room house. This activity was essentially an ill-defined problem that would
require students to apply the kinds of problem-solving skills that are central to our conceptual
framework. Thus It gave us the opportunity to see how students, as individuals and as a group,
approach this problem and how the teacher organizes instruction and teaching actions to sup-
port it.

Second, the teacher was vocal about the importance of teaching generic skills and showed
enthusiasm for our research project. Both she and the students seemed comfortable with our
initial visit, which indicated that the researvh team would not be overly intrusive to ongoing
classroom activities. Finally, this class was uhninistered through an ROP at local high
school where we had conducted several other studies in the past wend years. From this other
research (on the use of an intIlligut tutoring system in algebra classes), we had knowledge of
Iraditionar academic instruction, the student body, and the broader cemmunity. We
expected that this prior experience would be useful for understanding important contextual fac-
tors that can influence the success or failure of any instructional program. It also provided a
potentially interesting way to observe differences between academic and vocational instruction
in the same school.

While our small, nonrandom sample does not permit the statistical inference needed for a
claim of generalizability of findinp, we set methodological conditions to achieve comparability
and truslatability. Our sampling strategy, the explicit delineation of seneric skills and teach-
ing methods using cognitive science frameworks, and our cross-site analyses for oommon
instructional themes, support comparability and translatability and provide the foundation for
comparioons in qualitative and naturalistic New& Thus, we recognize that while an intsn-
sive case analysis can provide rich hypotheses in an exploratory study such as this, the results
may have limited genualizability and will need further verification.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

To gather data relevant to the second and third questionswhat methods do teachers
employ to teach generic skills and how does the instructional context (teachers, students,
administrative policies) affect teaching?wo conducted an intensive case study of the interior
design class. We visited the clams 18 times over the course of six weeks and were thus able to
observe the class oh a regular buis as thy groups carried out the class project That project
involved completing a contemporary intarior design for a hietorical Victorian house. Students
were told to research the original house and the design tradition, draw the house, draft the
floor plan, select fUrnishings and coo:fine* colors, and prepare boards to display their pro-
posed design. The msjority of students worked in groups of four to six people, although several
students worked individually. Grades were awarded for the project, with the expectation that
while certain tasks would be completed by individual members (e.g., the floor plan and the
drawing), other tasks (e.g., the finnishinp selection) would be a group oroduct. The project
grade served as the final exam grade. Students were given six weeks to complete the project
The poup made decisions about the task assignments, although the teacher made the various
group assignments.

Research project members submitted a field report for each clam, which included the fol-
lowing kinds of information: physical layout, students, teaching activities (e.g., lectures,

Vat additional reading in *ate*, methodology no Goetz and LaCompts (19114) and Lincoln and Chiba ONO.
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individual instruction), group activities, and project progress. To provide an in-depth descrip-
tion of the learning context and culture, we used ethnographic methods, including participant
observation with project groups, systematic five-minute spot observations among groups, and a
*found objects* aseessment (e.g., changes in the physical environment that provide clues about
the learning culture and project progress; cf. Spred*, 1979; Green and Wallet, 1981). Follow-
ing a common notion in ethnomethodological researchthat language tolls the social reality,
describes and constitutes it u wellwo focused our observations on teacher-student and
student-student interactions (cf. Coulon, 1987). That is, we sought to understand the types of
generic skills being taught and the teaching methods used by focusing on the interactions tak-
ing place over the six-week project. Staff also mot weekly to discuss their observations and to
begin to develop a collective picture of the class with respect to teaching and learning generic
skills.

We coded our field notes (as well as the interview data discussed below) with The Ethno-
graph (Seidel, Kjolseth, and Seymour, 1988), a computer-based analytic tool.' Using our con-
ceptual framework and domains derived during observations as indexing terms (e.g., learning
environment, teacher practices, le& ling outcomes, dispositions, group work, individual work-
ers), we coded data and used The Ethrsograph to sort them throughout the entire data set. Fre-
quently occurring codes, and those expected but seemingly absent, were reviewed by the
research team. We sought to understand several issues, including how educational and class-
room norms might be breached in this setting yet still permit learning to proceed13

ASSESSING THE INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT

Melly, we wanted to examine tik broader instructional context within which generic
skills programs or curricula are taught. In addition to clamroom instruction, student, teacher,
and administrative variables can influence program outcomes. Students' background or demo-
graphic characterietiCs, abilities, and attitudes may affect progre I success. Content and for-
mat of vocational programs may differ, for example, for white and minority students (Oakes,
1988). Students in programs viewed as *special,* like those fostering generic skills or other
innovative curricula or teaching practices, may be highly selected to ensure program success.
Teaching can be influenced by, for example, teachers' personal control over their working
environment, workload requirements, per relationships, and distribution of resources. District
policies and administrative attitudes can either help or hinder the teacher's ability to instruct
and the student's opportunity to learn.

To pther data on the broader instructional contest, we enmbeed relevant documents,
conducted extensive formal interviews with the interior design classroom teacher and school-

ing Behmgroph pormitted ambition of our &te est, some 300+ peps el tat, into relevant roma and topics
while esabashing an audit traiL It Wilhelm' &is reduction by part* armor of codes to maim of test.
The tozt mold Ass be rad mead* to codes (s.1., hen* alvininlat Waif Paellas, dliFfitionk
wort) to raga prime ram the soar abarvatioiss As SUM eaterpd, sodas rid be NM.' Ind reereso.
Timm we re ehle to hides mars preen of tam while maintain* the whole and merge data se themes re
reeled.

Vie tired our prior wawa as altemerao Worm. Snee those swim= Infltameed the types of
a priori sembiptions we bon* to Ws stady, we tsysitimistiesly erred ow assirtiene dna sir mom and
tore molars Mr obserailens dialed those aromptioni ror L. imam! 'IMO* a rift pries
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level administrator, conducted brief, informal interviews with other classroom teachers and
administrators, interviewed a local employer who hired students from the interior design class,
and adminifitered a student questionnaire. Since it was beyond the scope of this study to
examine the myriad contextual %linables that may influence program implementation and out-
comes, we focused our efforts mainly on examining teacher, student, and administrator beliefs
about the importance of generic versus specific skills in the curriculum and how they might
best be taught. Of particular concern were the attitudes and beliefs of all of these actors
toward the importance of learning generic skills and their applicability to post-school employ-
ment. We discuss the interview instruments in more detail below. We also examined school or
district policies that affect the program and classroom (e.g., availability of resources, local or
outside funding, links to the business and industrial communities).

Interviews

Our formal interview instruments were designed to carefully assess respondents' percep-
tions about and experiences with the learning of generic skills and how they viewed key school
and educational policies and teaching practices that potentially influence classroom instruction
and curriculum. Because we were interested in implementation issues and the possible expan-
sion of generic skills instruction within the vocational curriculum, we also asked the teacher
and administrator to speculate about how they thought proposed policy changes might influ-
ence their program and classroom. Tbs.. interviews took place after we had spent some time
in the classroom. In this way we were able to fold our observations into the interview ques-
tions, asking for explanations and insights. During interviews we asked respondents first
about their perceptions, then sought specific examples or probed for contextual issues known to
make a difference in other vocational education settings.4

The administrator interview gathered information on the Regional Occupational Program
that achninistered this class in this school, and on district-administered vocational and
academic programs. Specific questions covered, for example, budget allocation, curriculum, and
student enrollment and placement. From answers to these questions we learned about voca-
tional education's role within the school and the degree to which vocational education concerns
are isolated or fragmented. Additionally, we askul about teacher selection and evaluation and
the quality of communication with employers.

The design teacher interview focused primarily on classroom and student issues, although
we were also interested in how much the teacher participated in the whole school program. We
saw the interview as the opportunity to learn whether what we interpreted as *different"
teacher behavk* was in fact planned and supported by 'the teacher's own personal educational
philosophy. Therefore, we questioned the teacher about classroom norms, assumptions about
students' ability, the class orientation as vocational or workplace-related, and the types of
entry-level employment expected as the result of the class.

The employer interview centered on learning what entry-level skills emi.loyers value and
how the employer facilitates the learning of generic skills when an employee lacks them. We
also asked the employer to evaluate the workplace performance of students placed through the
interior design ROP program we studied.

Vie amen with titenintla onestione h thee the responses nay rant what respondents think the intorshwer
mots to hear or the respondents' wound views Whir than sass they operetionallis or hsve esperieneed. For wow
pia we were 'oldie ter sore thus simple lip series to the rim that *odes solving is haportest," by peoblag for
evidence thin Inch view is reflected in an indivitiners Weida, preetioes, struettnies projects to wrote problem
solving or diode*, lessons sad owing pesetine in the ooneseens proem'
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Student Questionnaire

The student questionnaire was designed to provide information about student coursework,
why students enrolled in the class, how the class fit into their future plans, and their views of
the content of the class. Specifically, we were interested in assessing whether the students per-
ceived as important or useful the generic skills being emphasised in the course. Having spent a
considerable amount of time in the class before constructing this questionnaire, we had a fair
idea of what the teacher intended as instauctional goals. Hence, we designed a series of state-
ments against which students could rate their level of agreement on a scale of 1 (strongly
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). For example, the statement "It's important to back up your
opinion with facts* relates directly to the teacher's goal that students learn to justify their
design choices. The statement It's important to learn to work in a group* refers to students'
feelings about group project work. The questionnaire was distributed on the day before the
presentation of final projects.



IV. RESULTS

In this section we address three issues:

What genedc skills and dispositions were taught and learned. Here we are mainly
concerned with the educational content of instruction.
How learning and taaching proceeded. Here we focus on the specific pedagogical tools
and techniques the teacher used to communicate the chosen content.
What factors contributed to the teaching and learning environment. This analysis
steps back to look at the constraints and forces that shaped the teacher's content as
well as pedagogy.

Our analysis and discussion of the learning and teaching content in the vocational class-
rooms we observed consider, first, the "knowledge goals" embodied in the curriculumthat is,
the kinds of skills and knowledge the teachers were attempting to help students acquire. The
analysis also considers broad curriculum decisions, such as which aspects of a subject area to
emphasise. Research on teaching (Collins and Stevens, 1982; Leinhardt, 1983; Leinhardt and
Green% 1988) and one-on-one tutoring (McArthur, Stara, and Zmuidsinas, 1990; Putnam,
1987) reveals that toachers' planning, instructional activities, and teaching techniques are orga-
nised around their curriculum goals. We attampt to understand why the teachers believed
these goals important Next, we specifically examine the teaching and learning of generic
problem-solving skills and dispositions, as defined in Sec. IL Our analysis demonstrates that
although generic skills comprise some of the knowledge and curriculum goals, they were not
necessarily the only skills learned nor, perhaps, even the most important ones. Dispositions
were given at least equal consideration.

Our analysis of how teaching and learning proceeded includes the techniques the teacher
used to communicate information and make the important lessons and knowledge clear to stu-
dents. We also discuss how the classroom environment was configured to support the learning
of targeted skills, knowledge, and dispositions. Many features se observed do not typically
appear in many academic high school classrooms and, indeed, often pose organisstional and
administrative difficulties that those teschers cannot overcome. Much of our analysis of how
the classroom environment was orpnised to support learning involved discerning how these
features were converted from apparent costa to benefits. In addition, we discuss teacher tech-
niques and other aspects of the environment that appeared to enhance student learning, as well

ea behaviors and organisadon that appeared counterproductive.
Finally, we discuss why the teaching environment was structured as it was. Rather than

looking at internal classroom factors, this part of the discussion eumines the external forces

that shaped the claesroom or the circumstances that permitted the Wicker to create the desired
environment. We include here a discussion of how workplace demands, the constraints of the
Regional Occupational Program, and the toachei's educational philosophy affected the interior

design claw
The analysis is primarily, but not exclusively, descriptive. In most cases we will discuss

the teacher's knowledge goals and techniques with minimal commentary on their real impact
on student learning, since we have little data that bear on this Josue. In msny cases our
evaluative or prescriptive views are implicitly positive. For example, the tescher techniques for
controlling the "chaos" that arose when students worked on projects appear to be generally
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creative solutions to difficult teaching problems. However, in some cases we do make explicit
evaluative comments. These usually refer to costs associated with a teaching decisionwhich
may or may not have been anticipated by the teacherand alternative teaching choices that
were not selected but may have had important advantages.

As we described in Sec. III, we made observations in four classrooms. Results and exam-
ples reported below are derived primarily from the interior design class (the subject of our
intensive study) and the metal shop class, but they include observations from the other classes
u well.

KNOWLEDGE GOALS: WHAT WAS TAUGHT AND LEARNED

To understand the educational content of the classrooms, we must look at the knowledge
goals in the classroomsthe particular kinds of information, beliefs, or skills the teachers
wanted students to learn. The first few observations focus on specific kinds of generic skills
we observed being taught. These included domain-specific goals (e.g., knowledge of different
types of fabric and their characteristics) as well as domain-independent skills. Here, of course,
we focus on the latter type and provide examples from different classrooms. We also mention
some important content the teachers did not want studenta to learn. Finally, we examine how
teachers attampt to impart several important dispositions and attitudes.

1. Generic Problem-solving Skills

The teachers we observed had been chosen for study because of their interest in teaching
generic skills in addition to, or in place of, subject-specific skills. We therefore expected to see
the teaching of some of the complex reasoning skills mentioned in Sec. IL The following sub-
sections discuss the main generic skills in this category that were taught

la. Repair skills and learning from errors. Teachers encouraged students to try
out different ideas without fear of failure.

EXAhIPLE: Mr. Smith,' the teacher of junior high metal shop, said he thinks kids learn
from mistakes "because they don't remember when they get it right," Mistakes, he
claimed, serve to focus their efforts, and when they correct a mistake, they will remember
what they did. His behavior was very consistent with his view. A student might ask him
how to do X (e.g., cut a hammerhead); Mr. Smith will not tall the student how to do X,
but challenges him or her to figure it out. The student will go away and try it. Mr.
Smith monitors the student's progress, but doss not interrupt until the student has made
a mistake that he or she cannot recover from.

Students learn from errors only if they are willing to try ideas that may result in mis-
takes. Hence learning from errors as a generic skill I. obviously very related to a disposition
for boldness in decision making. Bold decision makas are willing to accept the negative conse-
quences of their choicse, and more important, they pusses the skills to fix them. Later we dis-
cuss *boldness in decision making' as well as more general interrelationships between disposi-
tions and skills.

lb. Skills for dealing with authentic problems. The classroom environments
defined by the student projects gave rise to situations in which several kinds of important

'To assura anonymity, Within and mutionta have bon sivan pomidonymn
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generic skills could naturally be learned. In the cue of learning from errors, the teachers fre-
quently provided active coaching and support for learning. With the following skills, however,
teachers generally did not provide active coaching but instead structured the physical environ-
ment (in ways we elaborate below) so that students had an opportunity to learn the skills or, at
least, to be exposed to them.

Analysis of problem and generation of solution paths. These two categories appeared as
we saw students define their own problems and solution space. For example, tums
had to identify the criteria for project completion, determine how to get there, assess
whether any tum members had special skills that could be used effectively (e.g., artis-
tic talent), and determine the whereabouts of needed information.
Evaluation of (partial) solution pada:, or monitoring as you go. Students had to deter-
mine, for example, how to best use their resources to complete some project require-
ment and what criteria to use to signal its completion. Since students were not given
deadlines for completing some projects or parts of projects, this required them to orga-
nize their own goals and monitor their progress over relatively long periods of time
often several weeks. Therefore, students were given opportunities to learn important
planning skill&
Generation of solution paths and repair. Studenta had the opportunity to deal with
multiple possible solutions. None of the projects given students had a single (or even
finita number) of well-defined "correct* solutions. There were many ways of designing
a house or building a hammer that would %adagio." Students thus had opportunities
to deal with problems for which there was no single optimal solution, and to change
direction if a chosen solution path did not work out.

2. Deemphasis on Subject-specific Skills

Since we chose to observe teachers who emphasized teaching generic skills, it is not
surprising that subject-specific skills in two classrooms (interior design and metal shop) were
often downplayed in favor of generic skill&

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith lets studenta file metal in technically inferior waysusing both
forward and backward strokesinstead of demanding correct filing (forward only). He is
aware of this problem but believes it is a small price to pay when giving them the oppor-
tunity to learn and perform independently.

Mr. Smith consistently emphasized to students that how a goal was accomplished was
relatively unimportant, as there were always many ways to solve a problem. Hence he placed
relatively little emphasis on specific procedures, except when safety demanded particular use of
a tool.

Ms. Adams, on the other hand, valued subject-specifIc skills more highly than did Mr.
Smith, and she lectured more frequently in her interior design clams. But she spent even more
time cosching students in generic skills than on lecturing, which was consistent with her belief
that they would be more important in students' Mum jobs. For example, M& Adams gave
very detailed lectures on fabrics but did not test students' retention of this material. Almost
all of a student's grade depended on her evaluation of the class project.
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8. Deemphasis on All Students' Reaching a Uniform Level of Performance
on Well-defined Sets of Skills

In many academic high school classes, students are required to learn a single, relatively
well-defined mt of skills or knowledp. Students' grades are generally determined by their per-
formance on tests that all the students take. Many schools also administer district- or state-
mandated standardized achievement tests, or they may measure their effectiveness by student
performance on Scholastic Aptitude Testa or the like. Unfortunately, teachers often thus gear
their instruction to these tests, which can seriously limit teaching and curricular innovation
(e.g., Korets, 19138). Neither Mr. Smith nor Ms. Adams graded in this way. They judged stu-
dents on the basis of their performance on class projects, and this permitted teachers to per-
sonalize assessment.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams permitted at least two kinds of nonuniformity in assessment:
(1) On projects, students could choose the tasks that they wanted to do from the set of
tasks that made up the whole. This allowed a student with little artistic ability, for
example, to do background research as his contribution to the group project. (2) Stu-
dents' grades depended less on the excellence of their results (project) than on the
teacher's estimate of how far they had come during the semester. We noted that several
students with only average-quality projects received relatively high grades.

This &emphasis on uniform skills is perhaps consistent with the &emphasis on domain-
specific skills. That is, well-defined, subject-specific sidlle were in part replaced by relatively
*ill-defined" knowledge that falls outside the standard subject curriculum. The teachers
exploited the flexibility this ambiguity implies to tailor their evaluation of students.

The decision to personalize evaluation can also be viewed as a natural response to student
diversity in vocational classes, be it ethnic, racial, experiential, or academic. However, it is
important to note that to these teachers, different standards of evaluation did not mean lower
standards for some students. The teschers simply required students who were not strong in
one area to show excellence in another.

EXAMPLE: A student was placed in Ms. Adams's class fresh out of drug rehabilitation.
Ms. Admns noted over time that his reading, writing, and spelling skills were too poorly
developed to allow him to express his undentandligg oi end ideas about interior &sign,
and his exam score suffered. In order to challenge his eidetic talent and evaluate his
growth in the class, she assigned a difficult architectural drawing. H. did a fine job on
the project and was quite proud of the result. Now more willing to accept his talent, the
student found shady employment at a wallpaper store.

This type of individutlized evaluation seems suited to the realities of the workplace.
Many jobs involve several kinds of skills, and few people show uniform performance overall.
For example, one secretary may be skilled at scheduling meetings or doing administrative
tasks, while another is better at composing letters and editing manuscripts. Overall, each may
be a good and efficient secretary, but each has a different profile of strengths and weaknesses.

4. Zambesi. on Aoquiring Generally Useful Attitudes and Work Habits

Because subjsct-specific knowledge was &emphasized in those vocational classes, perhaps
the main focus was the learning of what we refer to in our conceptual framework es disposi-
tions. Teachers emphasized many dispositions or attitudes aimed at encouraging students to
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become independent problem eolvt)ze, taking advantage of the privileges of this independence
and also fulfilling the responsibilities it implies. Below we list a representative set of the
specific attitudes the teachers emphasized.

4a. Ability to make decisions. As we discuss below, teachers structured projects so
that each student, and each project team, was forced to make decisions about what to do and
how to do it. In contrast with a traditional mathematics class, for ezample, where students
have well-defined problems to solve and well-defined routes to determine the correctness of
their solutions (ask the teacher, look at the answers in the back of the book), students in these
claesrooms generally had to define their own problems, find their own tools for solving the
problems, and judge their own solutions.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams's interior design class project involved decorating six rooms in a
house. While some aspects of the project were constrained (e.g., a board showing the
design of each room had to be completed, showing carpeting, wallpaper, etc.), she delib-
erately underconstrained the task to encourage students to "think creatively."

This emphasis on students making their own decisions extended beyond global structur-
ing of the course to very local interactions with students.

EXAMPLE: When a girl cannot get her hammerhead out of a vice (even with the help of
a couple of other girls), Mr. Smith doss not go over and do it for her. Rather, he asks her
what she would do if he weren't around, thereby msking the student find her own solu-
tion. She requests help from one of the buys, who frees the hemmer.

EXAMPLE: A student asks Ms. Adams about chinty (a flower-designed pattern). He
shows her a pesch-colored sample of wallpaper and asks, "Do you like that?" Ma Adams:
Does it look okay to you? Student I guess you can't give a technical answer to that; can
you . . . it's like me asking you what to write. Ma Adams: It's not important if would
personally go with it." What's important is would it be wise. As a rule a designer goes
with something different. That's why people pay you.

4b. Taking responsibility for your own decisions; devaluing appeals to author-
ity. As the above example shows, teachers consistently deflected requests for information and
help when they knew students could solve the problem themselves. More generally, they
emphasised that the students could not rely on the teacher's authority as a crutch or as a
means of getting easy answers and simplifying their problem solving. According to the teach-
er% this illustrated for the students the other side of independence You not only get to make
your own decisions, but you have to implement them and stand by them. A consistent message
to the students wm that they were responsible.

EXAMPLE: A student comes to Mr. Smith and asks how to cut the wedge cr.A, of her
hammer. He engages the student in a dialogue about this but will not answer directly.
He challenges her to "use your brain" or "figure it out yourself.' He is Garth' not to
frustnte her (often this is what he wed his humor for), but still he gives her no informa-
tion. His action has the desired effect. She thinks for a bit, looks at what other students
are doing, and sees that a saw will do the trick.

One interesting consequence of the teacher's withdrawal of authority and assistance was
that students wen forced to learn to help one another and develop some cooperative skills. In
the esample above, the teteher also inadvertently teaches a technique that the student can use
to solve problems: search for clues in the environment.
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4o. Bolds..s in decision making. Teachers recognized that many students are very
reluctant to make significant decisions, and they countered this tendency by encouraging stu-
dents to be ubokl."

EXAMPLE: Bob shows Ms. Adams a wallpaper sample in beige. Ms. Adams looks at it
and asks Bob if he can't "come up with something less safe." Bob, looking pusaled, uks
what is wrong with beige. Ms. Mame turns the question around, but Bob cannot
respond. She explains that beige is not a design challenge: "There is nothing to do with
it. You can't make a mistake with it."

Stressing boldness in decision making reflected the teachers' concern that many class-
room experiences teach students to fear "standing up for themselves." From an interview with
Ms. Ada=

Ma Adams: If I had spoon-fed the kids, it would have defeated the whole purpose of the
project; they would have never shifted gears. They were frustrated when they didn't get
the answer, but they learned that it's okay for them to have an opinion as long as it's
backed by a rationale. . . . Liking something is not enough. When you don't give your
opinion you give away your powerclasses usually teach kids to fear standing up for
themselves. Interviewer (paraphrasing Ms. Adams): School beats power out of the stu-
dent? Ma Adams (chuckling): Hey, that sounds like something I might say . . . you're
right, and it's a rude awakening. Where do students get a class in it? . . . I txy to teach
them *don't be afraid to be bold."

As the above example indicates, part of the reason teachers stressed dirpositions (as
opposed to generic or domain-specific skills) was their belief that at hest some of the impor-
tant lemons their students needed to kern had little to do with ttaditional classroom teaching.
Our observations indicated that teachers felt genuine concern that students often had low self-
esteem, and they believed that part of their responsibility was to deal with motivational and
affective problems as well as cognitive ones. Aware that their students had very urgent prob-
lems to confront in their lives, teachers thought they ought to provide students with values and
broad attitudes with which to tackle those problems. Further Worm, of the teachers' concern
with this knowledge goal comes from interviews. Both Mr. Smith and Ms. Adams dieplayed
great knowledge of their students' lives anci problems outside school They were clearly con-
cerned with each student's general state of well-being, not just his or her intellectusi advance-
ment. In general, many of the teachers' knowledge goals for students can be understood only
from this perspective.

4d. Learning the parameters a workplace situations. The teachers also made
efforts to help students appreciats the continsencies of the world outside school Teachers
deliberately attempted to make the classroom environment closer to the authentic work
environments in which these students will eventually find themselves. By the same token,
they were aware of the artificial aspects of typical classroom environments.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams noted several ways she sees typical claseroom environments not
setting up realistic problem-solving situations. These included stzucturing situations in
which (1) there I. usually one and only one 'right answer,' (2) the teacher I. the main or
sole source of information as well as judger of performance, and (8) there is a single,
well-defined set of that all students must learn. Ms. Adams indkated that she
attempted to stxucture classroom tasks so that many solutions were possible. Thus stu-
dents would, within moon, develop their own standards by which to judge products and
learn that various kinds of skills could be rewarded with good grades.
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In making the classroom a relatively authentic experience, the teachers did not shy away
from exposing students to some of the harder realities of the workplace. For example, if stu-
dents complained about deadlines, they were often reminded that in the workplace a missed
deadline has serious consequences.

EXAMPLE: In Ms. Adams's class, as the deadline for project completion nears, she is
met with complaints that students did not know about some deliverable, or could not find
the materials memory to complete their work. Ms. Adams responds, "Do what you can
at this point. That's all you can do.' She mentions that this is what happens in the real
world of design, too.

The following example also demonstrates how Ms. Adams has at lust an intuitive under-
standing of Weiner's (1986) attzibutional theory of motivation. According to this theory, stu-
dents who attribute prior success to stable factors (e.g., high ability or an easy task) should
hold higher achievement expectations than students who stress unstable factors (e.g., high
effort or good luck). Ms. Adams wants to discourage "bad luck" as a reason for poor perfor-
mance.

EXAMPLE: When told that a floor plan is missing, Ms. Adams will first ask the stu-
dent, "How long has it been missing?" If it has been lost longer than a few days, she will
not accept the excuse because the student made a conscious choice not to take care of the
problem. She reasons that when one is in business and something comes up missing, the
customer or boss is not going to accept a bad-luck story. She tzies to stop this type of
habit because it becomes a lot easier to "use" bad luck as an excuse the second time
around.

We classify the teachers' lessons about the wcrkplace as dispositions since, in most cues,
the lessons stopped short of training students in specific skills they might require to carry
them out. Rather, the focus appeared to be more on giving students an appreciation of the
contingencies and constraints they could expect to encounter and on inculcating the broad
habits that would be necessary to deal with workplace problems.

4e. Emphasising suds over means. An attitude related to simulating workplace
situations in the classroom involved the distinction between the end result of a task and the
process one uses to get there.

EXAMPLE: In an interview, Mr. Smith espoused a stzong belief in "fianction over form."
He related his experience in the Israeli army, where, as an air force mechanic, he was
often forced to fix aircraft using tools and parts that had to be made impromptu to fit the
required fimctionality. This was consistent with his stated philostrphy of education: the
main Josue is the final producteither it works or it doesn'tand students can use what-
ever means necessary, as long as it works. His belief was also consistent with his class-
room behavior Mr. Smith did not watch students closely to see how they were cutting
their hamm.a.u.ds or drilling their holes, except in a few came where a student was
doing something dangerous. But when students showed him what they had done, he was
quick to judge whether the quality was adequate.

4f. Zueouragiag questioniai of authority. In Waring ends over means, the teach-
ers were communicating to students that there are often multiple ways of solving problems,
and that it is frequently counterproductive to adhere unquestioningly to many 'rules of
behavior." This attitude clearly extended to their own behavior (a fact that was not missed by
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the students). Neither Ms. Mama nor Mr. Smith held school bureaucracy in great respect, nor
did they always follow school procedure.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams noted that the schoc: committees studying the improvement of
teaching skills are ill adviled because "committees, (and] the school board are about talk-
ing, not actions. Teachers need to stop studying problems and start doing . . . I come
from an industry that must do, not just talk.'

Both teachers challenged school norms but found ways to participate in school activities
and yet remain autonomous. They both felt that "correct form" impeded useful !motioning in
their classrooms. In short, they had adopted the attitude of questioning authority and norms,
and through their behavior, they encourage the same in their students. One student challenged

authority as follows:

EXAMPLE: A Chicano student had no use for the assignment to design a six-room Vic-

torian house for his final project, and declared that he would design a one-bedroom house
for a "poor Mexican family." This change in plan meant, of course, that his project work
would be significantly reduced. Ms. Adams did not object outright, as she accepted his
message that history, for him, meant "Mexican." In an effort to push him to do an
equally complicated project, she said, "Hey, get with it! Design it for a rich Chicano who

made it in the barrio . . . who wants a real classy place to live and enjoy his money.' The
student switched gears and, by the completion of the project, had discarded all his initial
selections and replaced them with more sophisticated designs in the Southwestern tradi-

tion.

Teachers encouraged a questioning attitude in the classroom, while fostering project prog-

ress and learning. Classroom management was a balance between respect for students on the
one hand and control over the classroom on the other.

EXAMPLE: In her interview Ms. Adams commented that "classrooms that are bound
and determined that academic achievement will take place' do not offer an environment
where students are "required to take responsibility for choices because the right answer is
what they (teachers] look for. But what happens when the right answer changed and it
wasn't in the textbook and the teacher didn't know it because the teacher stopped learn-
ing? These kids are smart, and some days they have the answer and you don't." She
then added emphatically, "My classroom is not a democracy and kids know it. rye got to
have some control over these tough characters."

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith calls himself a thctator in his classroom, and he is, when it
comes to the quality of his students' work. Otherwise, the shop has a highly social atmo-
sphere with a lot of joking and moving about as students work on individual projects. H.
also speaks of "scratching your boas's back." H. wants his students to carefully pick their

battles with authority.

5. Cooperative Skills

Several factors conspired to make cooperative skills importsnt in the classrooms. First,
the group projects in Ms. Adams's class required studenta to work together. Cooperation was
explicitly sanctioned and dircussed, using the term "consensus process." This denoted a pro-

cedure whereby the student made a decision (e.g., selecting fabric) by offering a choice and at
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least one reason t4 justify that choice (the rationale). Other students were required to respond
to the choice and debate it in terms of the offered rationale. Ms. Adams described consensus
process in considerable detail at the beginning of the course, although later in the semester she
did not focus on it explicitly.

EXAMPLE: Karen, a student with several leadership positions in school, did not want to
work with a group that had chosen another leader. For a while she stopped coming to
class, and then she participated in group decision making reluctantly (she did not like her
group's choices, either). Karen admitted that she was angry because she did not know
how to be part of a group and not lead. After a while, bothered that she was letting the
group down, she decided to got involved again. In the end, she Mt she had made a con-
tribution and that the final project was good. Although she was fully aware ef this situa-
tion, Ms. Adams did not intervene except to let Karen know that she expected her parti-
cipation. According to Ms. Adams, this is how she forces students to take responsibility
for their own actions. For Ms. Adams, this wu a particularly important lesson for the
workplace: "What happens when Karen is at a negotiating table and things aren't going
her way? . . . If she walks, she's gone. Now, wun't that a wonderful lesson to learn at
17?"

By contrast, Mr. Smith rarely called explicitly for cooperation, as projects in his class
were carried out individually. However, as we noted above, we observed considerable coopera-
tion arising out of Mr. Smith's ifte_nce that the student* use the environment to solve their
problems, rather than relying on his authority and expertise. In addition, as we discuss later
on, Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith both employed master-apprentice teaching styles that engen-
dered cooperation.

Summary: Relationships between Generic Skills and Dispositions

To summarize, our analysis identified several kinds of generic skills that were the focus of
teaching. However, the teaching of these reasoning skills was more implicit than explicit. For
example, Ma Adams's project-centered curriculum structure provided an ideal forum for teach-
ing students about a broad range of generic skills, such as subgoal decomposition, hypothesis
generation and testing, and so on. But instead of explicitly teaching the stops of a problem-
solving process, she stauctured the environment to induce students to use them. How she
accomplished this, and the implications of this approach for learning, are discussed in the sec-
tions that follow.

In addition, we found that teachers emphasised dispositionsattitudes and general work
habits or ethicsover complex reasoning skills or domain-specific trills. Furthermore, the
dispositions and attitudes we observed art related in interesting ways to generic skills. In gen-
eral, we can think of the attitudes as general cognitive dispositions to act. For example, the
attitude of 'think for yourself' or *um your brain" is essentially an exhortation to marshal
one's cognitive and affective resources in the service of a problem or goaL Dispositions, there-
fore, do not take the place of generic problem-solving skills. For example, when you have
decided to allocate resources to solve a problem, you still need to invoke skills that will, say,
decompose your main goals. Without such basic attitudes, however, a student may never be in
a position to attempt to exercise or learn important problem-solving eldlls. If a student doss
not believe be is responsible for solving a problem, he will often do the minimum amount pos-
sible to deal with it. In such cuss, students' *mindless" approaches to problems may subvert
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attempts to teach them useful problem-solving skills. In some sense, then, having the produc-
tive attitudes discussed here is prerequisite to learning and using many other generic skills.
We believe that in many cases our teachers, recognising that their students lacked these basic
attitudes, focused on imparting them rather than teaching more sophisticated reasoning skills.
Interestingly, this conclusion appears consistent with several studies in which employers were
interviewed about desirable employee traits (e.g., Brown, 1988; Carnevale, Gainer, and Meltzer,
1988; Michigan Employability Skills Task Force, 1988). While subject-specific and complex
reasoning skills were high on the lists, attitudes and work habits (e.g., an ability to show up for
work on time) were equally ganged.

HOW THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTED LEARNING

In this section we look more at the how of learning than the what. Instead of examining
the content of the knowledge communicated, we discuss some of the factors that might have
contributed to the success of the classrooms as learning environments. In examining these fac-
tors we do not restrict ourselves to only the teachers' techniques for conveying major lessons.
While such techniques are important, we also examine the physical and social structure of the
classroom. Our view is that the teacher is just one of several tools in the classroom environ-
ment that can support learning.

Our analysis of the factors contributing to learning is more formative than our assess-
ment of generic skills and attitudes being taught. To understand the knowledge that was the
focus of learning and teaching we were able to rely on an extensive literature in cognitive sci-
ence. That work provided a theory that describes relatively igorously the structure of some
generic skills, yielding list of features we could expect to see in the field. However, with few
exceptions, there is no similar, broad theory of how environments can be configured to support
the learning of such skilla The work of Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989) on cognitive
apprenticeship provided a main theoretical foothold for our analysis.

We divide the discussion of classroom environments into several different categories.

Features of the curriculum, course content, and the classroom.
Teaching policy: overall properties of the teacher's approach to teaching in the class-
room
Teaching iachniques: more specific techniques used by the teacher to further his or
her knowledge goals for the studentL

We discuss each category below, first describing our observations, then speculating on
how each supported the knowledge goals delineated in the previous section.

Features of the Curriculum and Classroom

1. Projeet-based. The dominant feature of the classes was that students learned while

doing projects. In the vocabulary of Collins, Brown, and Newman (1980), learning was
*situated." In Ms. Adams's class, for *sample, students worked in groups of three to five on a
single project that lasted approximately six weeks. In Mr. Smith's class, projects were individ-

ual, and several (up to five or adz) were completed in a semester. Although both teachers pro-
vided lectures and demonstrations (where all students watched the teacher perform some task),
these activities accounted for a relatively small percentage of classroom time and were always
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given in the context of information needed by the students to complete projects. In both
classes, grades were determined almost exclusively by performance on the projects.

Several features of the projects are worthy of note. First, the tasks appeared to have
some authenticity. In Mr. Smith's class, a project's authenticity was guaranteed by the fact
that, when complete, it resulted in a usable object (e.g., a hammer). Since students were free
to choose their projecta (within limits), they could plan to build artifacts that were potentially
valusble for them. In Ms. Adams's class, authenticity derived from her personal interest in
interior design. As a working professional in that field, she attempted to structure student
projects to resemble, at least in form, the sort of project actually produced in professional inte-
rior design firms.

EXAMPLE: At the completion of the project, students were required to present their
work. In preparation for this presentation, Ms. Adams modeled how presentation boards
4conta1ning selections of materials for each room) should be designed. She explained that
such presentations were crucial in selling the client. In addition, students were required
to prepare project budgets and telephone manufacturing firms to get actual prices.

Ms. Adams also frequently used "war stories" to teach students a particular lesson or
communicate about the project. For example, she explained why linen drapes are a poor choice
by relating a story about a client who had insisted that she use linen for the drapes. This
choice proved disastrous, because linen reacts to humidity: when it was damp the drapes
sagged and lost their pleats, when dry they shrank and wrinkled. War storiesthe anecdotal
retelling of experiences to one's sesociates on the jobhave been shows to be very effective
mesas for teaching and learning diagnostic skills in a community of workers (e.g., Orr, 19118).

Second, perhaps partly because of their authenticity, the projects generally appeared to be
intrinsicslly motivating. Overall, students were on-task a high percentage of the time. In Mr.
Smith's class this was uniformly true. In Ms. Adams's class, at the outset students were not
fully engaged with the task and often attempted to look busy without working. By the end of
the project, virtually all the students seemed heavily involved.

Relationship to knowledge goals. The fact that the projecta were motivating to students
generally insured a high time-on-task, so most students were exposed to many potential learn-
ing experiences. The relative authenticity of the projects meant that the students were in
learning environments whose lessons were possibly valuable. The use of an authentic task
clearly reflected the teacher belief that exposing students to practical work lessons is eseental.

Design* the projects to last for fairly long periods permitted students to be exposed to
problem-solving challenges that students in many classrooms rarely see. In academic classes,
for example, typical student tasks begin and end in a relatively short time (less than an hour in
math classes, perhaps a few days in classes such as history). Consequently, students are rarely
required to manage their own time or decide how to organise or decompose large goals into
subtasks. In addition, although many academic claims give students opportunities to
coope's/a, the period is typically too short to be of much instructional value; the cooperative
skills we saw in the vocational classes generally did not develop to an effective level until after
several weeks of interaction. It is interesting to note that projects in the workplace very often
extend for weeks or months. Most classroom experiences do not prepare students for the
problem-solving challenges posed by such long-term activities.

Authenticity was also derived from a reliance on workplace norms aesociated with project
progress awl completion. Initially, we observed more socialising going on in the classroom
than one expects and thought that project progress might be suffering. But from our
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assessment of the physical changes in the environment (i.e., the "found objects") over time, we
learned that projects were progressing much further than we had thought The room became
progressively messier as students involved themselves in solution generation and repair.

EXAMPLE: During the project's fifth week we observed side desks covered with rolls of
paper, primarily discards with various shapessquares, rectangiescut and removed. W.
counted ten such discards, left from students' work on composing boards. Wallpaper
books were open to samples. Samples were cut from design magazines. The east wall of
tables was littered with seven T-squares, three seta of boards (two used and crudely cut,
the third new), a box of uncut boards, and a box of tile samples with seven of 24 remain-
*. The bookcase of wallpaper and design books was no longer organized, as students
selected materials continually. The multidrawer storage cabinet for finished products was
three-quarters full; two weeks before it had been empty.

Project work in the workplace has similar dynamics. Socializing goes on until the very
last minute, when the deadline crunch is near. Solution pnercion and repair is manifested in
mock-ups, draft reports, paper piles, and messy offices. In Ms. Adams's class, evidence of this
trial-and-error period could be seen in the mock display boards using plain paper and the mul-
tiple drawings of floor plans and elevations showing various degrees of detail and accurscy.

Just as a swooned manager knows just the right criteria by which to judge project prog-
ress, Ms. Adams monitored progress by the types of questions students asked. She character-
ized certain types of queries as "first-week" questions: *What do I do next?" "Where can I
find a pencil and taper She could see progress when students began to ask questions indicat-
ing their active involvement with problem solving: "Does this sketch need more shading?"
*Does this mirror work as a focal point?" While Ms. Adams's approsch to monitoring and her
adult treatment of students love the appearance of a "hands-off" teacher, the classroom. also
took on a decidedly workplace orientation akin to one in which expectations about a project's
completion guide a manager's communications to, monitoring of, and intervention with adult
workers.

2. Freedom In organising projects. The way the projects were organized appeared at
least as important as the project content in contributing to student learning. In these class-
rooms, we observed a high degree of student choice at many levels.

Choice of projects. In Ms. Adams's class, projects were underdefined. While all groups
were required to decorate six rooms of a house, the house itself was open to choice, as
was the design of each room. In Mr. Smith's clms, each project had a well-defined
product, but the choice of product was up to the student.
No intermediate milestones. Especially in Ms. Adams's class, once students understood
the basic deliverables of the project, they were given relatively little aid in decompos-
ing this large goal into managealil. subgoals. This often led to floundering. But it
also forced students to manage their own time and make decisions about how to orga-
nise or decompose large tasks.
Students did not proceed lockstep. Students had surprising autonomy while working on
projects. This is partly a consequence of the lack of structum that resulted from hav-
ing no intermediate milestones. To further encourage students to work at their own
pace, the teethe!. physically structured the clam so that students generally knew
where the required tools were and how to use them (e.g., Mr. Smith trained students to
use all the important power tools at the beginning of the semester). In this way the
teachers further relinquished local control on student actions, in strong contrast to the
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typical practice of providing access to materials and tools through the teacher, which is
a natural way to regulate and synchronize student behavior. The relaxation of teacher
control also allowed, among other thinp, free student movement around the classroom
as well as other behaviors that gave the appearance of disorder and general chaos.
However, teachers apparently felt the benefits accompanying the disorder outweighed
its costs.
Teachers resisted intervention. Surprisingly, teachers spent little time circulating and
judging student progress. Ms. Adams, for example, even at the beginning of the proj-
ect when students were floundering the most, generally stayed at her desk (at the front
of the class) and cOmmented only when students asked questions. As previously dis-
cussed, the fact that teachers did not intervene did not mean they wore not monitoring
students.
Students performed different tasks and learned different skills. Not only were students
permitted to proceed at their own pace on projects, but, at least in Ma Adams's class,
they were not required to learn uniform skills. Each project required the completion of
several tasks involving very different skills (e.g., doing hittory of an architectural
period, drawing the house elevation, selecting fabrics for rooms). Members of each
group could negotiate to determine who would do each task. Hence, within limits, stu-
dent' could select tasks that appealed to them or for which they bad talent.
Freedom from typical classroom rules. Consistent with their belief that school con-
straints are often unnatural, teachers implicitly structured their classrooms so that at
least some of the conventions of normal classrooms were abandoned. As we mentioned
earlier, both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith were skeptical of classroom rules designed to
maintain order (e4, students rambling quiet and seated). Me. Ademe coniclously
permitted a considerable amount of fraternizing and off-project activity in her class.
This freedom was curtailed only when group members abused the privilege by falling
behind in their work. In general, students were permitted to talk freely and move
about the classroom as they wished.

Relationship to knowledge goals. The way the teachers structured projects is consistent
with the goals set out in the previous section. In many respecta, the freedom given students to
organise their projects reflects the realities of the workplace. In addition, it is consistent with
teachers' interest in having students make their own decisions and take responsibility for those
decisions. For Ms. Adams, at least, this conviction goes further. One of her main knowledge

goals was to help students learn to be bold in decision making or to be creative. Central to her
model of how to engender creativity was to put minimal constraints on students' thinking.

While organising projects in an unconstre_ned fashion is consistent with imparting cer-
tain important skills and attitudes, it has potential drawbacks. In particular, in both class-
rooms we observed behavior that bordered on chaos and floundering. In giving students the
freedom to orgsnise their activities there is a real danger that they will dissolve into disorgani-
zation. Below we discuss some of the techniques the teachers used to prevent this, and we also

discuss what happened when they failed to prevent it.

The Bole of Teacher Policies

The teachers had mayoral broad rules of thumb or policies that seemed to govern in a glo-

bal way how they informed and interacted with students. These policies often complemenbad

features of the projects and helped to enhance the value of the projects in supporting learning.
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1. Teacher and student on an *equal" footing. Many observations suggested that
teachers strove to interact with students "on their level,' or perhaps to elevate students to the
teacher's level. This was most easily seen in the casual frienftms and respectfulness of
teacher-student interactions. For example, Mr. Smith's students often called him by his last
name only; Ms. Adams and her students frequently spent the minutes before and after class in
social conversation. Ms. Adams's rapport with her students was evident during our interview
with her at the end of the semesterseveral students stopped by to get their grades, discuss
problems they wow having with other teachers, and chat about the senior class party. The
existence of this common level was clearly understood explicitly by the tuchers, and perhaps
more implicitly by the studenta. Our discussions with students reveded that they sensed
genuine caring and respect from the teachers. Ms. Adams, for example, is aware, and
chagrined, that many taachers have a low opinion of their students. In contrast, her view is
very positive:

There are many issues outside of teaching that are important in the school. I am just amazed
at the problems them kids have while they are still taking clause. And they pull it off. How
can you look down on these kids when they.do all of that? Could you do it? I couldn't when
I wu that ap.

Relationship to knowledge goals. Our observations suggest this common level served
several important functions. Most obviously, it improved student-teacher relationships. Gen-
erally, teachers find it easier to tesch students who like and admire them and who feel that the
respect is mutual. Second, it is consistent with the teachers' attempts to &engage the clam-
room from usual academic conventions. Among these conventions is a view that students are
in some sense inferior to teachers, at lust in knowledge and experience. Third, the common-
level approach is consistent with the teachers' attempts to reduce their authority (at least with
respect to providing the sole standard of judgment) and to instill students with a senile of
independence. Finally, the positive relationship between students and teacher provided an
environment in which students could make decisions without fear of failure, as we elaborate
below.

2. Masterapprentioe relationship more than student-teacher. Broadly, the kind
of relationship we observed arising between student and teacher was neither the usual
student-teacher relationship nor a stzictly collegial one. Rather, in some respects it resembled
the roles of master and apprentice.2 The tucher was regarded as the expert or "moder practi-
tioner of the craft, and he or she also possessed a greater associated factual knowledge and
skill. On the other hand, the student had a limited knowledge of facts and skill but was
increasing both continually.

Both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith were competent lecturers but placed little emphasis on
this way of communicating information. Mr. Smith's lectures were usually quit* brief, and
they appeared to be the least interesting part of each class for both teacher and students. He
explained that lectures were kept brief because they usually involved demonstzating procedures.
Ideally, such lectures came just before students were ready to use the procedures. However,

since Mr. Smith's students did not progress in unison, many students forgot the lectured infor-
mation by the time it was needed.

'The Aurae that conedtute a master-epprentioe relationship have been the subject of much recent debate (S4,
Conine, Brown, and Newman. 19N). la pastinger, the West to which midser meters give Minutiae about student
uthemenos ic unclear. Thus, one might argue that many masters would provkle ewe feedback and correction than
did mu teachers. In lam Nations we evaluate teacher decision making in more detail.
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One-on-one tutoring or master-apprentice interactions were the main methods by which
teachers distributed information and shaped the students' progress. While a considerable
amount of Ms. Adams's class time was spent at her desk at the front of the class, she would
also circulate and interact at least once with every group. When students were still at the
novice level, typically during the early stages of the project, her interactions might be either
motivational or managerial in intent

EXAMPLE: Dave, a second-semester student working independently on his project, asks
Ms. Adams about his next 'dep. (According to Ms. Adams, this was a "first-week' ques-
tion.) She replies quite sharply, giving him the answer and then continuing with the
admonishment, "rm raising my voice to you, Dave, because you ought to know this infor-
mation. You had this last semester.' Dave just blandly returns her look and asks, "So
what is the next step?' Ms. Adams replies with exasperation, "DAVE?

However, as groups journeyed from requiring management, through requesting merely
technical information, and finally to asking for artistic consultation, the perceived quslity of
the interactions improved.

EXAMPLE: Ms. Adams only approached this group once today, although she made
several trips to other groups. In dealing with this advanced group, she conversed at a
very high level and about domain-specific issues. For example, it wasn't in terms of
*How's your decision making going?* or even "Let's see what you've chosen for the
entranceway," but rather "Use Louis XIV, maybe Georgian, definitely not Colonial or
Louis XV." She made no comment whatsoever on what the students had done, but just
offered advice of this sort.

Ms. %cisme was skilled at giving constructive local critiques of designs and at dispensing
important pieces of information on request. While her lectures were invariably interesting,
they focused primarily on factual information (e.g., properties of a wide range of fabrics). This
sort of information was important in students' projects, as, for example, they needed to know
facts about certain fabrics in order to make selections and then justify them later. However,
much of the information students needed was procedural, such as how to cut matte boards or

mount fabric. Virtually all this procedural knowledge was transmitted in tutorial or master-
apprentice interactions. Indeed, we noted many cases where Ms. Adams simply forgot to com-
municate information while lecturing and distributed it later in one-on-one interactions. In
general, her teaching seemed more opportunistic than planned, a style she seemed to prefer
over a didactic approach following a strict leseon plan (cf. McArthur, Stan, and Zmuidsinas,
1990).

Relational* to knowledge goals. The master-apprentice or one-on-one tutoring policy was
essential because the students did not proceed in unison and their needs for information and
coaching differed greatly. In some cages, the teachers' solution to this problem was to repeat
the information in one-on-one tutoring interactions as students needed it. An important alter-
native technique used by both teachers was to delegate this responsibility to other students
who had mastered the procedure in question. As with other muter-apprentice situations, there
is no discrete distinction between student and teacher, but rather a continuous gradation of
expertise from low to high. Both teachers took advantage of this padction by encouraging

more advanced studente to help less advanced ones. This solution had several important side
benefits with respect to the teachers' knowledge goals. Not only did apprenticeship reduce the
burden on the teacher, it also encouraged student cooperation, acted as a motivator or reward
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for the student giving the advice, and freed students from dependence on the teacher's author-
ity.

8. Adult limning model. Much cif the teachers' behavior, especially Ms. Adams's, can
be accounted for by their explicit view that students are mature, reasonably experienced, and
motivated to learn. Several observations are consistent with this hypothesis. Most of Ms.
Adams's teaching experience has been in adult vocational education and traWing classes, which
are often project-centered. Second, in many adult education closes, the introduction and
motivation for projects is brie .1.. This is consistent with our observation that teachers min-
imised lecture time, often preferring to distaibute information on an as-needed basis when stu-
dents were solving project problems. Third, and consistent with the constrained introduction
and mansgement of projects, paperwork is also often minimized. We noted that students were
given surprisingly little "hardcopy" information. For example, in Ms. Mams's class, students
were not given a written description of the main deliverables of their, projects, even though
there were several well-defined tasks that needed to be accomplished.

Relations* to knowledge goals. We observed several ways in which this adult learning
model worked well for the students. In the most general sense, it promoted an egalitarian
atmosphere in class, consistent with the teacher's desire to raise the "lever of the students. In
addition, it permitted greater time-on-task in projects and enabled teachers to focus their
teaching efforts more on "miao-apprenticeships" than on lectures, which could not be tailored
to the needs of individual students. However, we also noticed several potentially undesirable
effects of this approach to teaching, which we &tell later on.

4. Clem projects as business; ammuntability. Throughout project work, the teachers
continually shaped students' learning and performance by relating aspects of the project to the
workplace. In Ms. Ackmis class, projects were initially motivated by their relationship to
external factors. Ms. Adams made-it clear to students that the project activities they were
engaged in simulated the tasks of real designers. Students were alio made aware that perform-
ing well in the class had some more immediate real-world benefits: local stores often hired stu-
dents who completed this course; previous students in the class had gone on to win design com-
petitions. Thus, in several ways, her studenta undwatood that their projects were not simply
academic exercises.

During the course of projects both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith justiLied many of their deci-
sions by citing their authentic relationship to workplace contingencies. For example, as noted
above, Mr. Smith would usually resist giving answers to students, instead asking them what
would happen if he were unavai_lable. Mr. Smith frequently used business metaphors in dis-
cussing how students will be judpd; "If you don't work, you won't get paiethat is, the
student's grade will suffer. For Ms. Adams, relating consequences of student behavior to work-
place contingencies is second nature, as she said in her interview (see "Knowledge Goals" in
Sec. IV, Part a).

Mr. Smith not only discussed students' performance in terms of the workplace, but in
several ways actually violated conventions to transform the classroom into a workplace.

EXAMPLE: At the beginning of class, students cheerfully arm themselves with their
brooms and dustpans and police the campus and pergola area, then return to clams for
their "reward" (grilled cheese sandwiches). This practice has been especially arranged by
Mr. Smith and is, st:ictly speaking, against school rules, since students are not supposed
to be in the yard during class time.
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Mr. Smith explained that the sandwiches are distributed as part of the school nutrition pro-
gram, and those that remain uneaten get thrown away. Thus, he "made a deal' with the food
concessioner at the school to give the sandwiches to him in exchange for his students' cleaning
up the lunch area. The janitor, of course, is also happy with this arrangement

EXAMPLE: Mr. Smith asks for a volunteer, selects a student (usually one that is far
along on his/bar project), and has the student help with some specific tssk. In one case
the student helped make dustpans for the yard-cleaning activity and for shop cleaning.
Once Mr. Smith had completed spot-wilding, he folded the precut sheet metal while the
student helped hold the metal down. Mr. Smith spoke to the student and gave pointers
throughout

These tactics are true "multipurpose moves" that serve to further Mr. Smith's goals. They tie
the classroom to authentic workplace situations, model the ideas of looking beyond form to
function and questioning authority (the first example), and represent classic master-apprentice
interactions (the second example). Moreover, they provide his students with meals (many of
them are from poor families and may come to school hungry) and, finally, provide Mr. Smith
with useful shop tools.

Although the workplace perspective aims at making students accountable for their work,
teachers are careful to temper the hard line this implies when it might jeopardize student
motivation.

EXAMPLE: The class is almost over (Mr. Smith had called for cleanup), but one girl is
not quit* through sawing a wedge off her hammerhead. He just stops and completes it for
her. In skim this Mr. Smith makes an obvious exception to his rule of insisting the stu-
dents solve problems themselves and not appeal to authority. Apparently he felt that
completing this goal at this particular time was very important

EXAMPLE: Linda and Rose nervously seek out Ms. Adams's assistance on their project,
since both Stan and Anna (an exchange student who returned home) have left the group.
Ms. Adams tells them not to write Stan off yet, and she promises that she will amign
another student to help them with the art work if he does not return. She recruits Frank
as the backup, promising him uteri credit for the work.

Thus, these teachers appeared to understand the pedagogical limitations of strictly viewing the
classroom as a workplace.

The Role of Specific Teaching Techniques

Teachers employed specific teaching techniques to implement their knowledge goals and
policies. In the above discussion of different policies we had occasion to describe several tech-
niques used in their service. Here we attempt to understand the specific techniques employed
by the teachers to solve some of the problems that arise in a project-centered classroom where
students are given considerable freedom and aro taught using an adult learning model. The
main challenge was to keep students on-task without obviously constraining their problem

solving.
1. Techniques for encouraging boldness sad indopenden000a "fail-soft"

environment. Teachers recogoised that students would not be willing to make bold, indepen-
dent decisions in a typical classroom environment, which harshly penlises the failures that
inevitably result. Several teacher techniques insured that students did not regard failure as

undeeirable.
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Attempts at creative solutions held intrinsically desirable. Ms. Mama, in particular,
made it very clear to her students that the act of trying unusual design combinations
would be rewarded regardless of the quality of the result. During the interview, she
confirmed that some students with *objectively* poor projects could get high grades if
they had shown attempts at creative thinking and consistent attention to the task at
hand.
Refraining from correcting errors. Teachers often did not correct student errors. As we
discussed above, Mr. Smith's teaching philosophy viewed errors as usefal learning
situations. Ms. Adams's philosophy was that correcting errors threatened students'
creativity. She noted that instead of correcting what she felt wore dubious design deci-
sions, she preferred to take a more constructive approach by providing alternatives to
the students' proposals.
Nqative feedback withoui negative affect. Even though the teachers encouraged
creative efforts, they sometimes judged the results critically. Moreover, Ms. Mama
and Mr. Smith were exceptionally gifted in being able to communicate negative infor-
mation without threatening students. While Mr. Smith was often quite gruff with stu-
dents, and Ms. Adams frequently laughed at (or perhaps with) students, both teachers
earthily structured their relationships so that students were rarely threatened by the
teacher's honest appraisal. The students appeared to understand that criticism did not
mean a loss of respect or caring.
Constructive use of/allures. Both teachers were able to turn failed attempts at problem
solution into positive learning experiences.

EXAMPLE: In Ms. Adams's class, one of the more advanced groupe forgot to do a major
part of the project. Ms. Adams makes this omission clear. She comments that on the
review sheet (every student must fill out a review sheet in which they critique the
successes and failures of their project and group) their task is to figure out what hap-
pened and to 'try to figure out why no one is to blame."

In information-processing terms, the teachers were supporting and encouraging students'
attempt& to generate many solution paths in confronting a problem. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, they were demonstrating that failed solution paths might be repsired and they were
modeling techniques for repair that ure the information gathered from failed paths.

2. Techniques for dealing with students who aro not pro...ding in unison. One
of the major challenge facing the teachers was the problem of dealing with students who are
often simultaneously engaging in very different tasks. How can the teacher be sure the stu-
dents are on-task and productive? The teachers appeared to use several tools or tactics:

Motivation and responsibility. Especially in Mr. Smith's clams, we found that very few
students were attempting to avoid working. Motivated students generally require rela-
tively little minute-to-minute monitoring. Ms. Adams monitored progress by evaluat-
ing the types of questions being asked.
Grading. As in most classes, final grades appeared to be an important tool in keeping
the students on-task. However, grades are effective in keeping students on-task only
to the extent that students find them meeningful. Either because the projects were
intrinsically valued * the students, or for extrinsic reasons (to please the teacher, to
graduate, etc.), grades were generally important to these students.
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Group management shills. While the teachers let students try things out their own way
and make mistakes, both seemed to have excellent monitoring and diagnosis abilities.
They could rapidly scan a class and determine when a student's mistake had gone too
far. Then the teachers would intervene, often orchestrating the encounter at a dia.
tance.

EXAMPLE: At the beginning of class, several students try to drill holes. They aren't
making much progress, and, since Mr. Smith has his back turned and is occupied with
other work, this is likely to continue. Suddenly, Mr. Smith yells from across the room,
tolling Tomas that something is wrong with the way he is setting up the drill. He
explains the problem briefly, Tomu begins again, and Mr. Smith goes back to his own
work.

Apprenticeship and micro-teaching techniques. As we noted above, teachers accepted
the need to repeat information frequently to students and turned that burden into a
benefit by delegating authority to students who had already been tutored.

EXAMPLE: Working on the floor plan, a frustrated student tells Ms. Adams, "I've tried
this throe different ways, and can't get it right. What is most easy?" She suggests that
he talk to Sam, whom she had previously tutored through the floor plan sketch. The two
students work together for nearly ten minutes and successfully move the project along.

3. Teohniques for dealing with students who are solving ill-defined problems.
Eepecially in Ms. Adsms's class, a major challenge for the teacher (and the students) was that
students were dealing with ill-dsfined problems as well as progreesing at different rates.
Because the students were not fsmiliar with such *open* problems, we observed a great deal of
floundering and low productivity in the early stages of the project.

EXAMPLE: A group looks through magazines to select pieces of furniture for a room.
After about 10 minutes, only one student is holding up pictures, while the rest of the
group gives yes/no responses. There is one generator and three testers. One student
leaves the class for points unknown. A few minutes later the student slows his pace of
generating examples, and the others, bored with waiting, look around, watch the class, but
do not communicate. Finally, one picks up a magazine and asks "What do we do nowr

Scenarios such as these were typical, and they explain how a given group might spend an
entire class selecting one piece of fabric. Ms. Adams used several of the techniques noted
above to guide students and reduce unproductive behavior. In particular, micro-teaching and
apprenticeship tactics were essential in modeling how tu select fabrics and furniture. Ms.
Adams also expected the students to be relatively self-reliant and motivated.

However, Ms. Adsms refrained from taking several obvious actions that might make the
problem more well defined. For enmple, although some aspects of the project were inherently
ill defined or creative (e.g., the tasks of selecting and combining fabrics and furniture in
designing a room), many project deliverables were actually well defined. Students were
required to do boards for six rooms, draw floor pleas and an elevation, and write a hiatory of
the architectural period of their house. Yet, the details of these deliverables were not clear to
students (or the researchers) until very late in the project. This ambiguity lied frusteated stu-
dents. For example, when told that they would need to do *is rooms for the final project
(approzimately two weeks before the project was due, four weeks after it was begun), most stu-
dents, including groups who were the most advanced and orpnimd, were caught by surprise.
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An obvious tactic Ms. Mams could haw used was to clearly define project deliverables
and constraints in introductory lectures, accompanied by hand-outs outlining project require-
ments. Her decision not to use much constraining techniques appears to follow from her gen-
eral model of problem solving (at least for interior design, but not necessarily limited to this),
in which the ''creative procsse is given center stage. She apparently believed that giving stu-
dents more detailed project requirements would threaten their creative reasoning and interfere
with boldness in decision making. She was aware that students flounder considerably as a
result but was willing to accept a high level of *noise early in the project in return for
interesting ideas later. Mr. Smith was also willing to accept this cost

EXAMPLE: One girl spent a lot of time buffing her hammerhead to a shine before
(rather than after) she filed it down. In addition, whereas files only cut on the forward
stroke and work best at a specific angle, students scrubbed away on both strokes and at
random angles. There was little attention to optimizing labor or tool use.

Costs and Benefits of Teaching Policies and Techniques

Overall, our observations indicate that both Ms. Adam., and Mr. Smith adopt a "hands-
or policy in controlling student learning. They prefer to help students learn through induc-
tion and discovery rather than to teach didactically and directly. Of course, along with its
potential benefits, this strategy is not without its costs, some of which we have enumerated. In
many specific contexts, the teachers are aware of these costs, exemplified by Mr. Smith's
allowing students to file forward and backward when he obviously knew it was wrong. More-
over, both teachers appear to haw a pneral understanding of the inefficiencies of undirected
learning. But by word and * action they indicate they are willing to accept this potentially
high cost in exchange for benefits measured primarily in terms of dispositions and beliefs stu-
dents acquire when given great responsibility for their own learning.

It is difficult to determine whether the benefits of a hands-off teaching policy outweigh
the costs. Part of this difficulty certainly stems from the subjective nature of those costs and
benefits. These teachers value the benefits highly, while other teachers may place a much
greater premium on domain-specific knowledge and generic problem-solving skills than on
dispositions and beliefs. Even so, as we indicated in the last section, we observed teaching
techniques that appeared to actually inhibit the teachers goals. In particular, it is a common
mieconception (shared not only by our teachers but perhaps much more widely) that orpnking
tasks earthily and giving students clear constraints and goal structures are incompatible with
permitting them freedom on open or ill-defined tasks. The literature on problem solving illus-
trates several techniques for structuring open tasks, avoiding some of their potential costs in
terms of floundering but still mainteming their boned&

In mammary, it is possible to evaluate the teachers' educational policies and techniques for
implementing them ex two levels. First, we might take issue with their general choice of an
open, discovery-oriented environment as opposed to a more didactic classroom structure. How-
ever, there I. little literature in education or cognitive science that allows us to decisively favor

espitive seism model el problem soMeg, mop* provides one sheesste ammo& to those we oberrod.
It owns that a good Isamg esdrommest kr es ill-delinsd teak (libe hiestior dodos) should set be sompletely 01
defined (Ps 1007). Pods** whoa the leek is &Medi, the beet longs( esviressod is ow
dot shady boueè the or amstive pads For mem* Alm* the proem el shoos* Wier, terlik."
asil magma for a house is opesistisd sad should sot be mimed to as algorithm the composests et the pcoiseg
"bet rooms the students sod to ankh whet solodoing seed to be Med out to complete the ugh, sod so osmight be
very well Mho&
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one option over the other, especially considering the subjectivity of the costs and benefits of
both. Second, we might take issue with how the teachers implemented their hands-off policy.
At this level, we can point to specific tactics the teachers might have used to further their
goals. On the other hand, our analysis also shows that many of their tactics appeared very
ffective. For example, the teachers' techniques for controlling chaos can be viewed as gen-
erally creative solutions to difficult teaching problems. Overall, both Ms. Adams and Mr.
Smith have a rich intuitive undentanding of adaptive problem-solving techniques that cogni-
tive science has only recently begun to formalise.

Student Techniques and Adaptation

Having examined how the teachers' policies and techniques have shaped the learning
environment, we now turn to students' responses to this environment Below, we briefly exam-
ine student behavior, focusing primarily on how students adapted to the unconstrained
problem-solving environment in Ms. Adams's interior design class.

The student groups appeared to have different ways of adapting to the ill-defined nature
of the project and to the floundering that resulted, which we shall examine shortly. As the
project programed, groups gradually became more focused, and students defined relatively
stable roles for themselves. In some cases, the students appeared to spend as much problem-
solving mew and time establishing routines for dealing with uncertainty as in thinldng
creatively about how to coortlits furniture and fabrics. Of course, this is not necessarily
inconsistent with the teacher's knowledge goals desork:.... above. Indeed, Ms. Adams expected
it would take at least a week for most groups to begin to perform and ask meaningful questions
(e.g., *Does this fabric p with the mood of the room?* as opposed to *When do we find the
furniture books?).

In some mans we observed 'the rich getting richer,* a consequence of the openness of the
mujects, the adult learning policy of the teacher, and her willingness to start at the student's
experience and intermit book The students in some of the more advanced groups already poi-
soned several of the important skills of adult inners and thus needed to spend less energy on
manspment activities; hence they devoted more time to acquiring and Uming design skills.
Moreover, Ms. Adams was a better resource for students who had reached this step than for
students who were less advanced. She acted as a good consultant for groups engaged in
design-island decisions, but she was less effective as a coach for groups still grappling with
basic technical and organisational difficulties. For many of these poups, progress on the proj-
ect was exceedingly slow. Tasks remained ill defined for long periods of time, motivation
append low, and cooperation limited. The literature suggests that we might view the stu-
dents who flourished as *mastery-oriented* and those who did not as *help"riented*
(Dwelt and Legptt, 191111). While this may be true to some extent, it is also the case that
some of the students simply had skills that permitted them to negotiate this challenging
environment and others did not, although is,iy pereisted. At any rata, we did not measure stu-
dents' learning orientation in this study and thus cannot determine its influence here.

Below, we itemise several of the tactics groups used to organise the unconstrained
environment in which they were placed. To some extent, all of the tactics are creative and
adaptive. On the other hand, we believe that some of the responses at least partly subverted
the teacher's intentions. That is, these tactics permitted students to am:owlish their main
gval (completing the project) without requiring them to meet the teacher's intended knowledge

Pak
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1. Offloading. When confronted by the open-ended task of selecting items to decorate
rooms, many students initially appeared to have no idea of the aesthetic criteria to use to con-
strain their decision making. Instead of coming to grips with these criteria, several of the
bolder students adopted the tactic of making an apparently random selection and showing it to
Ms. Adams. If she approved it, their problem was solve& if she didn't (which was usually the
case), she often redefined the task to be much more constrained.

EXAMPLE: Tins: (Pulling out the same wallpaper sample as before) How does that
work in this bedroom? Me. Adams: (laughing) Not too good. Tint (laughing) I didn't
think so, but I thought N ask first. Ms. Adam: You've only looked at English chinty,
which has a delicate look. Look for some other chinty that would work for the mood of
your room. Tin (walking away) Thanks. (Upon his return to the group, they "cele-
brate" his getting the "right answer out of her.")

2. Bandaging. In some cases, students skirted the issue of coming to grips with artistic
questions using even more "brute-force" techniques. As with offloading, the students would
make a quick selection. But instead of consulting Ms. Adams, they would simply incorporate it
without further decision making. In some cases students attempted to use whole rooms cut
from magesines; however, Ms. Adams always caught this tactic.

EXAMPLE: Rich provides design assistance to Dave: "That carpet is ugly with that
mapper, man. Who's gonna hire you?" Dave laughs about this and goes off, coming
back a few minutes later with a new carpet sample. They do not discuss the merits of
this new item.

EXAMPLE: Alan shows Ms. Adams his living room. It is a full-page picture cut from a
mepsine. Ms. Adams explains that be must design mach room himself, not take the
magosine's design. She suggests that he take a sofa or chair or lamp for inspiration and
build around that. Alan quietly returns to his seat and, asking for scissors, begins cutting
from the picture. He also has a fidl-page picture of a ldWhen.

Generally, students adopting this technique appear to be trying to find the minimal
requirements for completing the project and satisfying them with as little effort as possible.

3. Development of different 000perative styles. Through the course of the project
we observed all groups cooperating as a mesas of dealing with the unconstrained environment.
One of the more advanced groups oomprised members who hsd already worked together (in a
previous semester), and their cooperative skills were good from the beginning. They had
already determined their roles: one student was the "workhorse," willing to go through maga-
zines to generate alternativec another the 'judge," whose artistic tastes were the most well
respected; and a third the "000rdinator," willing to present ideas to Ms. Adams and report her
feedback to the group. These roles generally remained stable throughout the project. How-
ever, most groups had not worked together before and spent several weeks negotiating stable
roles. In most cams, the cooperative styles that evolved did not appear to be as successfid as
the ideal described above. Alternative styles we observed include&

Military. After some initial controversy one student emerged as the leader, although
he or she did not appear to have the full support of the group. Consequently, the
leader did most of the project tasks, and those that were delegated were usually not
accomplished cooperatively.
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Loose anarchy. A "de facto" leader emerged, but otherwise cooperative roles were not
well defined. Frequently in this poup at least ono of the members contributed
minimally. Perhaps surprisingly, students rarely used peer pressure ta control noncon-
tributing members. Ms. Adsms also never suggested this strategy.
Lone wolf. Two students decided from the beginning that they would rather do the
project alone rather than as a member of a group. They both felt that working with a
poup was more of a hindrance than a help (one "just wanted to finish up,' while the
other. "didn't want those people thinking they are doing my work for me"). Interest-
ingly, these students evolved a useful cooperative relationship while still completing
individual projects. One of the students was a major success story. He began the proj-
ect as a "bulldoser," unwilling to confront artistic decision making. By the end of the
project, according to Ms. Adams, he had discarded all his initial selections in favor of
much more reasoned ones.

Social Learning Theory Interpretations of Teacher and Student Actions

While we have been viewing teacher behavior primarily from an information processing
perspective, the perspective of social learning theory is also illuminating. For example, it
appears possible to szplain many of the *ocher.' general attitudes, policies, and specific tech-
niques in terms of Dweck and Leggett's (1988) process model. We find evidence for the
'mastery" orientation at each of the model's levels. At the most abstract level, the ___thaellers
clearly believe that things can change. In Dweck and Leggett's terms, they do not hold an
"entity" theory of intelligence, and, generally, they believe that desirable qualities can be cul-
tivated. Perhaps more importantly, they communicate this belief to their students by
emphasis* boldness and accountability. Consistent with this belief, the teachers generally
also appear to elle011111$11 stlithilte to focus more on learning goals than on performance goals.
Many of the specific techniques we reviewed can be seen as attempts to promote learning over
performancc maldng pads, contingent on relative changes in a student's competence as
opposed to meeting some uniform performance level; promoting development over judgment;
and providing a fail-soft environment in which mistakes are not diacouraged. Overall then, we
can view the teachers as attompting to provide an environment that convinces students that
the world is changeable, not fired and beyond their control, and that learning is a key to
change.

Looking at student cognition, affect, and behavior, we can see some evidence that teacher
strategies and techniques may have helped move students from a "help's.'" to a "mastery'
orientation. In particular, the actions of severe of the "lone wolf" students in Ms. Adams's
dm show a strong change in this direction. At the beginning of the project, these students
engaged in much task-irrelevant behavior, perhaps rationalising their anticipated poor perfor-
mance by indicating a general disinterest in the clams. By the end of the project, several of the
lone wolves were clearly engaged in extensive solution-oriented eslf-instruction, and in inter-
views they offered much more positive views of the course.

Students' Opinions about Generic Skills

On the day we distributed the student questionnaire in Ms. Adams's class, 18 students
attended class and 15 (11 female and 4 male) completed the questionnaire. Most of the stu-
dents were seniors who had taken about two vocational education classes on average.
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An enmination of the students' class schedules for that semester revealed a wide diver-
sity in course loads and academic-laden versus nonacademic-laden sckwhi-.1.....a& This diversity
was echoed in the responses to a question about future educational plans: Six students
reported that they would be attending a junior college, with one of the six planning to major in
interior design. The others planned to attend a four-year college or university. Students' rea-
sons for enrolling in the class included interest in the domain (N 5), the reputation of the
course among counselors and Mends (N 8), and to fulfill the district fine arta requirement
(N 2).

Student ratings of course content (on a four-point scale where 1 strongly disagree and 4
strongly epee) are presented in Table 2. Students generally agreed that the generic skills

emphasised by Ms. Adams were valuable. Two skills in particular, cooperating as part of a
group to achieve a goal and justifying one's opinions with facts, appear to be highly valued.
These were skills in which Ms. Mame explicitly provided practice and that she repeatedly
emphasized in her interactions with students during the course of the final project

EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT SHAPED THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Many different kinds of factors can shape and influence what goes on in schools (cf. Barr
and Dreeben, 1968). While we can't often link these characteristics directly to student learn-
ing or persistence in school, we do know that they can either enable or constrain classroom
teaching and learning (Oakes, 1989). John Goodlad (1964) uses the term "commonplacee to
refer to the descriptive variables found in all school systems whose range of values produce the

Table 2

STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT mg= SICILIA

Item

P--unag--t Rwending

Stronily Dl.. Strongly
Diming agree Agree Agree Mein SD

I learn a lot from the teachees lectures. 53.3 46.7 3.47 .51

I'll me knowledge hom this clam in fitture lobe I get. 19.3 66.7 20.0 3.07 .59

It's important to learn to work in a gray. 40.0 60.0 3.60 .51

Ora, walk I. better than individual work for doing
problems in this class.

13.3 40.0 40.0 3.14 1.03

This class hes helped ins become mote creative in
my thinking.

6.7 6.7 46.7 40.0 3.20 .86

LOSnalle to work with others I. an important job skill. 26.7 73.3 3.73 .45

It's important to back up your opinion with facts. 40.0 60.0 3.60 .51

I have leamed bow to communicete with peopie better
bemire of this class.

26.7 00.0 13.3 2.87 .84

It I have a choice between working alone or with
others, I'd rather work alone.

6.7 53.3 33.3 6.67 2.40 .74

Working as a group and getting a group grade on
projects is hit and a good way to work.

46.7 40.0 19.3 2.67 .72

NO1% N 15 far all items except the fourth, where N 14.
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observable differences between systems. These commonplaces include: educational objectives,
curriculum guidelines, textbooks and materials, teachers and their knowledge capital, staff
development, student assignment, resource and time allocation, testing, school organisation,
and incentives. In the case of vocational education, other external factors may also impinge,
particularly demands from the workplace concerning the kinds of skills workers need. In addi-
tion, context information provides clues to policymakers about why schools get the outcomes
they do. Measuring or understanding what goes on in schools can add important information
to discussions about how to improve them (Oakes, 1989).

Since it was beyond the scope of this exploratory study to xamine all these commonplace
variables, we focused our data gathering to understand the factors that might affect instruc-
tional practices in the interior design class (previously discussed in Sec. III). In parthular,
since Ms. Adams taught within the Regional Occupational Program, we gathered information
on the organisation and mission of that program by interviewing th: local ROP administrator.
We also interviewed a local employer who hired students from Ms. Adams's class, to get his
perspective on the kinds of skills needed in the workplace. Finally, we interviewed Ms. Adams
herself, to gain her perspective on teaching generic skills, her educational philosophy, and so
on.

Considering all these perspectives, we concluded that two key factors shaped instruction:
teacher autonomy and the teacher's educational philosophy. While school and ROP orgenisa-
tional policies and practices highly affect the former, they have little direct impact on the atti-
tudes that the teacher brings to the classroom. We discuss our interview results and elaborate
on these findings below. This discussion is intended W provide the contest for ono classroom
and to sugpst hypotheses about the effects of context on teaching that can be addressed in
future work.

The Rgiona Occupational Program

The Regional Occupational Program (ROP) is a state agency achninistered by the Califor-
nia Department of Education and implemented through county offices. The ROP offers
entry-level job training for local job markets where the entry wage is above minimum wage. In
addition to the goal of providing entry employment skills training, the ROP's mission eztcnds
to career exploration opportunities and preparation for higher education in a related skill.

In practice, this mission promotes several differences between ROP classes and those
traditionally offered in secondary school vocational programs. First, since the ROP intends to
provide both job training and preparation for postsecondary education or training, a more
diverse group of students enrolls in and is served * these classes. Traditional vocational edu-

cation Glares in many secondary schools essentially 'track* students not bound for college

(Oakes, 1906). Second, the ROP hires instructors who have had recent working experience in
the areas they teach. Many moondary-level vocational programs do not require such rork
experience for teachers. Finally, the ROP communicates regularly with local employers to
determine skill needs and market opportunities for its students; few vocational programs do so.

The ROP interior design class was taught at a comprehensive secondary school that
included its own vocational education comes and propane. Students attending the school
could enroll in academic, vocational, and ROP classes. Administration of the ROP classes is
largely separate from all others at the schooL The ROP administrative office is far removed
from the school's office; it maintains its own teaching and counseling staff. However, some
coordination between the local ROP office and the school administration was required. In this

!
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comprehensive school, it seemed that the ROP classes were designated as part of the school's
vocational offerings, which held a subordinate position overall in its priorities. Vocational
education's lower status was evident, for example, in the fact that vocational education con-
cerns were fragmented over several vice principals! As a second example, evening and week-
end vocational classes are officially designated as "period seven" because recordkeeping is
designed for a daytime school schedule of six periods.

While the ROP is administered by a statewide agency, local school programs have a peat
deal of autonomy over curriculum content. The reasoning is that industry teachers will be
highly attuned to workplace demands and changes and should therefore have the flexibility to
maintain program relevance to the workplace. Although teachers are required to cover a list of
state competencies, they are permitted to determine the approach and focus of their courses.

ROP administrators and teachers are not immune to locel conditions that can threaten
this autonomy. Several years ago, for example, the local school district made major policy
changes in curriculum and graduation requirements in response to statewide secondary educa-
tion reforms. The new requirements left little time for elective courses, and as a result, enroll-
ment in vocational classes (including ROP classes) and other electives (e.g., foreign language)
suffered. Since enrollment can affect funding allocations, the local ROP administrator and
others reviewed the vocational courses in the school to identify those whose content was con-
sistent with required courses. As a result, several ROP courses fulfill district graduation
requirements: interior design for fins arts; accounting for math; and entrepreneurship for
economks.II This change mound high enrollments for the interior design course. We met 2
number of students who bad in fact enrolled to fulfill the graduation requirement" The high
enrollment in the interior design class, coupled with additional funds allocated to ROP classes,
meant that Ms. Adams had a larger budget than most vocational clams at the same school
ROSOUIC66 such as a program's budget can affect the quality of the educational program pro-
vided (Oakes, 1909). According to Ms. Adams, her budget enabled her to support large projects
like the house design. We observed that students had a wide variety of profeseional materials
at their deposal, including ambitecture and design maguines and books, wallcovering and
floorcovering samples, and mounting boards. Thus, students were able to design their project
houses "from scratch,' with materials similar to those used by professional designers.

Although the ROP response to district policy increased enrollments and enhanced Ms.
Admns's ability to provide quality instruction, it might also yet compromise teacher control
over course content That is, if an ROP clare's survival depends on its resemblance to an
*academic equivalent,' it could begin to lose ita "schooling for work" focus. At the time of our
interview, we did not determine to what extent *equivalent" course requirements might affect
future ROP course content.

40ther schools administer vosatiosal sad medemic progress quite afterestly. A neighboring school district, for
ample, has a dishistuide method eduestion edielaiseeeee la sables to one at sash high @shoal.

$1Mereshauk, the ROP ednialatakee reedits the lee arts groduedos requirement to am arts gritempios" ea the
school bomd. Thus, althoush iamb/ alio moss* thins a flas arts gradostlea reqoirement, the Mule mates et
thh mrsogemerit is highly 22t4etaia. In oddities, while this Nuose-ereditine is not usommoss, it is aot the none Aw
this Mani The state is inclined to view requests tor molt credit se aftempts to dime the Impost et raised aoadsodo
repireursts.

'7/bge oompletlos of the interior desks mune was required be ease Moderns to gradate, several told us thee the
44 they reelived woe mimportam. Although that pude is included la their overall gradmmiat mew (OPA), it is
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Teacher Autonomy

Teachers in the vocational classrooms we visited seemed to have a great deal of autonomy
with respect to what they taught and how they evaluated their students. This was particularly
true for Ms. Adams. In comparison to teachers of academic classes in the same school, Ms.
Adams had great freedom in designing her course. She did not have to use a state-mandated
textbook or prepare her students for standardised nominations required by the state or for
college entrance. Nor was she concerned about preparing students to take particular advanced
courses in the same subject area.7 AU of these factors suggest that the interior design curricu-
lum had fewer domain-specific knowledge and skill requirements, relative to many academic
comes. Thus Ms. Adams was free to develop a course that stressed generic skills over
domain-specific skills. Furthermore, her choice of generic-skill knowledge goals was based pri-
marily on her own experience of what interior designers needed to know. She kept this
knowledge up-to-date by doing part-time professional design jobs and participating in profes-
sional organisations.

Our interview with a local employer corroborated the wisdom of Ms. Adams's curriculum
content decisions. This local retail store manager provided a 18-hour work experience program
for second-esmester students in vocational programs, including Ms. Adams's interior design
class. He felt that entry-level interior design jobs require both domain-specific knowledge and
domain-general skills. The manager stated that while the company values an employee's art
skills, he personally values a background in design work equally with

a personality that is outgoing and shows evidence of broad interests. . . . 'This is going to be
masons who will mix well with people and will be tree to show [his or her] creativity.

According to the meaner, he allows employees to design displays on their own and to use their
own Woes. The domainspecific portions of the job are learned through any number of art
causes that build on the "talented individual, someone with an eye for color and &sip."
Thus, his current workforce has a diverse background and includes a professional pasta-up
artist, a painter, a musician enrolled in a fine arts college program, and a cementer. Because
this group is required to "work as a crew," the manager also views cooperation and responsibil-
ity am highly important.

In addition to preparing students for work experience and, in some cams, actual employ-
ment, Ms. Adams was able to develop a curriculum that prepered students for advanced class-
work in art, architecture, and related fields. The ROP maintained data on student employ-
ment and advanced education, and the administrator gave Ms. Adams high marks for her
students' succor in these areas!

Other evidence of Wolter autonomy stoma from these vocational teachers' assessment
and evaluation practices. Much has been said and written about how standardised tasting
drives educational policy and forces academic teachers to 'teach to the test." As dimmed
earlier, neither Ms. Adams nor Mr. Smith pared their teaching towaid such tests, nor did they
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expect uniform performance from their students. Ms. Adams tells beginning studants that
they have an "average taste in design" and thus come to class as "C" students; pt a higher
grade, they need to learn something. Since many types of expertise are valued in the design
fieldcolor sense, artistic ability, art history, planningstudents can show growth in any one
of several areas. She evaluates students by gauging them at the beginning of class and deter-
mining if and how much progress they make in their chosen area.

Ms. Adams's evaluation and assessment practices may also be a by-product of benign
neglect. According to the ROP administrator, vocational and ROP classes in this school suffer
from the widespread view that "voos_tional education is for students who can't make it," Since
school success is measured by standardized tast scores in academic subjecta and four-year col-
lege entnnce rates, programs serving work-bound students receive much less attention overall.
Aa a result, vocational programs are not subject to the same accountability as academic pro-
grams. Given the the negative aspects of accountabilitysuch as the many ills attributed to
standardized testing practicesthis may be one of the few examples where the status of voca-
tional education works to the teachers' and programs' benefit.

It is important to note that Ms. Adams's level of autonomy in curricular decisions and
student evaluation practices may not constitute the norm. Other classes we visited, namely the
aircraft mechanics and computer skills classes, had well-defined domain-specific knowledge and
skill requinmentu. In addition, many vocational courses aim toward preparing students for
professional or state-mandated licensing examinations. 111 these CMOs, teaching to the tad
might also be expected.

Teacher Educational Philosophy

Generic skills teaching in these classrooms succeeded, in part, because teachers had
strong belief in their importance for workplace success. In addition, taachers' positive attitudes
about and high expectations for students and their "student-centered0 teaching practices
seemed to play a significant role.

Both Ms. Adams and Mr. Smith notad the importance of preparing students for work and
*the outside world," and both believed that they taught important skills that were not stressed
in the students' other duns. Ms. Adams wanted students to be able to "think for themselves
and not take spoon-fed information." She accomplished this by making students responsible
for their actions and not accepting their excuses. Talking about first-semester students, she
recognized their *lack of depth in design and . . . tried to get them to experiment, find ways to
implement ideas, be creative, and value working together." From second-semester students she
expected more professionalism, more sophisticated color choices, and well-formed rationales for
those choices.

Ms. Adams showed and expressed high regard for her students in several ways. First, she
got to know them well enough to be able to treat them as individuals and provide a supportive
learning environment.

EXAMPLE: Joe was a determined and goal-oriented student who preferred to be in con-
trol of his environment. He did not relate well to other students. From conversations
with him early in the semester, Ms. Adams learned that he had recently overcome peer
pressure to join a gang and had decided to stay in school, keep his part-time Job, and
graduate. When he asked her if he could work alone, she approved his request despite the
fact that he was a first-semester student. She told him that he would probsbly make
some mistakes, but she expected him to do his work and preeent a good final project.
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Ms. Adams also took an interest in the students personal lives and problems.

EXAMPLE: Cara was an abused 17-year-old who had left home and was living on her
own. She had an evening job at a local comedy club to support herself. A few weeks into
the semester, she stopped coming to class. The other students told Ms. Mama how to
reach Cars, and she called to inquire about Cara's plans. Cara had decided to leave
school, but Ms. Maras suggested she see a school counselor and consider working tward
a GED certificate. A few days later, Cara returned to school, rejoined her classes, made
up missed work, and eventually graduated with hor clams. Ms. Adams showed us a card
from Cara, thanldng her for the reminder that she *owed herself a chance.*

Although Ms. Adams's personal involvement with students may sound either exceptional
or extreme, she believed that 'there are many issues outside of teaching that are important in
the school. I am just amazed at the problems these kids have while they are still taking
classes." Although the school had professional (and peer) counseling programs to deal with
specific problems, such as drugs, pregnancy, or alcohol abuse, Ms. Adams felt that

it's important for students to have other ways to get help, otherwise you might miss some-
body who doesn't trust a program. I hate to see these kids' lives go down the tubes. If you
care about people, you can help them put their lives together.

She was appalled upon hearing a substitute teacher refer to her students as "ninth-grade
scum." She rhetorically asked the interviewer, "Are you going to get anything from someone
who thinks you're scum?'

M Adams's concern for students was supported by the ROP administistor. In ber inter-
view, the administrator defined good ROP teacher as someone who "hes a desire to give some
of what they have to students. If the -4-1ebar has that desire, the rest falls into place."10

Ms. Adams's expectations for students were uzuformly high. She demonstrated high
expectationa, for ernmple, by employing instructional techniques that are not typically used
with secondsry-school-age students. Other vocational sAtio. n teethes advised her not to
teach nonverbal communication skills to her students because they were too young to learn the
material (intended for college age). Ms. Adams went ahead and taught these sldlls and found
that students had no problems learning them. Her work experience had taught her that "you
can't put a ceiling on someone's creativity . . . if you do, they'll leave the company." She
applied this dictum to her class projects as well: "When I see them reaching, I raise the ceiling
quick.'

The combination of high respect for students as learners (and as people) and a belief that
creativity must be challenged, then, created an atmosphere to support student-centered instruc-
tion. Earlier, we outlined several methods and teaching practices that these teachers used to
create a learning environment In addition, their educational philocophy supported a mastery-
oriented approach (Dweck and Leggett, 1968) that valued learning over uniform performance
and motivated initially uninterested students to successfidly complete their class projects.

In them classrooms, teachers and students shared in the process of learning and con-
structing knowledge. This contrasts with many academic classrooms, where teachers lecture
and generally assume a role of imparting knowledge to students, who supposedly have little
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knowledge or skill to offer on their own. Student-centered teaching was also highly valued by
the ROP administrator. When she evaluated clause, she looked for "interested students doing
hands-on work . . . not glassy-eyed bored kids." ROP students were encouraged to come into
the office and talk about their classes, thus giving the achninistrator another view of what was
happening there.

Summary of School Context Factors

If we take the position that learning generic skills represents one element of a desirable,
high-quality instructional experience, then we have an interest in understanding what aspects
of the school context support that instruction. Oakes (1989) identified three context indicators
in the research literature: access to knowledge, press for achievement, and professional teach-
ing conditions. These three enabling conditions appear to promote high-quality teaching and
learning to the degree that they exist in schools. Thus, they provide one useful way to sum-
marize the information about school context variables obtained from our interviews and obser-
vations.

Access to knowledge refers to the extent to which schools provide students with opportuni-
ties to learn various domains of knowledge and skills. Several factors seemed to enhance
access to knowledge for students in this study. First, Ms. Adams had more funds than other
teachers to purchase the necessary materials to support the house design projectthe most sig-
nificant educational activity in her class. While a school's (or teacher's) resource level, in
itself, does not guarantee a high-quality educational program, use of those resources can make
a difference. A second factor affecting access to knowledge is grouping practices. Since this
class can be used as a fine arts requirement, it attracts heterogeneous group with respect to
ability and program of study (e.g., academic or vocational). This mix tends to raise the level of
teaching and also counteracts neptive effects associated with tracking students: individual
achievement and aspirations are lower among students in low-ability and nonacademic tracks
at the secondary level (Oakes, 1989). Finally, the ROP goal to provide work-related training
and its links to the business community expand student access to knowledge through work
experience. Students in Ms. Adams's class, for example, have an opportunity to learn through
working in a local retail store.

Press for achievement is indicated by institutional pressures that the school exerts to get
students to work hard and achieve. Ms. Adams (and Mr. Smith) fostered press for achieve-
ment by having high expectations for students and the quality of their work. It is not clear
how the school communicates these expectations and values to these students. Our interviews
indicate, however, that the school administration may communicate different expectations and
values to different types of students: the academic curriculum takes precedence over the voca-
tional, and college enrollment figures are used to measure school succese.

Finally, professional teaching conditions can empower or constrain teachers and achninis-
trators as they attempt to create and implement instnactional programs and define how schools
function m workplaces for teachers (Oakes, 1989). Ms. Adams faces a mix of conditions. On
the positive side, she has little paperwork or bureaucratic requirements, which indicates the
primacy of teaching over nonteaching tasks and responsibilities. She has a very supportive
ROP administrator at the school. Most importantly, she has autonomy in making classroom
curriculum and instructional decisions and flexibility in implementing innovations. These fac-
tors are known to support effective teaching (e.g., Purkey and Smith, 1988). On the negative
side, Ms. Adams and the ROP sit outside the broader school culture. This leolates her from
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colleagues and involvement in schoolwide decision& Thus she does not engage in school-based
activities that can foster learning, such as collaborative staff planning, intellectu haring, and
teamwork. On the other hand, she does participate in staff development activh.. iponsored
by the ROP.

In terms of school context, then, several positive influences on teaching and learning
generic skills in this classroom stand out: a supportive ROP administration, a high &pee of
teacher autonomy, and the teacher's personal educational philosophy. Other school conditions
work against access, press, and teaching condition& Since our view of the school context is
limited to the classrooms we visited and the people we interviewed, we do not claim that this
picture is entirely accurate. Nonetheless, it is indicative of what this teacher and administra-
tor perceive as the climate around them, and how factors in that climate can enable the desired
teaching and learning to take place.



V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The exploratory study reported here investigated the teaching and learning of generic
skills in vocational education settings. We define two categories of generic skills: basic or
enabling skills and complex reasoning skills. In addition to those skills, which define a
permon's competency for a task, one must also consider the motivational style or dispositions
that influence task performance. Without motivation or positive dispositions, generic skills
will be wasted. We further elaborate on complex reasoning skills from the perspective of the
human information processing paradigm and apply this conceptualisation to identify pzoblem-
solving skills in several vocations.

To bettor understand the teaching of generic skills, we observed several vocational educa-
tion classes and selected one (a high school interior design class) for intensive study. Three
questions guided our fieldwork: What generic skills are taught in vocational classrooms? How
are they taught? How doss the school context influence instruction?

In response to the first question, the vocational teachers we observed taught several
specific problem-solving skills like those defined in our conceptual framework. The teaching of
these skills was often embedded in cooperative working arrangements, wherein students worked
together to solve *authentic" problems Teachers also stressed students' acquisition of positive
dispositions, such as making independent, bold decisions and taking responsibility for decisions
made. Teachers held that acquiring such dispositions was as important as (if not more impor-
tant than) learning particular job-related knowledge or skills

From the standpoint of traditional academic instruction, these nontraditional course goals
led to nontraditional teaching methods Teachers designed project-centered courses in which
students could make many choices (e.g., establish milestones, focus on a single task from an
array of tasks) in an environment free from typical clastroom rules. Teachers treated students
like adults fostered a climate of mutual respect, and held students accountable for their work
using workplace performance criteria. This clarsroom environment supported teaching of
dispositions and, more generally, motivated students in positive ways.

Teachers had several techniques for solving some of the problems that arise in a project-
centered classroom where students are given considerable freedom including techniques for
encouraging boldness and independence and for dealing with students who are not proceeding
in unison. Overall, lecturing or didsctic instruction was minimized, as teachers conducted
mmicro-apprenticeshipe or engaged in one-on-one tutoring. In short, the culture of learning
found in these classrooms bears little resemblance to that found in many traditional academic
classes

The interior design teacher found support for carrying out her instructional goals from
the ROP program's focus on schooling for work and its close ties with the business community.
This teacher seemed to enjoy a peat deal of autonomy in deciding how to design and teach the
course and evaluate students However, the reasons for this autonomy remain elusive. On the
one hand, it may be due to administrative support or the particular nature of the course we
observed. That is, interior design may be less "bound" in terms of domain-specific content
than, say, mathematics or other academic subjects, thus giving this teacher more freedom in
determining what will be taught. This suggests that fewer domain-specific knowledge and skill
requirements permit more leeway for teaching dispositions and workplace attitIrdes or experi-
menting with nontraditional instructional practices. On the other hand, the teacher's
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autonomy may reflect vocational education's place in the broader comprehensive school
environment This vocational teacher can "get away with" doing things differently because
this comprehensive school places more value on academic programs pared to prepare *more
qualified" students for higher education. Autonomy, then, may simply be a by-product of
neglect.

&girdles, of (or perhaps in spite of) vocational education's status, these teachers held
high expectations for students and stressed the importance of teaching generic skills and dispo-
sitions for the workplace. Their belief in student-centered instruction extended beyond the
classroom, as teachers also attended to nonschool issues that concerned students. Educational
philosophy and other important personal characteristics of teachers are important ingredients
in the teaching we observed.

Below we discuss several conclusions and implications from this analysis with respect to
teaching generic skills, educating diverse student populations, and integrating academic and
vocational education. This discussion I. largely speculative, given the small sample of teachers
and the exploratory nature of this research. Strong conclusions or policy implications for
teaching and learning generic skills await further research.

TEACHING GENERIC SKILLS

The main contribution of this study toward teaching generic skills has been to isolate and
identify some aspects of human problem-solving behavior and to describe how they are taught.
In the classrooms we observed, these skillsproblem recognition, generation of solution paths,
evaluation, repair, and so onwere, for the most part, taught implicitly and comprised a rela-
tively small portion of the instructional *package." However, the human information process-
ing model and other cognitive seism, research on the learning process provide several para-
digms that seem intuitively applicable to teaching generic skills. For example, this research
emphasises the importance of bringing tacit cognitive processes, like problem recognition and
evaluation, into the open when students can observe, enact, and practice them with help from
the teacher and other students (Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1960). If Ms. Adams followed
this principle in her teaching, she might have simply named the different problem-solving steps
in designing the house and &cussed how these steps apply to other types of problems as well.

We see the typical lag between theory formulation and its application. Although cogni-
tive science research is certainly influencing the content and method of instruction in some
subject areas, its impact on teaching has been miaimal overall.' The cognitive science perspec-
tive has been absent in most march in vocational education (Adelman, 1960), although
current efforts have been made o examine its relevance for vocational education reforms (cf.
Raison, 1900). This seems an important priority for cognitive science researchers, who have
i.timarily studied academic subject arose and classrooms. Vocational educators can speed the
theory-to-practice transfer by applying known research findinp from the cognitive science
literature to the development of teaching practices.'

The findinp from this exploratory study also suggest that elementary and high school
students are in need of baiting to acquire dispositions and attitudes that will serve them well
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in the world of work. Vocational (and other) teachers should consider explicitly managing the
learning of these skills as well, rather than teaching them "behind the scenes." The vocational
teachers in this study had both implicit and explicit ways to teach and model these disposi-
tions, but their methods were guided by their own workplace experience rather than any formal
models.

Different types of new research are needed to improve teachers' ability to impart impor-
tant dispositions and motivate students to learn in the classroom and work effectively on the
job. How can teachers help students develop perseverance for difficult tasks, pride in work
accomplished, and a desire to be part of a collaborative team? In our study, teachers created a
learning environment that supported a *mastery-oriented response in students (cf. Dweck and
Leggett, 1988). Holvever, our study design could not determine which students were already
self-motivated and which were changing their behavior in response to the teacher or situation.
Further research might measure students' motivational style and track how they respond to
motivational contingencies in the learning environment. Other studies might try to manipulate
factors that contribute to student motivational styles and see how this affects behavior. An
experiment by Dweck, Tenney, and Dienes (cited in Dweck and Leggett, 1988), for example,
showed that children's implicit theories of intelligence can be modified to positively affect the
goals they choose in a task, but it remains to be seen to what extent this can be done with
older students in regular classroom situations. A third study, also suggested by social cognition
theory, might determine which situational factors can override or alter existing predispositions
to produce more adaptive motivational behaviors that support learning. A teacher might
emphasise, for example, that trying a difficult task (showing effort) will count as much as final
performance on the task. This might encourage students to adopt a learning goal, provided
that their predisposition toward an entity view of intelligence is not too strong (cf. Dwock and
Leggott, 1968).

A potentially powerful way to study the interplay of generic skills and dispositions, then,
would be to adopt a perspective that combines theory and findings from both cognitive science
and social cognition as a way to analyse patterns of cognition-affect-behavior in classrooms or
other task-oriented situations.

Our study also indicates that certain contextual factors influence teaching of generic
skills. These teachers, for example, had the autonomy to balance the teaching of domain-
specific knowledge and skill requirements with generic skills, and to employ nontraditional
instructional and evaluation methods. It is difficult to toll how much of what we observed
rested on the characteristics of those particular teachers and their educational philosophy.
Futwe research might examine, for example, how much of successful teaching of generic skills
relies on Witcher experiences and educational philosophy, by studying teachers who differ in
these respects. Research should also examine under what conditions teachers have autonomy.
Teachers in our study, for example, had autonomy because they were outside the educational
mainstream. Policies to 'bring them in" might work against that autonomy and actually
diereses their ability to innovate.

TEACHING DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS

Recently, much attention has been paid to the tatiwasing diversity of the student popula-
tion. Immigration, shifting demographics, and other societal and economic factors have con-
tributed to many kinds of changes that schools must address. In California, for example,

209,000 immigrant students (51 percent of the nation's total student immigrant population)
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were enrolled in the 1986-87 school year. In the past decade, the number of limited-English-
proficient (LEP) students has more than doubled (California State Department of Education,
1988). Ethnic and cultural diversity can strain long-held beliefs about students and schooling
and challenge school norms. As one teacher put it, *It's not `Leave it to Beaver' out there
anymore.* The local school distlict has held workshops on diversity, but teachers report that
they don't really provide useAsl methods for coping in the classroom. Ms. Adams believed that,
for the most part, teachers in her school are *looking for excellence, for ;ollege-bound
behavior . . . for high SAT scores. So they give the ESL (English as a second language) kids
busywork, don't challenge them, aren't willing to bring discuseion down to the students' level
of understanding, and aren't willing to compromise.*

In our view, one interesting quality of the instaictional practice in the vocational class-
rooms was its appropriateness for teaching a diverse group of students. Ms. Adams's class
mixed students out of their academic or vocational *backs,* since it included college-bound
students fulfilling a fine arts requirement as well as students hoping to acquire job skills. The
class was predominately Anglo, but it included Hispanic, black, Asian, and other minority stu-
dents. Several were ESL or LEP students.

Several aspects of instruction seemed well-suited to th;$ diverse group. Rather than
requiring uniform performance standard., for example, teachors seemed individual student
programs. In the case of group work, they also determined a student's contribution to the
poup. In addition, students had some freedom in their choice of projects or of tasks within
projects, which allowed them to tailor their activities to suit their talents or interests. Ms.
Adams also formed different groups with an eye toward their diversity. For example, she has
farmed teams combinbm English-speaking and ESL students and a team made up exclusively
of students with limited English proficiency (two students from Mexico, two from China, and
one from Japan).

In addition, the apprenticeship and tutoring aspecte of the teaching we observed seemed
well suited to student diversity. The apprenticeship modal, in particular, has long been associ-
ated with vocational education. Traditional apprenticeship methodscoaching, scaffolding,
modelingpromote *learning through guided experience,* and they are embedded in a social
contest that supports learning to solve authentic domain problems. Suooessful apprenticeship
activity requires the master to carefully structure the learning environment to support the
apprentice's learning; this, in turn, requires carekl consideration of the individual student's
needs. As described in Sec. IV, these aspects of apprenticeship were quite evident in the voca-
tional classrooms we visited.

Recent resserch in cognitive science on the proem of learning has re-examinid the tradi-
tionsl apprenticeship approach and proposed the notion of *cognitive apprenticeship* (Collins,
Brown, and Newman, 19N). This work goes beyond traditional notions of apprenticeship by
making the pedegogy of the apprenticeship approach more explicit for teachers and by extend-
ing the traditional model beyond the learning of manual skills.' Further research might °wa-
hine thaw models of apprentionhip to examine their useAsInses for teaching diverse student
populations. fatustions for fwther research include How can apprenticeships be structured to
lam dimes students in a large classroom setting? Can apprenticeship techniques be applied
to teaching domain-specific knowledge and skills and gawk skills, in addition to complex
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physical processes and skills? What kinds of skills do tuchers (vocational or otherwise) or
studtnts mod to play the "mastar" role in apprenticeship arrangsments?

INTEGRATING ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Finally, our ressarch led us to speculate about rtcent reforms calling for the integration of
academic and vocational education as one way to restructure education to better meet the
needs of all students. In the spirit of reform, both vocational and academic educators search
for ways W intagrate curriculum, but from somewhat difitrent perspectives. Vocational educa-
tors have responded to recent legislation and external criticism by developing and implement-
ing now courses and programs (cf. Grubb et al., 1990; Adelman, 1989). Many of these have the
flavor of making vocational education "more acadsmic." The California Peninsula Academies
model, for example, combines the core academic curriculum with technical instruction in a par-
ticular occupational field (cf. Stern et al., 1988). Other solutions go beyond taaching the basic
three Rs to encompass a broader range of skills, such as thinking and problem solving (e.g.,
Adelman, 1989).

Academic school reformers, on the other hand, have been motivated by the poor perfor-
mance of schoolchildren and advances in cognitive science rssearch to make academic learning
more =Gainful for all students and, at the same time, better prows all students for the
world of work. Although the term "integration" is not typically applied to reforms in academic
education practice, new curriculum and theoretical approaches have the flavor of msking
academic institution "more vocational.' Models of cognitive apprintiosehip (discussed above),
for example, draw heavily from studies of traditional vocational apprenticeship training (e.g.,
Lave, 1977) and recommend "situating' learning in contexts that reflect how a skill will actu-
ally be used (e.g., Collins, Brown, and Nommen, 1989).

In short, both &cadmic and vocational educators haye much to contribute to the design
of integrated educational prectice. One aspect of curriculum reform common to both is the
need to improve student.' abilities to reason, think, and solve problems. That is, both see
6gestric skills' as important learning skills for students "in school and out"from school to
the workplaos or throughout one's life.

If this is one goal of integration, then we might envision a model of integration based on
teething gamic skills and dispositions to all students in both academic and vocational class-
rooms. Milt the present study representa a first step in articulating that model, more
resesrch is clearly needed. Future research should analyse the acquisition and teaching of tar-
get generic drills and dispositions in both vocational and academic classrooms. &viral impor-
tant questions remain with respect to teaching these skills particularly in academic settings.
The vocational teachers' approach was to teach gensric skills In the contest of an "authentic"
problem, carrisd out cooperatively by a team of students. In addition, teachers structured tht
clamor rules and expectations to resemblt, as much as possible, an actual worldng environ-
ment. It is not clear to what extent these features of instruction dspend on the subject area.
For example, it is possible that this approach, and other specific teaching practices wed in
interior design (e.g., micro-apprentiosship and tutoring instead of lecturing), may not generalise
well to mathematics or English instruction.

Another isms concerns the importanos of workplace experince for teaching some impor-
tant dispositions or for executing ease instructional approaches The teachers in this study
had real-life *modem* in the 'sculture of practice that provides knowledge and understand-
ings valued by practitioners. This form of expertise is just Ss important as skill in performing
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tasks and solving problems in the workplace. It is part of what constitutes the practice of
expert work, u well as what the expert (or master craftsman) imparts to the novice (or
apprentice). Thus, the expert can teach or model both skills and attitudes. It is not clear to
who* extent the culture of practice is developed through real work aperient*. Furthermore, it
is hard to imagine the analog to the culture of practice in an academic domain, although some
argue that good mathematics instruction includes an understanding of how mathematics is
done by mathematiciansthe culture of the *mathematician" (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1967). It is
possible that some lessons for successitilly adapting to the workplace *culture of practice
such as taking responsibility for one's own behavior or making independent decisionsare
mon easily incorporated into teaching in vocational than in academic claserooms.

As a final recommendation, future research to develop model of teething generic skills
for all studentsor to address other questions presented in this sectionshould analyse the
acquisition and teaching of target skills at a level that will inform curriculum development and
teacher trebling. Broad descriptions of needed workplace skills are not enough. Since teachers
have the ultimate responsibility for taming out any curricular reforms, research must aim to
inform teachers' practice.



Appendix

SUMMARY OF SELECTED LITERATURE

To identify the scope and content of previous research on "generic skills,' we searched
the cognitive science, vocational Alucation, training, and workplace literatures. We summarise
some findinp from these sources in Sec. II. We discovered that not only was terminology
diverse, the types of items included under this "generic' umbrella varied greatly. For example,
the lists of generic skills were labelled "generalizable skills," "attributes,* *talents,' 'transfer-
able skills,' and "occupational adaptability skills." Moreover, the content within lists included
basic skills (i.e., math, reading, writing), thinking and problem-solving skills, attitudes and
dispositions, creativity, and physical attributes.

This appendix displays the results of this search as a referenced list of workplace skills
considered domain general, plus a notation identifying the setting involved (secondary, postsec-
ondary, workplace, etc.) and the sample (teachers, administrators, adult workers, etc.).
Greenan's (1984) entry includes sources that he cites in his review.
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*Gamic Skill* Betting Sample Reference

Transferable likWe:
Communication
Woking with others
Prelims solving
Analyingismsesing
Plamb 16/11Yout
Oinking
Marais. others
Deckles melds(
Positive work attitudes

Basic skills comptuslised as
useneraliable sldlls:
Mathematics
Communications
Interpersoul relations
Ramming

Aptitude in verbal comprehension,
arithmck reasoning, manual dexterity

Interest/temperament

Attributes:
Ideation Amoy
Weld*
Problem sessitivity
SOW orientation
Reasstive attention
Time awing
Itemiaa
Speed of limb movement

Wasik demists activities/conditions
Work attributes: abilitic/personality

traits

Talcum
Creative or productive thinking
Evaluative or decision.making talent
Pluming
Poresasting
Communisation

Transferable skills
Warms*

Inierpcsosal
Attitudbal

Listadag
Speeldig
Verbal consmication
Job-related compstencies
Wrt

Workplace Educators, Wiest, 1977
personnel
offices
trainers

Public Teachers
secossicy
roe ed/
postsecondary
vac ed

Workplace

Workplace

Workplace

Workplace

Giessen, 1963

Greenan, 1984
(cites Mecham and McCormick,
1909)

Grecian, 1964
(cites Marquardt and McCormick,
1972)

Gesenan, 1964
(cites Cunningham, 1971)

Orman, 1964
(cites Taylor, 1973)

Workplace Coalmine Grecian, 1964
partpants (cites Wiest, lar)

Trade/
inert:WI
voracious

Community Groom, 1964
caw/ (cites Howells 1977)
technical
institutes'
chnisktraters,
vocadecil
twice%
Inglieh
tesabses
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"Generic Skill" Setting Sample Reference

Lagib le hone/Tidos
Mounts, fast arithmetic calculation
Spell mama nouns
Familiar with job name
Undsestead/intspest info presented

by phone alone
Communisate an attitude of interest/

belptahmee
Peri= simultaneous tasks
/WM* in changing work stramgles

under various mmervieory/reward conditions
Apply rules to new exempla
Apply multiple procedural rules in a

classillostion task
Listening and talking
Consume learning/job aids to guide

leaning and performance

Adult litancy skills:
Communicstion (read, write, speak,

Ileum)
Computational skills
Problem-solving skills
Intseporeonal skills

To traria skills to job:
Task parkemance skills
Skills to apply broad usable knowledge
Psesonel/Intsepsesonal effective skills
fielf-melysis
Carew mmegunont and productivity

To sply broadly guilt Mewled's:
Abie to know where and bow to access

inkemation
Commit knowledge to memory
Resell lakemstion acetwately
Idea*/ iihemelion needed for

ossupsdand Irks
Use knowledge in decision making and

problem salving
Civet* new kosowledp as remit of

synthmising existing knowledge

Oompationel survival &We
Waking in onpniestions
Undmalmding self
Motivation Ise work
Inhopmeonel relations

eammeketion
Using ~MO at work
Copia with mild
Capin with shop
Adopting and planning for the future

Workplace
(broad rang.
of occupations)

Workplace Adult

Workplace

Vocational/
CMS!
education
propene

Gremlin, 1064
(cites Short, Dotta, Short,
and Bradley, 1974)

Greenan, 1964
(cites Northcutt, 1975)

Traiaing/ Gramm 1964
guidesos (cites Moist 1977)
programs
housed on
tramforabh
oompatiosal

Workers, Gram, 1964
students, (cites Nelson, 1979)
parents,
teachers,
ocomeolors,
administraton
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"Gene* Skill" SsttIn Sampi. Reference

Handle unpredictable and nonroutine Public Oakes, 1966
problems and circumstances secondary

Experienes how generic principles and schools
promos translate into *milk work

Values and attitudes regerding work:
Cooperative working relationshils
Conrad lased to quality
Social msponsibility in creation and

distribution of goods

Participate in socially shared
intellectual work

Listen to and analyss arguments
Gather information and know how to use it
Parson, analysis, and reflection

Problem solving Secondary Chipman, 1988
Knowisdge soquisition voc ed
Self-managemed

Thubleshooting Military Garretson, 1988
Problem solving
Communised=
Inta9Plabklitt
Motivation

and abstract knowledge Workplace Claims Shankm, 1966
UmIsesteed multiple arrays of info and NINON*

rules governing them
Understand reistioaships between arrays
Frame emotes, to len Mandedissd requests

Nmd to be adoptable to profit Michipn Operations Michigan Employability
from chenghig wariggson workplsce and human Skills Task Force, 19118

Set ode and deveic,/implarent NORM
strategies to achisve them exscutives

Know bow to learn new Information
and &Ws

Use into conteined in context and
only it to another

Identity when and trom whom to
moms informed=

Solve problems
Fused= as members of multiple

week teams

Skills he the modern workplace Rabin, 1906
Indio** (cites Levi& 1966)

Commotion
Working in grams
Psse training
&IMAM
Conisseiration
Reasoning
Problem solving
Derision making
Obtaining end using information

Resnick, 1967b

Plowing
Lands/ skills
Multicultural skills
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